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HIYA, gals and galluses! How many of you ever saw a County Fair? I'm just an old simple Simon, uncultured as a jackrabbit, and that's why I'd rather go to a County Fair, anywhere from Texas west, than to the most talked-of stage play that ever hit Broadway.

Here's how I feel about it. A show, no matter how entertaining, is as shallow and artificial as any theater prop. Every character and episode is overdrawn. They have to be, to meet dramatic requirements.

The Heart of America

There's no make-believe about a County Fair. It is life itself, with its sleeves rolled up. At the Fair you see and feel the warm, true heartbeat of the real creators and producers of America. You rub elbows with 'em, these sons and daughters of the land, and you come away humbly thankful, to them. It's the farmers and stockmen and other growers that feed and clothe us all, and supply the grist for the wheels of commerce and industry.

The County Fair really is a thanksgiving, because Fair Week comes around in the fall, at harvest time.

Through the growing months, the County Fair grounds are silent and deserted. But when Fair Week arrives, the place blossoms out in bunting and throbs with music and the commotion of crowds.

The core of interest in the exhibit buildings. Here are displayed the finest samples of the season's yield. The displays are shown in sections, one for every farm grange in the county. Sometimes the name of the grange is spelled out in flowers, or in seeds, or some other natural, artistic pattern. You see sheaves of grain, as tall as a man, and cornstalks that reach almost to the ceiling. There are squashes and pumpkins that need only the touch of a fairy's wand to become Cinderella coaches. Heaps of fruits and vegetables make a riot of color and there are showings of specialty crops for which certain communities are famous.

Art and Handicrafts

But that isn't all. The handicraft of country wives and daughters is shown at the County Fair—crazy quilts, masterpieces of embroidery and other "fancy work," and all the creations of needle and loom that tell of many a busy evening.

The country schools exhibit at the Fair, too. You see the useful articles of wood and metal little Johnny built with his own hands in manual training class, and on a platform, under a spotlight, a bashful little country gal demonstrates in a glittering, modern farm kitchen, the skill she learned in cooking school.

There's a fine arts section, too. In this you see the creations of mind and imagination. Like most youthful art, it only reflects more mature achievements. But now and then a painting, design or sculpture is boldly original, and you know that some gifted boy or girl has set foot on the long, hard ladder of fame.

Yonder in back of the exhibit buildings are the stables, the cattle and hog and sheep pens, and the poultry showings. These live exhibits are fed and slicked up to perfection, and a good many are entered by the farm boy members of the Four H Club. The prizewinning critters are often sold at auction, and bring handsome money.

A Colorful Pageant

To city and townspeople, the County Fair is a colorful pageant. But it is an exciting competition among the countryfolks. Prizes are awarded by a board of judges for every class of exhibit. A blue ribbon winner can be mighty proud, whether the honor came (Continued on page 8)
Over 850,000 people have studied music this easy way

SEE HOW SIMPLE IT IS!
"My country 'tis of thee, Sweet land of liberty"

The first note on the music above is "C." Follow the dotted line to the keyboard and locate "C" on the piano. Play the other notes the same way. As you strike them you'll be playing the melody of "America." Easy, isn't it? And it's easy to play other tunes, too. For a remarkable invention, the "Note-Finder," tells you just where each note is located on the piano keyboard.
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Lawrence Welk's achievements should be an inspiration to all students of music. His rise to fame was rapid. He has played for leading theatres, hotels, and radio networks. And he did it all without a professional music teacher. Here's what he says: "I studied the accordion with the U. S. School and was surprised at how simple their method made learning music. I can highly recommend this school to anyone interested in learning music quickly without a private teacher, at such a low cost."
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PRACTICAL RESIDENTIAL WIRING
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Here is last is a complete practical book on house wiring, which you can use to do complete electrical jobs—from the smallest repairs to the wiring of an entire home. It teaches you how to draw electrical diagrams, and proceeds, step by step, through every type of present-day installation. Then the author shows you exactly how to do the actual work, and furnishes hundreds of hands-at-work photographs. The National Electrical Code is clearly applied at each crucial point, insuring that everything you do fulfills Code requirements.
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THE FRONTIER POST

(Continued from page 6)

from growing the finest thoroughbred Hereford or from baking the most perfect loaf of bread or cake.

Somewhere about, on a big open space, you see the latest in farm machinery, and watch it demonstrated. The man that wrests a livelihood from the soil has to keep up with modern progress. A successful grower, these days, is just as concerned with production problems and costs as any manufacturer. Also, he has to know something about plant chemistry.

Talk with some of these stockmen and farmers, and you'll find a thoughtful, intelligent man, no matter what his schooling. The range and the farm are the new frontiers of science. The countryman lives by something more than the sweat of his brow. At the County Fair, he exchanges information with his neighbor. He proves what he knows by what he grows.

Entertainment Galore

But still that isn't all there is to the County Fair. When you're full up with information, there is entertainment galore. From the grandstand you watch horse racing, bronc busting and calf roping, and maybe a fireworks display each evening, along with some acrobat or trained dog acts, a good two hours of fun and resting your legs after wandering among the exhibits.

When that's over, you hear circusy sounds and smell sawdust and bright lights draw you to carnival row. Lots of road carnival outfits play the County Fair circuit. They come with all the old, familiar trappings—the rides, the sideshow tents with the barkers in front, the pitch games and all the catchpenny gimmicks that youngsters up to 80 enjoy.

And as you head for home, you come to a row of outdoor booths that small plumb irresistible of hot coffee, hot dogs and sure-enough homemade pie. These refreshment bazaars are run by the good ladies of the country churches, which get the proceeds.

It's too bad that everybody can't see a County Fair, the way they're put on from Texas west. It'd be a good thing for everybody to know what countryfolks do, think and talk about, don't you gals and galluses agree?

(Continued on page 10)
"I love to teach dancing

The New Arthur Murray Way

My pupils learn so much faster!"

Even beginners become popular partners
in a fraction of the usual time!

"I'm so excited about 'The New Arthur Murray Way' of teaching dancing. It seems like magic the way the Fox Trot, Waltz, Samba, Rumba, all develop out of his new discovery, 'The First Step To Popularity'.

"Beginners are thrilled to find they go dancing after only one hour... and amazed how little it costs to learn. And right now we have a special half-off price that saves you even more. But why don't you come in to the Studio for a FREE dance analysis and see for yourself what 'The New Arthur Murray Way' can do for you."

PROOF You Can Dance After One Lesson!
See how quickly you can learn to dance "The New Arthur Murray Way." Send for the "Murray-Go-Round" now! It contains fascinating, entertaining instructions on all dances. Clip coupon below.

ARTHUR MURRAY STUDIOS, Dept. 13B (Consult telephone directory for address of nearest studio, or write Arthur Murray Studios, 11 East 43rd St., New York 17, N.Y.) Please send me your magazine, "Murray-Go-Round", 44 pages of pictures, dance news, instructions. I enclose 25c.
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Thrill. Fict.--March 1949
THE FRONTIER POST
(Continued from page 8)

The other day I heard a man say:
"I thought I knew how to talk my own lingo—until I started to study a foreign language."

The peculiar dips, twists and turns in American speech must mystify newcomers to our country. It's full of hard-to-explain contradictions. For instance, we say that a deal "goes through" when it succeeds, that it "falls through" when it fails.

A shipment goes by rail, not ship, and a cargo goes by ship, not car. Rainfall and fall rains aren't the same. A house afire "burns up" and also "burns down." We say goose and geeze, why not moose and meese? A chemist who assays ore is an assayer, but one who writes essays is an essayist.

It isn't our long words that are the hardest. One of the longest words in our language, interdenominationalism, is easy to understand. But how many know the meaning of "gambit," which is a gambling stake, and "pundit," a very wise hombre. A machine is efficient, but a man is proficient, speaking correctly.

When you're "tired out" you're also "all in" and "done up" but when tricked you're "done in." You're "done for" if killed. The word "catch" is used in various confusing ways. We "catch on" to a joke, "catch up" with work, and catch fish, colds, balls and the dickens. A dishonest man is "underhanded" but an honest man isn't overhanded, he's "aboveboard." And so on.

You can think of a lot more.

There's some consolation in knowing that other languages besides English have tricky words and phrases. Texans, lots of whom know some Spanish, can tell you that language is full of idioms untranslatable to our own tongue.

The Most Patient Critter

Here's a campfire subject that came up awhile back. What's the most patient animal?

A horse or burro, some say. Or a dog. Others claim that a cat has more patience than any other critter, because it can wait for hours at a hole to nab a mouse.

Being a close observer of cats, I'd say that it hasn't any more patience than a horse, dog.

(Continued on page 92)
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"No Rangers wanted South of the Nueces," the killer warned, and that's just why the Lone Wolf Ranger headed that way!

By JACKSON COLE

the GHOST in GOLDEN ARMOR

A JIM HATFIELD NOVEL

CHAPTER I

Range of No Return!

A BULLET HOLE punctured the Texas Ranger badge pinned to the rider’s shirt. The fabric was stiff and black with an incrustation of blood which had been days in the drying.

Pleated rawhide bridle reins had been looped twice around the dead Ranger’s wrists and tied to his dish-shaped Brazos saddle-horn, giving the illusion that Hube Overmile had guided his grulla stud back home with those wooden-stiff, waxlike hands.

But the homing instinct had brought the horse back to its corral behind the Ranger post here in Sollazzo. Somewhere, out in
the unmapped "suicide strip" of brasa da county between the Nueces River and the Rio Grande, Overmile had kept a tryst with Destiny. Only the grulla had survived his rider's rendezvous with ambush death, to bring the dead lawman back from the mysterious reaches of the thicket jungles to the corral from which they had started, three weeks before.

Otie Jennings, the aging lieutenant of Texas Rangers whose line-of-duty in- firminities had relegated him to a desk job here at Sollazzo district headquarters, was the only man who actually saw Hube Overmile's grisly homecoming. It was siesta time in the little town which squatted like a woodtick scar on a bull's hide, an oasis in the middle of a thorny brasa da desert which extended from horizon to horizon. The Mexican population dozed in the shade of their mud-and-wattle jacal huts; the few American residents took their ease in hammocks and cane-bottomed chairs under the awning of Sollazzo's mercantile store.

Into this curdled silence Hube Overmile's grulla came, hoofs bleeding, noiseless on the blow-sand which carpeted the jungle trail. The exhausted horse followed the adobe wall of the corral and plunged its muzzle gratefully into the brimming sheet-iron water trough, causing its dead rider to lurch grotesquely in saddle.

Peering through the open window of the Ranger station, Lieutenant Otie Jennings thought at first that Overmile was slumped in his saddle through over-exertion, his body juices drained by the punishing July heat. Then he spotted the flies buzzing around the bloodstains under Overmile's law badge.

"Three dead Rangers in six months," Jennings groaned, heading for the back door of his office. "The Ghost in Golden Armor has struck ag'in. And I'm responsible for sendin' 'em out into the brasa da after the phantom. Providence, helping me, never again—"

THE grulla fought Jennings' efforts to force the animal to leave the water trough before it foundered. He noted that the horse's hoofs were worn to the frogs, two shoes missing, mouse-colored hide lacerated by Spanish dagger and thorny junco brush. This horse had been to Hades and back.

Cursing, Jennings pulled the grulla inside the Ranger barn, and set about untwisting the reins from the dead man's wrists—reins tied by his killer. Stiff as a mummy. Hube Overmile toppled from saddle, almost knocking the old Ranger down before he could support the dead man's weight.

A shadow fell through the doorway and a voice offered help.

"One moment there, Lieutenant Jennings. Let me assist you."

The low, well-modulated voice addressed Jennings from the arched maw of the stable. Struggling to maintain his balance under the dead man's weight while he worked to extricate a twisted boot from the oxbow stirrup, Jennings squinted his eyes against the blinding glare of the sunlight. He recognized the silhouetted figure stepping into the hay-carpeted interior of the barn.

The man was the celebrated Dr. Jonas Trevor, the German-born college professor who headed the department of history and archaeology over at the Alamo University in Austin. Engaged in scientific research in the brasa da country, Dr. Trevor used Sollazzo as his base of supplies. The professor's buckboard wagon, with the words "ALAMO UNIVERSITY EXPE- DITION No. 2" painted on its end gate, was drawn up alongside the corral watering trough, while the team quenched their thirst, preparatory to starting the homeward trip.

"This here's—Hube Overmile, Doc," panted Jennings, when Trevor loosened the dead man's Coffeeville boot from the stirrup and helped lower the dead man to the floor of the stable. "The third Ranger I've sent to his death over in the Nueces thickets since last fall. And, by all that's holy, he'll be the last!"

Dr. Jonas Trevor turned away from the grisly corpse, rubbing his stomach as if sight of the slain Ranger nauseated him. He was a small man, this archaeologist
who had made his reputation in Europe before accepting a chair at the Alamo University. His head, growing bald, was covered by a tropical pith sun-helmet. He wore steel-rimmed spectacles which gave him an owlish appearance, his jaw’s receding lines was offset by a ginger-colored beard, square-cut in the Prussian fashion.

the loaded cylinder of the six-gun which was still intact in Overmile’s holster.

“This is the work of the Ghost in Golden Armor, of course,” growled Otie Jennings, his face bleak in the semi-gloom of the Ranger barn. “The Ghost must have seen this Ranger badge on Hube’s shirt and shot him at p’int-blank range. Hube

JIM HATFIELD

He was wearing a white linen jacket, soiled now with Texas dust. His spindly legs looked incongruous in leather puttees and flaring whipcord breeches.

“I—know,” Dr. Trevor said, forcing himself to turn around to where Jennings was squatting alongside the dead Ranger. “The last time I drove my wagon over from Haunted Lake, two months ago, you had given up Ranger Curtis Bjorquest for dead. And Ranger Ben Danefield before him. The brasada seems to be a range of no return for men wearing a law star, Lieutenant.”

Jennings was going over the dead man’s body, searching his pockets, inspecting

Overmile was a foolhardy hombre to have wore his star.”

Dr. Jonas Trevor removed a jade cigarette holder from his linen jacket, fitted a black Mexican cigarillo to it, and thrust the holder between his teeth. A mild-mannered man, dedicating his life to the pursuit of knowledge, Trevor’s sensitive personality had obviously suffered a severe shock here in the presence of violent death.

“A fantastic thing, this Ghost of the Golden Armor,” he whispered, firing his cigarette and inhaling deeply. “Had I not actually seen this—this fiend mounted on the white Arabian horse, clad in golden
armor in the style of Coronado’s Spanish conquistadores, I would be arguing now that Mr. Overmile had been ambushed by an ordinary Mexican rustler or smuggler.”

JENNINGS, having completed his examination of the dead man, had turned his attention to the jaded grulla stud. In the act of stripping the blood-stained saddle from the horse, the Ranger lieutenant caught sight of a sheet of paper glued to the back of Overmile’s cantle, where it had been hidden by the skirt of the Ranger’s brushhopper jumper.

Hanging the kack on a handy peg, Jennings ripped the paper from the leather, scanned it briefly, and mouthed an oath. He handed the paper to Dr. Trevor.

“This proves it beyond any doubt, Doc,” declared the lieutenant. “Overmile was sent into the Suicide Strip with orders not to come back to Sollazzo till he had solved the mystery of the Ghost in Golden Armor. This is the Ghost’s answer. He tied Overmile’s carcass to the saddle and turned the grulla loose, knowin’ the bronc would come back home. Well, the Ghost has licked me.”

Trevor’s hand shook as he squinted his myopic eyes at the words scribbled to the sheet of blue-ruled paper, graph paper such as a civil engineer might use. They read:

NO RANGERS WANTED SOUTH OF THE NUECES!
BJORQUEST AND DANEFIELD, NOW OVERMILE.
THEIR BLOOD IS ON YOUR HANDS, JENNINGS!
THE GHOST IN GOLDEN ARMOR

Jennings covered the dead man with a saddle blanket, and stumbled out of the stable. Dr. Trevor accompanied him along the corral fence to the Ranger post headquarters. There Jennings slumped into his swivel chair, hauled a bottle of whisky from his rolltop desk and downed a slug. He offered the bottle to Trevor, who hesitated a moment, then wiped off the neck of the bottle and took a drink, choking from the unaccustomed bite of the alcohol in his scrumy throat.

“First dram of rotgut I ever drank while I was on duty, Doc,” Otie Jennings said hoarsely. “But this Ghost in Golden Armor business is drivin’ me loco. This note is right. I knowed I was sendin’ those three Rangers to their deaths, when I passed on the orders from Captain Bill McDowell in Austin. Well, by grab, it’s the last man I’ll send into the brasada after that spook. I’ll resign my commission before I’ll carry out any more of Roarin’ Bill’s orders.”

Dr. Jonas Trevor leaned against the office wall, fanning his flushed, bony cheeks with his tropical helmet as he stared at the big blue-printed map of the “Suicide Strip.” That brasada-jungled area lay between the Nueces and the Rio Grande, country over which Texas and Mexico had fought bloody battles, country which had first been explored by the Spanish conquerors under Coronado four hundred years before. History knew it for a no-man’s land.

“I well remember my first encounter—my only encounter with the Ghost in Golden Armor,” Trevor said musingly. A taciturn man, seldom given to speech, the archaeologist’s tongue was loosened now, perhaps by the whisky which had warmed him. “It was six years ago, when I had just come to America, with Dr. Rudolph Gosche.”

The Ranger lieutenant was caught in the spell of Trevor’s magnetic voice as the spade-bearded man of science talked on, his eyes mystic in revery.

“We had reason to believe that a vast treasure of Aztec gold had been dumped into Haunted Lake by early Spanish explorers when they found themselves surrounded by hostile Indians,” Trevor was saying. “That was the motive for organizing the Alamo University’s first expedition to the Nueces country—to drain that lake and survey the old Spanish routes of conquest north of the Rio Grande. The Ghost in Golden Armor killed every member of my party, terrorized my Mexican peons. I was lucky to have escaped with my own life... Poor Dr. Gosche! His bones were never recovered.”

Jennings grunted skeptically.

“And now, six years later, you’re back again,” he commented. “Doc, you ain’t superstitious, no more than I am. Yuh don’t think this here monster in Spanish armor is really the spirit of a conqueror who’s been dead for four hundred years, do yuh?”

Trevor’s keen blue eyes met the Ranger’s stare without blinking. The bony shoulders lifted under his linen coat.
"We got to strip your duds off pronto before those ants pick your bones," said Hatfield (CHAP. II)
“As our Mexican friends put it,” he murmured, “quien sabe? Who knows? The leader of our first expedition, Dr. Rudolph Gosche, was not a superstitious man, but a cold, practical man of science. I myself saw him empty the magazine of a forty-five-seventy Remington at this Ghost in Golden Armor, at a ten-foot range. The bullets had more effect than if they had been fired at a shadow, at a puff of smoke. Yet a forty-five-seventy is capable of penetrating a four-inch oaken plank.”

JONAS TREVOR removed his pith helmet and fanned himself.

“Sometimes I wonder if we scientists really have scratched the surface of psychic phenomena, Mr. Jennings,” he observed frankly. “What do we really know of reincarnation—spirits of the departed—telepathy?”

Long after the noted explorer had left Sollazzo in his wagon, the Ranger sat in his office, lost in thought. Finally he came to a decision. Over at the coroner’s office he summoned that startled official to take charge of Ranger Overmile’s remains.

Then, returning to his office, Jennings composed a telegram to the Chief of the Texas Rangers, “Roaring Bill” McDowell. Within the hour Jennings’ defiant message was winging across the Lone Star State to Austin, via the wires of Overland Telegraph:

**GHOST IN GOLDEN ARMOR SENT RANGER HUBERT OVERMILE BACK TO SOLLAZZO WITH A BULLET IN HIS HEART. ALSO MESSAGE DEFYING ME TO SEND ANY MORE RANGERS INTO THE HAUNTED LAKE REGION. IT WOULD REQUIRE A FULL COMPANY OF RANGERS TO SMOKE OUT THIS GHOST. I WILL RESIGN MY JOB RATHER THAN SEND ANOTHER MAN INTO THE BRASADA TO TRACK DOWN THE GHOST.**

Next day, after Jennings returned from the sad duty of burying Overmile in the Sollazzo Mission cemetery, he found a coded telegram from Roaring Bill McDowell lying on his desk. Reaching for his code book, Jennings deciphered his chief’s message, well realizing that it might contain the news of his own dismissal from the Texas Rangers, that body of intrepid lawmen whom Jennings had served for more than a decade.

Decoded, the message from headquarters read:

**YOUR INSUBORDINATION OVERLOOKED. CANNOT SPARE ENTIRE COMPANY OF RANGERS TO TRACK DOWN GHOST IN GOLDEN ARMOR. INSTEAD, HAVE ASSIGNED MY BEST RANGER TO THIS MYSTERY. JIM HATFIELD, THE LONE WOLF, AM WILLING TO GIVE YOU TEN TO ONE ODDS THAT HATFIELD CRACKS THIS CASE AND DELIVERS THE GHOST’S SCALP TO YOUR OFFICE. DESTROY THIS WIRE AFTER DECODING.**

WILLIAM M’DOWELL

Jennings felt his pulses race as he touched a match to the secret telegram. Jim Hatfield—the Lone Wolf! No Ranger in the service of the Lone Star State had a record that could remotely approach Hatfield’s.

“I’ll take the bet, Roarin’ Bill,” the Sollazzo Ranger whispered grimly. “The Ghost in Golden Armor can’t be stopped by knife or bullet. For once you’ve handed the Lone Wolf an assignment he won’t be returning from alive. Yuh’ve sent Jim Hatfield to an unmarked grave in the brasada, McDowell!”

### CHAPTER II

**Lone Wolf Ranger**

PULLING up his magnificent golden sorrel on the north bank of the Nueces, Texas Ranger Jim Hatfield cuffed back his flat-crowned beaver Stetson and squinted against the Texas sunlight. He was sizing up the silt-laden river which twisted its way toward the Gulf of Mexico like a contorted artery swollen with blood.

He cut a dramatic shape against the backdrop of the Texas thickets, this lean and big-boned Ranger whose propensity for working without assistance had earned him the nickname of “Lone Wolf.”

Scaling around one-eighty, Hatfield stood better than six feet without benefit of spike-heeled cowboots. His face, bronzed to the color of a mesquite bean by his life in the saddle, had a rugged, handsome look which men envied and which set women to dreaming. His eyes, the peculiar shade of green to be seen in
glacial ice, were his most prominent feature, black-lashed under ebon brows.

It was a stern face in repose, the high-bridged nose and prominent chin belying the Ranger’s keen sense of humor. His wedge-shaped torso, slanting to narrow hips, was garbed in a work-softened hickory shirt. Saddle-warped thighs wore bibless levis, and a pair of black-stocked Colt Peace-makers were holstered at either flank, sagging the cartridge-studded gun-belts which crisscrossed his midriff.

There was a Winchester carbine, a .44-40 chambered for the same ammunition he used in his belt guns, reposing in the thorn-scarred boot under the Lone Wolf’s saddle fender. He sat his golden sorrel with the lithe ease of a man to whom a saddle was a throne from which he dispensed frontier justice, without fear and without favoritism.

Scanning the south bank of the Nueces now, Hatfield picked out a man-made landmark amid the endless brasada jungles.

It was a brush corral, in which a score or more of longhorned ladino steers were bawling restively.

“That stock pen could belong to Quent Fremont’s Rafter Q outfit, Goldy,” Hatfield remarked to his mount, in the manner of a range rider who, for want of human company over extended periods of time, was given to addressing his horse. “Or it could be Buck Jarbo’s Flyin’ J outfit, dependin’ on how far west we worked on our way to the Nueces.”

Hatfield was two weeks out of Austin where he had received his orders from “Roaring Bill” McDowell, Ranger Chief. As usual, Hatfield had been given carte blanche for handling this latest assignment. For reasons of his own, the Lone Wolf had elected to approach the Suicide Strip from the north, instead of reporting first to Lieutenant Otie Jennings in Solazzo. There might be spies in that cowtown who informed the Ghost in Golden Armor every time a Texas Ranger headed into the brasada country.

“There’s not much to go on, Jim,” McDowell had explained, after showing Hatfield the telegram from Jennings. “This so-called Ghost in Golden Armor is supposed to be the spirit of a Spanish explorer who was scalped by Injuns back in the Fifteen Hundreds when Coronado was huntin’ for them fabled Seven Cities of Cibola.

“Legend says them conquistadores brought ten mule-loads of Montezuma’s Aztec treasure with ’em out of Mexico. The Spaniards was massacred at Haunted Lake. Ever since then this here Ghost in Golden Armor is supposed to circle the Lake every night on a phantom white horse, guardin’ the Aztec gold the Spaniards dumped into Lago Espantosa. The devil of it is that no less a scientist than that famous Dr. Trevor of Alamo University—not a man likely to be superstitious—has seen this gold phantom.

So much for legend. In Hatfield’s pocket now an army survey map of the Suicide Strip. Military engineers had no time for ghost stories. They recorded only cold facts on their charts. Espantosa Lake actually existed. It was part of a cattle ranch owned by a man named Quent Fremont, the Rafter Q. Flanking Rafter Q on the west was a cattle ranch known as the Flying J, owned by a notorious rustler named “Buck” Jarbo. Jarbo’s name was prominent in Texas Ranger outlaw files.

“You remember Buck Jarbo,” McDowell had said, and grinned at Hatfield. “Yuh should, since yuh dabbed yore loop on him six years ago. Sent him up for a five-year stretch in the Texas State pen at San Castrovito. This here Ghost in Golden Armor hasn’t been reported anywhere but around Rafter Q and Flying J. While yuh’re on this, it might be as well to remember that Buck Jarbo is out of prison, back on the Flyin’ J. Yore back would make a good target for Jarbo.”

SCANNING the ladino steers in the brush corral across the river, Jim Hatfield felt a rippling sensation prick the hairs on the nape of his neck. Obviously, those cattle were being held here for branding. If those steers belonged to the Flying J—

“Buck Jarbo’s swore to kill me next time our trails cross,” the Lone Wolf thought, picking up his reins. “Even if I don’t smoke this Ghost in Golden Armor out of his den, Jarbo ought to make this here sortie right interestin’.”

Touching Goldy’s flanks with blunt rowels, Hatfield put the big sorrel down the shale cutbank into the river. At this summer season the Nueces was at low ebb
and they were better than half way to the south bank before Goldy's hoofs left the gravel bottom and found swimming depth in the muddy channel.

The sluggish current carried them to an outjutting gravel bar fifty yards downstream from the cattle corral which occupied a clearing in the brasada jungle. Hatfield's Ranger star reposed in a secret pocket cunningly sewn into his levi belt. To all outward appearances, he was a drifting saddle tramp, fording the Nueces. If unseen eyes had watched him from the vicinity of that cattle corral, a law badge might have invited a bushwhack slug— as Overmile's star had done.

Reaching the high, dry ledge of the south bank, Hatfield unbuckled his saddle-bags and tried to orient himself, if possible, by the few landmarks noted on the Government survey map with which McDowell had supplied him back in Austin.

Far to the southwest, through the shimmering heat waves above the seas of brasada, Hatfield made out the jagged teeth of the Navajada mountain range which raised a backbone between the Nueces and Rio Grande watersheds. Checking the Navajadas, with the map unrolled across the saddle pommel, Hatfield came to the conclusion that he was on Quent Fremont's Rafter Q range. The mountains formed a background to Buck Jarbo's Flying J outfit.

"Which means we're within ten miles of the Haunted Lake, I reckon," the Lone Wolf mused. "And about ten miles beyond the lake is Sollazzo town. Mebbe I'll get around to payin' Lieutenant Jennings a visit before this business is finished."

His first objective, Hatfield decided, was to find a trail through the thorny brush which would take him to Haunted Lake. According to McDowell, he would find an Alamo University exploring expedition camped near the Lake, which Dr. Jonas Trevor planned to drain in search of Spanish conquerers' loot. This Dr. Trevor, one of the most famous archaeologists in the Lone Star State, was the only man known to have seen the Ghost in Golden Armor and lived to report that phantom's existence.

In the act of restoring his map to his left-hand alforsa pouch, Hatfield was startled to hear a high-pitched scream of agony. It wafted out of the thickets upstream from the point where Goldy had forded the Nueces.

Dropping a hand to gun butt, Hatfield stiffened in saddle, the rustling brasada with acute ears. The scream, that of a man in mortal pain, was twice repeated. It came from somewhere beyond the cattle corral.

Palming a six-gun, Hatfield urged his golden sorrel up the riverbank ledge, the spiny brasada thickets clawing at him with lethal fingers as he passed. Once abreast of the brush corral, a quick glance at the bawling ladino steers inside it revealed that they wore no brands—young stuff recently popped out of the brush by a cowboy crew. Did they belong to Buck Jarbo?

Then, rounding the far corner of the corral, Hatfield spotted a branding iron hanging from a snubbing post. It was the Rafter Q. This, then, was an outpost of Quent Fremont's little ranch, whose range encompassed the haunted acres of Espanosa Lake.

A groaning off through the brush directed the Lone Wolf along a narrow trail leading from the brush corral. An inbred sense of caution prompted him to swing out of stirrups and head along the thicket-arched trail on foot, thumb alert on milled gunhammer.

THEN he was out of the clotted shadows of the brasada, faced by a small natural clearing in the brush where alkali in the soil had prevented the growth of vegetation. A flash of white, something moving on the opposite side of the clearing, caused Hatfield to swing his gaze to the southwest. He was in time to see a snow-white Arabian stallion, and the figure mounting the horse in this first flashing glimpse, appeared to be a figment of the Ranger's overwrought imagination. A rider clad in a Spanish helmet and breastplate, wearing iron gauntlets, his legs sheathed in metal cuisse and jambeau, feet in metal solleret shoes.

The rider's armor was a dazzling golden color, the plates giving off a musical jangling sound as he mounted.

"The Ghost in Golden Armor!"

Hatfield choked out the words, even as he saw the phantom of the brasada rein
the white stallion off into the brush. Swinging from the rider's flanks were a brace of ancient horse pistols, their butts glinting with rubies and other jewels, sunlight flashing off gold-plated flintlock hammers.

With a hoarse yell, Hatfield whipped up his Colt and laid a shot in the direction of the Ghost. He heard his slug carom off an armored thigh with a discordant note. He heard a startled curse.

Then the Ghost spurred into the screening chaparral and a gunshot breached the silence. A leaden ball whistled past the Lone Wolf's head.

The Ghost in Golden Armor, having loosed one shot from his horse pistols, was not choosing to stand and make a fight of it, despite the fact that Dr. Jonas Trevor had testified that the phantom rider was impervious to buckshot. Hatfield could hear the blanco Arabian's hoofs thundering off down a brush-masked trail, receding in the distance.

Hatfield's whistle brought Goldy out of the brasa da brambles behind him. Hatfield was reaching for his reins with the intention of trailing the Ghost, when he caught sight of something which told him that pursuit of the Spanish phantom must be postponed.

Directly ahead of him, in the middle of the crossing, a man lay spread-eagled on the ground, arms and legs staked over an earthen mound which swarmed with huge Texas ants. This man's screams, then, had directed Hatfield to this scene of potential tragedy. The Ghost in Golden Armor had resorted to the old Indian torture trick of staking a man over an anthill to die in agony.

Racing over to the staked-down victim, Hatfield saw that he was a cowboy in his middle twenties, wearing bullhide chaps, a silk rodeo shirt and a calfhide vest. Ants were swarming over the man's face and arms and throat.

"'Sta bueno, friend," Hatfield panted. Jerking a Bowie knife from his belt sheath he slashed the rawhide pigging strings which pinioned the cowhand's wrists and ankles. "We got to strip yore duds off pronto before those ants pick yore bones!"

Hatfield dragged the cowboy to his feet. Blood oozed from a livid welt on the young fellow's skull and the ants were feeding on the viscous crimson.
The cowboy was unsteady on his feet as Hatfield peeled off his vest and shirt, tossing them to one side. The Ranger was down on his knees, unbuckling the victim's bullhide chaps preparatory to helping the man strip off his levis and star boots when a grotesque sound grated from the waddy's lips:

"Can't strip—afore a woman, stranger."

Hatfield whirled, following the direction of the cowboy's unsteadily pointing hand. There, bound to a tepula tree with a horsehair lariat, was a beautiful blonde, a girl who was gagged with a bandanna neckerchief.

CHAPTER III

Donna Weston

URGENT as the moment was, the Texas Ranger grinned. With ants searing his flesh, this cowboy had not forgotten his modesty.

"I see what yuh mean, son," Hatfield said. "The river's close. Skin down there and dive in before them ants bore through yore hide and blind your eyes and crawl yore nostrils."

The cowboy, obviously in torture from the stings of the black insects, needed no prodding to obey. With a quick look over his shoulder at the bound girl at the edge of the clearing, he set off at a sprint for the Rio Nueces.

Swatting ants from his own sleeves, the Lone Wolf Ranger skirted the seething anthill and crossed the clearing to the girl. His knife was ready for his second rescue job of the day.

At closer view, she was even more beautiful than Hatfield's first impression of her. Her slim, curved body was clad in a blue workshirt and waist overalls. Taffy-brown boots encased her small feet, to which were buckled small Spanish spurs with butterfly rowels.

Rounding the tepula trunk, Hatfield cut the reata which bound her to the tree, quickly unwinding the rope until she was able to stagger forward. Her knees wobbled and Hatfield leaped to support her in the curve of a powerful arm.

She was making inarticulate sobbing sounds behind her gag as Hatfield unknotted the bandanna and let it fall free, to reveal her face framed in clustering ringlets of spun-gold. She clung to him nervously, fighting back hysteria.

"Just what kind of a ruckus did I stumble onto, ma'am?" Hatfield asked, and grinned to give her confidence. "Looks like the Ghost in Golden Armor had picked himself another couple of victims, leavin' yore boy friend staked out to an anthill and you tied up to starve."

The girl shuddered spasmodically. Hatfield led her over to a shady spot and lowered her gently to the ground.

After a moment she turned her lustrous blue eyes on him. A pulse thumped in the little hollow at the base of her throat, her chest lifting and falling rapidly.

"You saved us both from horrible deaths, Mr.—"

The Lone Wolf doffed his Stetson, running splayed fingers through his shock of curly, jet-black hair.

"Yuh can call me Slim-Jim, ma'am," he offered. "Just a tumbleweed puncher driftin' through the Nueces country huntin' for work."

The girl's eyes sharpened momentarily. When a man didn't divulge his name it usually meant he was on the dodge.

"I'm Donna Weston," she introduced herself. "My father is Dr. Jonas Trevor's assistant over at Haunted Lake. The Alamo University expedition plans to drain the lake."

"Slim-Jim" nodded, his own interest quickening.

"Professor Luke Watson," he said. "I've heard of yore father, Miss Watson. He's the writer of several books about Texas—the Chisholm Trail times, the defense of the Alamo, the lives of Sam Houston and Stephen Austin. I've read 'em all."

Donna's altering expression revealed her surprise at this man's revelation of the fact that, for a wandering saddle tramp—perhaps a rider of the owls'foot trail—this Slim-Jim had a better than average education. Saddle bums were hardly the type to enjoy Prof. Weston's erudite tomes on Texas history.

"The young man you found staked to that horrible ant-hill," she said, "was my fiancé—Quentin Fremont."

Hatfield's brows arched. He decided not
to reveal that he knew a thing or two about young Fremont—that he owned the Rafter Q iron, and had legal title to Haunted Lake. As long as he played the rôle of a tumbleweed cowboy, he could not betray too much knowledge of local persons and places.

"Just what happened here?" he asked gravely. "Wasn't that the killin' Ghost in Golden Armor I swapped lead with just now? Start at the beginnin'—tell me."

DONNA WESTON swabbed perspiration from her face with the bandanna with which the brasada phantom had gagged her.

"Quent had corralled those steers in the corral there," she said hoarsely, "and planned to brand them today. I rode over from the Rafter Q with him—Dr. Trevor's expedition is living at Quent's ranch while he and Dad superintend the digging of this drainage ditch to empty Espantosa Lake. The University believes the lake hides the secret of priceless Aztec treasure, you know."

Hatfield shook his head impatiently.

"I'm more interested," he prompted her gently, "with what happened to you and Fremont."

She smiled apologetically.

"There's not much to tell, Mr. Slim-Jim," she said, shuddering at the memories of her recent ordeal. "When we reached the corral, this Ghost in Golden Armor was waiting for us. He attacked Quent from ambush, knocked him over the head with one of those horse pistols. Mr. Slim-Jim, those—those Spanish flintlock pistols he had once belonged to Dr. Rudolphe Gosche, the German scientist! I've seen them many times. You may know that Dr. Gosche was killed six years ago by this Ghost in Golden Armor."

Hatfield lifted a hand to silence the disgression.

"I'm not carin' where the Ghost got his firearms," he admonished. "The Ghost knocked Fremont out. Then what?"

Donna Weston buried her face in her hands.

"He—he forced me over to this clearing and tied me to this tree with Quent's lariat. Then he dragged poor Quent over to that ant-hill and staked him out, like the Comanches used to do."

Hatfield tugged his lower lip thoughtfully. Fremont, it was obvious, had come to his senses when the ants had begun stinging his flesh. His screams had brought Hatfield to the scene. If he had appeared one minute earlier, the Lone Wolf knew, he would have proved to his own satisfaction that the phantom's golden armor was not impervious to Colt slugs.

"Yore future husband should be in shape to see yuh now, Miss Donna," Hatfield said gravely, helping her to her feet. "Let's go down to the river and have some habla with Fremont."

Immediately she headed down the trail which led to the Rafter Q steer corral. Hatfield tarried to pick up Fremont's shirt, vest and discarded sombrero, shaking the swarming ants from the garments.

Goldy ambled after the Lone Wolf as he headed down the trail past the corral. Off to one side, Hatfield noticed two saddle horses—a dun bearing the Rafter Q brand, and a small calico pony which he judged was Donna Weston's mount. They were grazing near the river bank.

Hatfield reached the Nueces in time to see Quent Fremont scrambling out on the muddy ledge where he and Donna embraced impulsively. The young rancher's chest and back were mottled with ant bites and his face was already beginning to swell grotesquely where the insects had stung his cheeks and lips and forehead. Otherwise, the rugged young cowman seemed to have escaped injury from his brush with the Ghost in Golden Armor, and he managed a smile when Donna introduced him to Hatfield.

"Yuh had a close call, Fremont," Hatfield said over their handshake. "I've seen men's flesh picked clean to the bones by these Texas ants. Why should the Ghost be out to kill yuh, son? And why should he have left yore fiancée to starve to death?"

Fremont laughed shakily, his arm circling Donna's waist.

"To tell the truth, I never believed there was a ghost gallivantin' around my range in golden armor, Slim-Jim," the Rafter Q boss said gruffly. "I thought Doc Trevor was loco, spreadin' the story all over Texas how this Ghost wiped out the first University expedition six years ago. But after today I'm changin' my story." Fremont's voice trailed off on a shuddering note.
While he was shrugging into his shirt and vest, Jim Hatfield removed makings from his pockets and shaped a cigarette.

"The Ghost is real enough," he muttered. "And those weren’t ghost guns he was wearin’.”

"I know that!” cut in Donna. "I told you I recognized those horse pistols. They were antique Spanish pieces that Dr. Gosche picked up in Barcelona, before he came to America. That’s proof right there to back up Dr. Trevor’s story about Gosche having been killed by the Ghost in Golden Armor."

FIRING his quiry, Jim Hatfield let his mind wander on to other things, known facts with which Roaring Bill McDowell had supplied him. His line of reasoning traveled in a circle, inevitably winding up at Buck Jarbo, the ex-convict who owned the neighboring Flying J range.

"Tell me somethin’, Fremont,” Hatfield said suddenly. “I’m a stranger in these parts, but I understand that an hombre named Buck Jarbo is yore neighbor. Jarbo was jailed for five years after the Texas Rangers caught him shovin’ wetbacks across the Rio Grande. Is this Buck Jarbo back in his old stampin’ grounds?”

Fremont grinned wryly. “Jarbo’s back at the Flyin’ J, all right,” he said, a trace of anger thickening his voice. “Jarbo bushwacked my dad when he first homesteaded the Rafter Q. The only peace I’ve had was durin’ the five years Jarbo was behind bars.”

Through pluming cigarette smoke, Hatfield eyed Fremont.

“Since Jarbo got back to his home spread, has he caused the Rafter Q any trouble, Quent?”

Fremont nodded grimly. “Plenty. He’s rustled my stock, vented my brands. Jarbo’s served notice that he wants to water his beef at Haunted Lake, which same is on my land. Before he’s through, Jarbo says he’ll run me out of Texas. It’s a long-standing feud, Slim-Jim, this ruckus between Jarbo and the Rafter Q.”

A vagrant thought was running through the Lone Wolf’s head, but he kept silent. Behind the Ghost’s helmet visor, he was willing to bet his last blue chip, would be found the leering visage of Buck Jarbo. “I’m in no shape to go on with my job of brandin’ those steers,” Fremont’s voice cut through Hatfield’s thoughts. “Donna and me are headin’ back to the Rafter Q.”

The girl, nestling her blond tresses against Fremont’s shoulder, put in swiftly:

“Mr. Slim-Jim’s a cowboy looking for work, Quent. You’re short-handed on the Rafter Q, you know.”

Fremont’s candid gray eyes sized up Hatfield. He shook his head.

“Any man who rides for the Rafter Q is marked for death, Jim—at the hands of this Ghost, if not from Buck Jarbo’s wild bunch. I wouldn’t have the gall to ask yuh to hang yore hat in my bunkhouse.”

Hatfield flicked his cigarette stub into the river. Here was a golden opportunity, not to be lost. He had come to the Nueces country to track down the Ghost in Golden Armor. What better chance would he have than to become a Rafter Q rider, concealing the fact that he was a Texas Ranger?

“This Ghost slung some hot lead my direction this mornin’,” he said gravely. “That sort of deals me a hand in this game, yuh might say. If it’s all the same to you, I’d like to rent my lass’ rope to the Rafter Q.”

DONNA WESTON squeezed Fremont’s arm. The young rancher cleared his throat, his brow furrowing. “You understand how cattle ranchin’ is out here in the brasada, Slim-Jim. It’s devilish hard work poppin’ steers out of these thorns. And I couldn’t meet a payroll until after fall beef gather.”

Hatfield grinned. He had no interest in collecting money for the work he did on the Rafter Q. With Texas in such desperate need for the services of her Rangers, he knew he would either solve the Ghost mystery or become Boot Hill bait long before the autumn roundup.

“My offer still goes,” the Ranger said. “Let’s say I like this brush country—the quiet and all.”

Quent Fremont flashed Hatfield a quizzical look. The man’s thoughts were obvious. He had no desire to make the Rafter Q the hideout of a man outside the law. On the other hand, both he and the girl he intended to marry owed their lives to this handsome young range rider.
Fremont thrust out a rope-callused hand.
"Yuh're hired, Slim-Jim!" he said. "Who yuh are or what yuh're doin' in the Suicide Strip is no never-mind to me. Donna trusts yuh, and what she thinks goes a long way with me. I got a hunch yuh'll do to ride the river with!"

CHAPTER IV

Harsh Words at Haunted Lake

THERE was something about the Texas brasada to grate on the nerves of a man who was used to the wide open spaces of the Llano Estacado. The brush was higher than the head of a mounted man, restricting visibility to a scant few yards of trail. It was a country ideal for ambush.

The Ghost of Golden Armor had fled from the scene of his fiendish activity this morning, after one of Hatfield's .44 slugs had ricocheted off his armored thigh. But what was to prevent the brasada phantom from reining off into the thickets and picking them off from ambush?

An uneasy sense needled Hatfield as he rode Goldy along the trail behind Quent Fremont, with the girl bringing up the rear on her calico pony. His hand was never far from gun-butt, her eyes shutting into the sinister shadows of the brasada jungle on either side of the trail.

Five miles from the Nueces the brasada ended abruptly at the base of a talus slope which led to a caprock plateau. Remem-
in extent, fed from underground sources, Haunted Lake was of incalculable worth to any rancher. Hatfield could see why Quent Fremont was prepared to lay down his life to defend the water of Haunted Lake from Buck Jarbo.

Donna Weston rode her pinto alongside Goldy. Her slim bronzed hand pointed to the western end of the lake, where a beehive of activity was visible.

"Trevor's project," she said.

Sisal-hatted Mexican pelados, the gangs of workmen numbering perhaps thirty, were engaged in digging a ditch from the north side of Lago Espantosa to the rim of the mesa. From a distance, Jim Hatfield could see that the giant excavation project was nearly finished.

The ditch, ten feet deep, had been gouged out of the flinty adobe soil by gangs of Mexicans employing fresno scrapers drawn by mules and oxen. When the ditch tapped Lago Espantosa, its waters would come rushing toward the valley of the Nueces by the force of gravity, to spill over the mesa rim behind them.

"I shouldn't think yuh'd want to see yore water-hole drained, Senor Fremont," Hatfield commented. "What will yore stock do for water? The Nueces gets pretty dry in drought season."

Fremont, his face a swollen caricature now that the ant poison had begun to show its effect, grinned confidently.

"Dr. Trevor's expedition is temporary," he pointed out. "The Lake can be drained in a day's time, since it's shallow. Alamo University believes the early-day Spaniards dumped a fortune in Aztec gold in that lake, when the explorers found themselves about to be massacred by Indians. If that is true, the University will make an important contribution to history."

Jim Hatfield glanced from Fremont to the girl at his other stirrup. The love affair between this professor's daughter and this rugged young brasada rancher had obviously blossomed during the months while the University field expedition had been engaged in digging this drainage ditch.

"Yuh'll share in that Aztec treasure, I reckon, if it is found by emptyin' Haunted Lake," Hatfield drawled. "After all, the lake belongs to you."

Quent Fremont shook his head. "Yuh don't understand, Slim-Jim." The young rancher grinned. "That Aztec treasure may be worth millions, yes. But it ain't for sale. The gold and jewels Dr. Trevor and Professor Weston think they will find belongs in the University museum. All I'm interested in is seein' this drainage ditch dammed up again, so the lake will fill up again. I don't want to get rich—that way."

The Ranger laughed. His respect for Donna Weston's future husband jumped a hundred per cent at this disclosure of the rancher's sterling character.

"When the expedition leaves, I reckon Miss Donna will stay here in the brasada with you," the Ranger said. "That's treasure enough for one man, eh, Quent?"

They had followed the drainage ditch to its end, some fifty yards short of tapping the shores of Haunted Lake. Swarthy-faced Mexican workmen, clad in dirty camisas and ragged pantalones, eyed the three riders stolidly, leaning on shovel handles and scraper bars.

Superintending the work was a lone American, wearing a shabby Panama hat against the heat of the day, bibbless overalls and mud-caked boots.

As Fremont and the girl led Jim Hatfield up to where the scientist was conferring with the Mexican segundo in charge of the excavation gangs, Hatfield saw at a glance that this was not the famous Dr. Jonas Trevor. This man was obviously Donna's father, Professor Weston. He had the same ice-blue eyes, the same straw-colored hair and cast of features.

Dismounting, Donna kissed her father and turned to where Jim Hatfield was swinging out of stirrups. Luke Weston's glance slid off the Ranger and focused on Quent Fremont's swollen, red-mottled face.

"Great Scott, Fremont, you look like the wrath of Hades!" ejaculated the scientist grumpily. "What you see in this young man is beyond me, Donna. Is he coming down with smallpox?"

Fremont grinned ruefully. Hatfield found himself forming a sudden dislike for Prof. Luke Weston. The man seemed to have a waspish temper. Whether he actually disapproved of his daughter's marriage to this back-country cowboy,
the Ranger could not decide at first glance.

"I tangled with the Ghost in Golden Armor, Prof.," grunted the Rafter Q owner. "He staked me to an ant-hill. I got bit up considerable."

Prof. Weston's jaw dropped. A slow flush of color rose in his scrawny neck as he turned to scowl at his daughter.

"The Ghost!" he scoffed. "You've been listening to Doc Trevor once too often, both of you. If I thought such a ghost existed, do you think I would let you marry this young whippersnapper and remain here, Donna?"

She was obviously embarrassed by her father’s disdain of Quent in front of a stranger. Briefly, she described the morning’s misadventure, winding up her account by beckoning Jim Hatfield to come forward.

"This is the man who saved our lives, Dad," she said. "Slim-Jim, my father, Professor Weston. Slim-Jim has read all your dull books, Dad."

Weston extended a sun-bronzed hand, its joints knotted with arthritis. Hatfield was aware of an undercurrent of animosity emanating from Weston as the archaeologist sized him up.

"Slim-Jim?" the Professor said testily. "What kind of a name is that?"

The Texas Ranger shrugged.

"Slim-Jim's my monicker, Professor. Any objections?"

WESTON jerked back his hand and mopped his face with a grimy handkerchief.

"Blast a man who hides his full name. An outlaw, are you? Hiding out in this country because you're wanted by the Rangers? Is that it, Slim-Jim?"

Donna Weston blushed, anger blazing in her eyes.

"Dad!" she admonished. "This man saved our lives, I tell you! What's in a name, after all?"

Luke Weston wheeled away without offering any apology or expressing any gratitude for Hatfield's having rescued his daughter. His manner testified that he had not believed a word of Donna's fantastic story concerning the Ghost in Golden Armor.

A man of science, Prof. Weston had no time to waste on fantasy.

As Weston strode over to where his Mexican foreman stood at the edge of the drainage ditch, the Ranger made a mental note of the fact that the Professor favored his left leg, limping as if he was slightly crippled.

Reaching his foreman, Weston turned to shake a bony fist at his daughter.

"Mind you, Donna, I'll not have you consortings with any renegade like this Slim-Jim!" he stormed. "It's bad enough that I brought you along on this expedition to begin with. If I'd had any idea you'd fall in love with the starving cowboy who happens to own Haunted Lake—"

Donna stepped into stirrup and mounted her pinto.

"Overlook what Dad says, Slim-Jim," she apologized to the Ranger. "Beneath his rough exterior, he is really a charming and learned man."

Leaving the scene of the excavation activities, the three riders skirted the west end of Haunted Lake. Hatfield saw an army field tent pitched on the lake shore, beside which was a buckboard loaded with supplies. A spade-bearded oldster in a tropical pith helmet was seated in the shade of the open tent, poring over a chart, with a younger man wearing high laced boots and an engineer's flat-brimmed sombrero seated beside him.

"That's the famous Doctor Trevor," Donna informed Hatfield. "The only man who survived the Ghost in Golden Armor six years ago, when the Gosche expedition was massacred. The man with him is our surveyor, Charlie Cameron. Charlie's job is to map the old Spanish conquest trails through this country."

Jim Hatfield experienced a surge of relief when they rode on past Trevor's tent. He had had enough of crusty scientists for one day. Later, he planned to quiz Jonas Trevor regarding the ill-fated Gosche expedition, and Trevor's experiences with the Ghost in Golden Armor. But that could wait.

Two miles west of Lago Espantosa, they reached Fremont's Rafter Q headquarters. The ranch was typical of beef outfits in the Nueces country—an adobe-walled ranchhouse, its whitewash gleaming in the sun, pole corrals, a haystack or two, aguista-roofed barns and outbuildings, a rusty windmill turning its vanes lazily
over a derrick surrounded by brimming tanks.
They off-saddled at the cavy corral and Hatfield turned Goldy loose for a well-deserved rest. A few minutes later they were relaxing in the cool parlor of the Rafter Q ranchhouse. Above the fireplace mantle was a framed portrait of young Fremont's father, the doughty old Texan who had founded the Rafter Q and who had been bushwacked by Buck Jarbo, the rancher who owned the range west of the Fremont place.

"Yuh can take yore bedroll over to the bunkhouse, if yuh like, Slim-Jim," Fremont said. "Yuh'll hear the coctinerio ring the triangle for supper."

The Ranger, sensing that the young rancher wanted to be alone with Donna, headed for the door.

"Sta bueno, boss. As long as I'm workin' for yuh, what's the first job on the book?"

Quent Fremont grinned moodily. "Yuh saw that jag of yearlin's I got corraled over on the Nueces," he said. "First thing in the mornin', yuh can take a pasear over there and slap my iron on those critters. One of my Mexican vaqueros will go with yuh. It might be a good idea if yuh didn't mention tanglin' with the Ghost in Golden Armor over at the bunkshack. The Ghost scares my ignorant peons."

Hatfield was in a high good humor as he shouldered his bedroll and headed for the Rafter Q bunkhouse. Fremont's working orders were precisely in line with the Ranger's own desires.

Over there in the vicinity of the Nueces branding corral, he would be able to pick up the tracks of the Ghost's white Arabian saddler. Where the trail of the escaping phantom would lead, he could only guess, but unless his hunches were wrong, Hatfield believed that the Ghost in Golden Armor had headed west through the brasa
d. If so, the trail should lead to Buck Jarbo's Flying J range. And it would be difficult for the ex-rustler to hide a blanco stallion as distinctive as the Arabian which the Ghost rode.
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CHAPTER V

Trail of the Ghost

AT SUPPER that night, Jim Hatfield made the acquaintance of Dr. Jonas Trevor and his surveyor, Charlie Cameron. In contrast to Luke Weston's surly hostility, Hatfield found the mild-mannered leader of the expedition friendly enough.

Discussing the expedition's work in the bunkhouse with young Cameron, Hatfield got the impression that Weston's cranky outlook on life was due to professional jealousy. Upon the death of the celebrated Dr. Rudolph Gosche, Luke Weston had entertained ambitions to occupy the head of the University archaeology department, thereby being the leader of the next expedition to the Nueces country.

Instead, the board of regents had given the coveted position to a man from Germany, Dr. Jonas Trevor. But it had taken six years for the University to get around to appropriating the money for a second expedition to drain Haunted Lake in search of the Aztec treasure reputed to lie beneath its historic waters.

"Young Donna fallin' head over heels in love with Fremont rubs Prof. Weston the wrong way too, Slim-Jim," chuckled the young civil engineer. "I had ideas of courting Donna myself, when we were students at the University. But she took one look at that cowboy and I knew my chances were cooked."

Hatfield shared the bunkhouse with seven Mexican vaqueros, thorn-scared veterans of the brasa
d who comprised the Rafter Q crew. Remembering Fremont's warning, Hatfield was careful not to mention the Ghost in Golden Armor. These superstitious vaqueros might desert the ranch en masse if they believed the spook of their long-dead Spanish ancestor was guarding Haunted Lake's secret.

Lying in his soogans that night, Hatfield summed up his first-day findings on the case which Roaring Bill McDowell had warned him might be tantamount to suicide.

He had actually seen the phantom rider
in the golden armor. He had confirmed his hunch that Buck Jarbo, out of the Castrovito penitentiary, had returned to this country.

Putting two and two together, Hatfield believed he had contrived a motive for Buck Jarbo’s masquerading as the Ghost in Golden Armor. By terrorizing the Mexican cowpunchers who worked for Rafter Q, Jarbo could strip Fremont of his crew and force the young rancher into bankruptcy. It took men, skilled braseros, to handle beef in the Texas thickets. Without a crew, Fremont could not last long—and Haunted Lake would become Jarbo’s.

It was significant that the Ghost in Golden Armor had not ridden the range in the vicinity of Haunted Lake since the massacre of Dr. Rudolphe Gosche and his scientific expedition, six years before. During five of those intervening years, Buck Jarbo had been out of circulation behind the grim walls of the Texas State Penitentiary.

Now that Jarbo was back in the saddle, the Ghost in Golden Armor had put in another appearance. These facts were of paramount importance in the Ranger’s reasoning.

Breakfasting at dawn the next morning, the individuals who made the Rafter Q their headquarters scattered on their various missions of the day. Quent Fremont hitched a team to a Conestoga freight wagon and departed for Sollazzo to pick up a load of barbed wire. He was planning to throw a fence around Haunted Lake to prevent Jarbo from hazing Flying J beef across his range.

Dr. Trevor and Luke Weston returned to their labors at Haunted Lake, taking a feverish interest in their project now that the drainage ditch was fast approaching completion. Young Charlie Cameron departed for the foothills of the Navajada range, where he was mapping the old Spanish trails as his part in the Alamo University’s expedition.

Jim Hatfield threw a saddle on Goldy and set out for the Nueces. He was accompanied by one of the Rafter Q vaqueros, a husky young Chihuahuan named Pablo Escobedo.

Reaching the brush corral on the river bank, the Ranger got a fire going to heat Fremont’s branding iron. No stranger to cattle ranges, Hatfield roped each ladino steer in turn, hogtied them expertly, and stood by while Pablo slapped the Rafter Q brand on the hides of protesting animals.

By noon the jag of beef had been branded and set free to roam the thickets. The day’s work was finished, as far as Escobedo was concerned. For Jim Hatfield, it was just beginning.

LEADING Goldy over to the clearing where he had found Quent Fremont spread-eagled over the big ant-hill, Hatfield searched at the edge of the rimming mogotes of thorny junco bush and retama scrub. Finally he located the hoof prints of the leggy white Arab stud on which the Ghost in Golden Armor had made his getaway.

A skilled tracker, Hatfield detected certain telltale flaws in those hoof prints which distinguished them from any other. The off hind shoe was badly worn, its calks missing. The nigh front shoe revealed where a ferrier had cramped a nailhead, causing an infinitesimal gouge in the dirt at every step of that hoof.

Pablo Escobedo, riding up on his shaggy buckskin gelding, watched his new gringo partner curiously.

"The jib ee feenish, senor," the braserero said respectfully. "Why are we not riding back to thos’ hacienda for our siesta?"

Hatfield eyed his Mexican partner thoughtfully. Pablo was a typical un schooled peon. His opinions might prove useful.

"Ever hear of the Ghost in Golden Armor?" Hatfield asked.

The vaquero muttered something, and crossed himself piously.

"Por Dios, who een the Nueces country has not?"

Hatfield grinned, plumbing this peon’s superstition.

"Do yuh believe in such hogwash, amigo?" he asked.

Pablo rolled his coffee-colored eyes.

"Por seguro—surely I believe there is a Ghost, senor."

"Have you ever actually seen this Ghost?" Hatfield pursued.

Pablo mopped his walnut-brown cheek with his serape hem.

"No-o, senor. I pray I never do. But for many hundreds of años, Sleem-Jeem,
thees Ghost een Golden Armor has been haunting the Spanish treasure in Lago Espantoso. My own father told me so. That ees why I do not help deeg the deetch for Senor Trevor."

Hatfield rode along the side trail which branched out through the spiny jungle. In the powdered alkali which carpeted the trail, the distinctive tracks of the white Arabian were plain to read.

"Yesterday"—Hatfield spoke over his shoulder to the Mexican following him—"I saw this Ghost of yores. He was ridin' a blanco stallion. Would yuh say a ghost's hoss would leave tracks?"

Beads of cold sweat suddenly stood out on Pablo's forehead. Glancing apprehensively at the shadowy brasada which closed in about them, he rode alongside Hatfield's stirrup.

"The blanco would leave no tracks, senor. Es verdad."

Hatfield had made his point, appealing logically to the vaquero's superstitious nature.

"I thought as much, Pablo. But we are now trailin' a white hoss, on which I saw a rider in a gilded armor. Which can only mean that a flesh and blood hombre is pretending to be the Ghost in Golden Armor. Yuh agree?"

Pablo's eyes widened apprehensively as he spotted the trail of a galloping horse leading up the narrow corridor ahead of them. The trail was one of a webwork of brush-hung paths which interlaced the brasada. Pablo Escobedo had hunted Rafter Q steers on this same trail more than once, wily cimarrone longhorns.

"I agree that we should ride back to the rancho and take our siesta, senor," quavered Pablo. "Thees trailing a ghost, I do not like eet."

Whatever his trepidations, Escobedo remained close by the Ranger's stirrups during the miles which followed. When the trail of the Ghost in Golden Armor led them out of the brush and up a ledge which ended at the rimrock of the open mesa, Hatfield found himself faced by a mile-wide basin eroded out of the tableland flats.

Up here beyond the caprock, the Ghost's trail was no longer visible. The blanco's hoof prints were lost in the close-cropped grama grass and stunted sage.

Riding westward until he reached the rim of the sink, Hatfield scouted the brink of the low, broken cliffs until he spotted the place where the fleeing Ghost had followed a broken defile into the sink below.

"Thees yonder ees Cortez Basin," Pablo Escobedo explained, waving an arm over the expanse of the sink. His gesture followed the line of a barbed-wire drift fence which divided the flats into equal halves. "Thees ees where Rafter Q and Flying J grazes eets remuda of caballos si."

EASING himself into a comfortable hipshot posture between swellfork pommel and cantle rim, Jim Hatfield surveyed the heat-shimmering expanse of Cortez Basin. This, then, was the dividing line between Buck Jarbo's spread and the Rafter Q.

He could see a sizable cavvy of saddle stock grazing on both sides of the drift fence, Rafter Q horses to the east of the barb wire, probably Jarbo's Flying J saddleers to the west.

Hatfield turned his attention to Jarbo's side of the basin. Unbuckling an alforja pouch, he drew out field-glasses and focused the powerful lenses on the Flying J half of the sink. Most of the horses grazing there were wiry duns, sorrels, bays and grullas. Peg-ponies all; brood mares and stallions, a smattering of colts. The binoculars picked out the Flying J brands on most of the grazing animals.

Hatfield felt his pulses racing as he saw a white Arabian stallion grazing with Jarbo's herd of brones. At this distance he could not be sure, but from what he could remember of his brief glimpse of the Ghost's getaway mount, he believed the white Arab in the field of his glasses was the same stallion.

"Come on, amigo!" Hatfield grinned, pouting the binoculars and gathering up his reins. "See that blanco grazin' beyond Jarbo's fence? That's the one the Ghost in Golden Armor rides on his night jaunts. Come with me and I'll prove it."

Pablo Escobedo shook his head adamantly, superstitious fear kindling in his obsidian-black eyes.

"No, senor. Eet ees not safe for a Rafter Q cowboy to cross senor Jarbo's fence. You deed not know that a range war exeests between thos' two ranches,
Sleem-Jeem?"

Hatfield loosened his Colts in holsters, checked the leads in his scabbarded Winchester.

"I know Jarbo and yore boss are feudin', Pablo. 'Sta bueno. You wait here. I've got to see that Arabian stud at close range."

Pablo yelled out a warning as Hatfield rode Goldy into the mouth of a brush-hung barranca which broke the solid front of Cortez Basin's eastern wall.

The Ranger disappeared under the cutbank rims, yellow dust pluming up behind him.

Squinting against the glare of the westering sun, Hatfield emerged from the mouth of the draw and put Goldy into a gallop across the lush bluestem acres of Cortez Basin. He was making a beeline toward the drift fence which marked the boundary between the warring ranches.

Fremont's remuda headed up as the golden stallion galloped through the grazing animals. Seeing no gate in the drift fence, Hatfield touched Goldy's neck and the trained horse responded with a burst of speed. In moments the magnificent sorrel was vaulting the top strand of the boundary fence, landing on Jarbo's grass with the lithe ease of a trained steeplechase racer.

Reining down to a jogging trot, Hatfield headed across Jarbo's range, his eye on the grazing Arabian.

Spooked fuzztails stampeded away from the mounted Ranger as he halved the distance.

The Arabian stallion lifted his head, spotted the oncoming rider, and snorted with alarm. Then the big blanco was galloping off toward the low line of granite cliffs which marked the south wall of Cortez Basin.

Hatfield unbelted his coiled reata from the pommel and built his loop. Horses hurtled past him in all directions as Goldy, sensing what his rider wanted, cut the white Arab from the herd and forced the animal toward the rimming cliffs.

Reining in at an angle, Hatfield got his lass'rope twirling. His first cast missed as the cagy Arab, used to avoiding a rope, zigzagged off the open range and sought refuge in a rocky draw.

Sensing that it was trapped, the Arab came storming out of the gulch, straight into Hatfield's expertly thrown loop. Goldy veered off at an angle to take up the slack. Instantly Jim Hatfield was out of saddle, gouging his spike heels into the gumbo as he grabbed the wire-taut rope and started after the captive stallion.

Snorting with alarm, the blanco pawed the dust into the air as Hatfield approached. But, being well-broken, the Arabian stallion gentled quickly enough as Hatfield ran a hand along the silken mane, calming the blanco with a born horseman's expert touch.

Hatfield had no difficulty in grabbing the Arabian's nigh forefoot by the fetlock and inspecting the shoe. As he had expected one nail had been crimped over.

Checking the off hind shoe was unnecessary, but Hatfield was thorough. That shoe was badly worn, its calves smoothed down to the surface of the shoe.

Hatfield cuffed back his Stetson and grinned triumphantly. Beyond a shadow of a doubt, this white Arabian was the selfsame horse which the so-called Ghost in Golden Armor had ridden in making a getaway yesterday.

Even as he rounded the stallion's rump, Hatfield saw the Flying J brand he had hoped to find. The Ghost's phantom steed belonged to Buck Jarbo, one of the most dangerous rustlers on the whole length of the Rio Grande.

"Blanco, old hoss," chuckled Hatfield, reaching for Goldy's rope which his mount kept taut against the dallies around Hatfield's saddle-horn, "yuh're leavin' Flyin' J pasture for the time bein'. Without his phantom caballo to ride, the Ghost may—"

The metallic click of a Winchester lever shoving a cartridge into the breech reached Hatfield's sensitive ears. Hand dropping to gun-butt, the Ranger wheeled —to catch sight of a .30-30 muzzle protruding from an ocotillo motte on the rim of the draw above him. The rifle was aimed straight at his heart.

"Elevate, stranger!" rasped a guttural voice from behind the ambush. "Hoss thieves ain't welcome on Flyin' J range!"

Hatfield felt his spine congeal into an ice pole. He had heard that grating voice before.

Five years before!
CHAPTER VI
Pablo Rides

CAUGHT cold under a .30-30 drop, the Ranger raised his hands away from gun-butts. His sombrero brim was resting against his shoulders, held there by the chin strap around his neck. His face was in full view of the stocky gunman who rose to a crouch behind the ocotillo hedge.

The two men stared at each other. Hatfield felt a sickish sensation at sight of the jade-green eyes under bushy, tangled brows. The gunman had a bulbous nose, a cheek on which the pukered seam of an old knife scar ran zigzag from one ear to the point of a blue-stubbled jaw. His left ear had been cropped off by a knife.

A gashlike mouth drooped under the sandy mustache of the gunman. He was barrel-chested, gorilla-armed, his legs abnormally short, and grotesquely bowed from a lifetime in the saddle.

“Well, Hatfield!” he grated. “I’ve waited a long time for this. Three Texas Rangers ahead of yuh have cashed in their chips, scoutin’ the Suicide Strip. I reckon you’ll make the fourth!”

Hatfield’s lips took on a harsh fixture. He read his own doom in the black bore of the Winchester leveled at the spot where his Texas Ranger badge should have been. To this man, he was not riding incognito.

“All right, Buck Jarbo,” the Lone Wolf said. “It looks like yuh’ve coppered my bet.”

A sense of despair deepened in Jim Hatfield as he saw Buck Jarbo jerk his head, saw three burly-visaged gunslingers emerge from a tangle of dwarf juniper immediately behind the Flying J boss.

Rustler, border-hopper, gun wizard—Buck Jarbo was all three, and more. Though he was known to have killed dozens of men in cold blood, the Texas authorities had never been able to prove those murders in court. Jarbo had blazed a red trail of outlawry through the Border country, using the Flying J ranch as headquarters for a large-scale cattle rustling ring.

Jim Hatfield had finally captured Buck Jarbo in the act of hazing wetbacks across the Rio. For that rangeland crime, the State of Texas had put Jarbo behind the bars of the San Castrovito penitentiary for five years. But now Jarbo was back in his old haunts, even as Captain Bill McDowell had warned the Ranger the man would be.

“Why don’t yuh plug the jasper, boss?” demanded a smallpox-scared buckaroo at Jarbo’s elbow. “Yuh caught him tryin’ to steal Big White. What more d’yuh want?”

Buck Jarbo grunted an order to his three men, who immediately drew six-guns and covered the man standing in the mouth of the draw below them. Jarbo eased down the hammer of his .30-30 and gouging his stilt-heelled boots into the shale, skidded down the short cutbank and approached Hatfield warily.

Not daring to get within range of the Texas Ranger’s fists, Jarbo reached out with the Winchester muzzle and hooked the sight under the curved butts of Hatfield’s .44 six-guns, flipping each in turn out of holster.

“Kill this jasper, Rusty?” jeered the Flying J boss. “I reckon yuh don’t know the prize we got in our trap here. This hombre is none other than Jim Hatfield—the Texas Ranger!”

“Rusty” and his two companions stared gape-jawed at Hatfield, a new respect in their slitted eyes. Hatfield, the most dreaded Ranger in all Texas, helpless now before their guns! There was not an owl-hooter in the Lone Star State who would not have pawned his soul to be in their shoes now.

“Yuh owe me five years, Hatfield,” sneered Jarbo. “Five years bustin’ rocks, bein’ clubbed by guards. I should ought to keep yuh prisoner for five years, Lone Wolf, to even our score. But I can promise yuh this—yuh won’t be alive come midnight.”

Holding the Ranger under the menace of his .30-30, Buck Jarbo grunted an order to his men on the gulch brink behind him:

“Rusty—Joe—Highpockets! Bring the bosses down. We’re takin’ this Ranger over to the ranch.”

Hatfield saw the three Flying J punchers exchange glances.

“Yuh mean—Senor Oso, boss?” Jarbo laughed deep in his bull throat.

“Meanin’ Senor Oso. He’s plumb hon-
HATFIELD fisted his hands, unable to savvy this cryptic reference to "Senor Oso". He was calculating his chances of charging Buck Jarbo, wresting the Winchester out of his grasp. But that way lay suicide. Jarbo had hated Hatfield too long, had nurtured a dream of revenge for too many years to take any chances now. The Flying J boss kept well out of reach of his prisoner.

Rusty, Joe and “Highpockets” vanished behind the junipers, emerging shortly with four saddle horses. They led their mounts down into the side gulch.

Barking orders, Jarbo saw Highpockets remove Hatfield’s rope noose from the white Arabian. Leading Goldy forward, Highpockets—so named because he stood nearly seven feet without benefit of his Coffeyville boots or steep-leaked sombrero—removed Hatfield’s dallies from the saddle-horn.

Coiling the rope deftly, Highpockets came up behind Hatfield and slipped the reata over his head, drawing the loop taut around the Ranger’s throat.

Against four-to-one odds, Hatfield knew resistance was useless. Jarbo apparently had some special brand of vengeance in store for him over at the Flying J, some grisly means of killing him which the Flying J crew would witness. With midnight marking the deadline for his death.

Obeying the gesturing guns of his captors, the Texas Ranger mounted Goldy. Jarbo climbed aboard his cat-hammed bay mustang and dallied Hatfield’s neck rope to his saddle-horn. Rusty, the red-haired ruffian who appeared to be Jarbo’s right-hand man, tied Goldy’s reins to the Ranger’s horn while Joe, the pock-marked waddy, took a hand of pigging strings from his chaps pocket and trussed Hatfield’s wrists together behind his back.

“Strikes me funny yuh’d come onto my range and try to steal one of my bosses, Hatfield,” Jarbo remarked, as his men swung astride their respective mounts. “How come? I thought yuh like this Goldy hoss of yore’n a heap.”

Hatfield shrugged and kept his silence. In due time, no doubt, Jarbo would get around to boasting that he was the Ghost in Golden Armor, bent on driving Quent Fremont’s superstitious Mexican range crew off Rafter Q. Jarbo’s reference to the three Texas Rangers who had met their deaths inside the Suicide Strip was further proof that Jarbo was the outlaw masquerading in gold-plated Spanish armor.

The four Flying J riders escorted Jim Hatfield across the open flats of Cortez Basin, heading toward the southwestern corner of the sink. In that direction, apparently, would be found the Flying J headquarters.

Crossing the open flats where his remuda was grazing, Jarbo and his men were unaware of the fact that their departure was being witnessed from across Rafter Q’s half of the Basin. But, sitting his saddle on the east rim of the sink, Pablo Escobedo muffled a groan as he saw Jim Hatfield astride his magnificent golden stallion, boxed in by Jarbo’s riders.

In all the brasada country, there was only one person whom Pablo Escobedo feared even more than he did the mysterious Ghost in Golden Armor. That man was Buck Jarbo, outlaw boss of the neighboring Flying J spread.

It was obvious that Jim Hatfield—this good-looking cowboy whom Pablo knew only as Slim-Jim—had been captured by Jarbo while in the act of running down the white Arabian stallion.

More than one Rafter Q cowhand had lost his life at the hands of Buck Jarbo in the past. He had even killed Quent Fremont’s own father. Now, it seemed that this Slim-Jim was marked for a similar fate.

Pablo Escobedo picked up his reins and turned his caballo in the direction of the Rafter Q, his thoughts returning to his delayed afternoon siesta. In the manner of his race, Pablo shrugged his serape-clad shoulders and squinted off across the floor of Cortez Basin to where Hatfield and his four captors were now fast-dwindling dots on the landscape.

Pablo had warned Slim-Jim not to cross that drift fence onto enemy soil. There was nothing Pablo could do to help the reckless young gringo. Only one thing was certain—the Rafter Q had lost another range hand.

Slim-Jim would never be seen alive again.
WITH that grim prediction putting its pressure on Pablo’s simple mind, the vaquero rode at an easy trot to conserve his buckskin gelding’s strength for the hot afternoon ride which lay ahead. There was no need to hurry. Slim-Jim was beyond human aid now. Even when he heard the news, his patron, Quent Fremont, would not be so foolhardy as to ride over to Flying J and demand his new cowboy’s safe return.

The sun was touching the jagged outlines of the Navajada range when Pablo Escobedo turned his shaggy buckskin into the corral at the Rafter Q home ranch and made his way to the bunkhouse. A glance at the compound in front of the ranchhouse told him that Quent Fremont was still absent on his wagon trip to Sollazzo. That meant that there was no danger of being ordered to do the evening chores.

The gringos who were working at the job of draining Lago Espantosa had not yet returned from the lake for supper. Pablo believed that he was alone on the ranch. Now would be a good time to sample the bottle of aguardiente he had purchased at a saloon in Sollazzo, on his last trip to town.

Quent Fremont did not allow his men to drink.

Pablo was enjoying his second slug of the potent Mexican brandy inside the bunkhouse when he heard a snort jingle outside. He hastily shoved his bottle under the straw tick of his bunk, expecting to see the disapproving face of Quent Fremont in the doorway.

Instead, it was the comely blond American senorita, Donna Weston, who stood there.

"Hola, senorita!" Pablo grinned, made bold by the fiery liquor in his stomach. "You look muy linda today.”

"Hello, Pablo,” the girl said, backing away from the unpleasant odors from the bunkhouse. “You helped Senor Slim-Jim with the branding over on the Neuces this morning, didn’t you?”

The zapato sandals which Pablo had donned in lieu of his tight-fitting cowboys made a slithering sound across the rammed earth floor of the bunkhouse as the vaquero stepped outside to join the girl.

"Si, senorita. The job ees feenished.”

Donna frowned. “Where is Slim-Jim, then? Why didn’t he come back with you?”

Pablo spread his palms in a hopeless gesture, savoring the drama of the sensational news he had to impart.

“Ah, the poor Senor Slem-Jeem—I am afraid he ees muerto by now.”

Donna reached out to seize Pablo’s ragged sleeve.

“Muerto—dead? What on earth do you mean, Pablo?”

The Mexican cowhand grinned mysteriously.

"Slem-Jeem, he trailed the phantom caballo of thos’ Ghost een Golden Armor, senorita. He found thos’ white horse, tambien. Over een Senor Jarbo’s pasture een Cortez Basin.”

A look of panic was born in Donna Weston’s blue eyes at Pablo’s words.

“Go on—what happened? Do you mean to say Slim-Jim was killed over in the Basin?”

Enjoying the suspense he had kindled in the girl, Pablo settled himself down on the bunkhouse bench.

"Slem-Jeem, he did not find thos’ Ghost, senorita. But he was capture’ by Senor Buck Jarbo and hees caballeros, it is true. When last I saw thees Americano, they were taking heem over to Flying J. Quizas by now Slem-Jeem ees sweeenging at the end of a hangrope from one of Senor Jarbo’s postoaks, es verdad.”

Donna Weston swayed, as if stunned by the peon’s disclosure. After a moment she got a grip on herself and turned impolitingly to Escobedo.

“Pablo, you and I must ride over to Flying J at once—now! Slim-Jim is one of the Rafter Q’s men. If Jarbo has captured him—”

Pablo shook his head adamantly.

“No, senorita. Not for all the oro wheeh your father weel find een Haunted Lake would I rode to Flying J. Not weeth an army would I cross Jarbo’s range, senorita! That way lies death for any Rafter Q hombre, es verdad.”

DONNA WESTON moaned despairingly and spun on her heel, lurching across the ranch yard toward the horse corral. She was alone on the Rafter Q. Whatever could be done for Slim-Jim, she must do.

Fremont was not expected back from
Sollazzo with his wagon load of wire until late tonight. Her father and Dr. Trevor were not yet back from their work at Haunted Lake.

The Rafter Q boys were out in the brasada, popping the brush for cattle. Even if they were here, she knew their answer would be the same as Pablo's. No Mexican in Fremont's employ would dare invade Jarbo's hostile range.

Slim-Jim, the handsome young stranger who had saved her life and Fremont's yesterday, was undoubtedly in mortal danger, if not already a victim of Jarbo's murderous guns. It was unthinkable that no effort should be made to rescue him.

Numb with fear, Donna Weston dragged a high-horned Texas saddle from the corral rail and cinched it on the flat pinto which Quint had assigned for her personal use. Mounting, she headed the little peg-pony westward toward the sundown glow and the Navajada range.

In that direction lay Buck Jarbo's ranch headquarters. Somewhere over in that brooding, blood-red twilight, Slim-Jim was a prisoner of the outlaw who had killed her fiancé's father.

Spurred on by a panicky sense of time running out fast, Donna Weston lashed the pinto into a hard run. She was not quite sure what she would do when she reached the Flying J. She was not even sure she could locate Jarbo's spread!

CHAPTER VII

Captive on Flying J

BUCK JARBO'S Flying J outfit resembled the squalid camp of a poverty-stricken Mexican family, in contrast to the neat architecture and well-kept fence of Fremont's Rafter Q. Facing the burned-out cerise glare of the sundown which might be his last on earth, Jim Hatfield sized up Jarbo's ranch for what it was—an owlhoot hideout, conveniently close to the Mexican border, too isolated to come under the control of Texas law.

Furtive eyes watched the incoming riders from the shadowy gallery of an adobe bunkhouse—gringos on the dodge, Mexicans with the stamp of Cain on them. Jarbo's place was less of a cattle ranch than it was a rendezvous for the outcroppings of Border outlawry.

Excitement traveled rapidly through the Flying J grounds as Jarbo drew a Colt .45 and covered the Texas Ranger while he dismounted at the cavy corral gate. Men began trooping out of the dusk, drawn by the sensational news that the famous Texas Ranger had been captured.

Peering around at the hostile, gloating faces which ringed him in, Hatfield had the impression that he had seen some of Jarbo's riffraff crew before. Many of these owlshooters packed reward bounties on their scalps, he was positive. Photographs of some of them were tacked to the walls of Ranger offices and barracks throughout the Lone Star State.

When their horses had been unsaddled and turned into the stone-walled corral, Buck Jarbo stepped over to where Highpockets was riding herd on their prisoner with a Winchester.

"The only fair thing to do, Senor Rangero," leered the Flying J boss, "is to put yuh out of yore suspense. We have a friend we're honin' for yuh to meet. We call him Senor Oso. If yuh're up on yore Mex lingo mebbe yuh got an idea what kind of finish yuh got ahead of yuh."

Jim Hatfield's face was blank. "Oso," he knew, was the Spanish word for bear. He had flushed more than one shaggy black bruin out of the brasada in years past. This Senor Oso of whom Buck Jarbo spoke was probably a hairy-chested Mexican killer who resembled a bear, a sadist who killed for the sheer joy of killing. If so, then Jarbo had probably decided to give Senor Oso the pleasure of cashing in Hatfield's chips.

Clamping his lips doggedly, Hatfield followed Buck Jarbo past a sway-roofed granary, Highpockets' .30-30 muzzle probing his spine. The other denizens of the Flying J trooped along behind them, jinglebobbled spurs setting up a cacophony of sound.

The odors of chili and garlic and coffee and barbequed beef were wafted to Hatfield's nostrils as they passed a cookshack. The cocina was connected to Jarbo's main ranchhouse by a tule-roofed dog-walk.

Passing the ranchhouse, Jarbo led the way through the purpling twilight in the direction of the adobe barns. As they ap-
proached the outbuildings, Hatfield’s ears caught a snarling, animal sound issuing out of the dusk. It was toward the source of this sound that Jarbo appeared to be heading.

Then, rounding a mesquite-pole hay crib, Hatfield caught sight of a circular pole fence which walled off some sort of pit—perhaps a cistern for catching the infrequent rainfall. From the depths of this excavation the Lone Wolf heard the animal snarlings increase in intensity.

A tremor of anxiety went through the Ranger as Buck Jarbo opened a gate and stood aside, while Highpockets ushered his prisoner inside the fence. Hatfield’s hands were still tied behind his back with rawhide thongs and his holsters were empty. A feeling of impotence, of utter helplessness washed through his being as he haltered on the brink of the cisternlike pit.

The pit had been dug out of bedrock, and was about ten feet deep. Staring down into the shadowy bowl, Hatfield at first thought it was empty. Then he made out a black, sinister shape pacing the floor of the pothole.

I was a shaggy, loung-snouted black bear, of a predatory type which made its den in the Nueces jungles, preying on new-dropped calves, an animal so destructive to cattle herds that Texas had posted a bounty on such bear pelts.

“This is Senor Oso, Hatfield!” Jarbo explained gloatingly. “One of my waddies roped this bear when it was a weaker cub, out in the brush. We’ve made a sort of a pet out of Senor Oso.”

A CHILL rippled along the back of Hatfield’s neck as he saw Senor Oso rear up, man-fashion, on his hind legs. The beast was full-grown now, and obviously half-starved, its flanks caved in, its brisket ribby under the unkempt black fur.

“This is Senor Oso’s supper time,” Jarbo went on. “Ordinarily we feed this critter stale beef, left-overs from the cookhouse. But tonight, I reckon, Oso is goin’ to sample human flesh. Yore meat, Jim Hatfield!”

Horror and a mounting rage made a convulsive admixture through the Ranger as he heard the Flying J crew laugh harshly. They were men no less savage than this ravening beast which was kept prisoner in Jarbo’s abandoned cistern.

“Yuh wouldn’t be that inhuman, Jarbo!” Hatfield grated. “Put a bullet in my back, yes—I could savvy that. But what would be the object of tossin’ my carcass to this bear?”

Buck Jarbo’s cheek scar stood out lividly in the dying sundown glow as he held up a hand in front of the Ranger. His thick spatulate fingers spread out as he ticked off one by one:

“One, two, three, four, five—five years behind the bars at the Castrovito penitentiary, Hatfield!” snarled the outlaw. “You sent me to that hole of a jail, Lone Wolf. Every day and night of those five years you were ridin’ high, wide and handsome, addin’ to yore rep as a Texas Ranger. Me—I was rottin’ away in a cellblock, livin’ for the day when I’d be loose again. Just existin’, on the dream that some day I’d be able to settle my score with yuh, Hatfield.”

The Ranger listened in silence. He had never heard more venom in a human voice, more supercharged hatred issuing from a man’s heart. Buck Jarbo was a berserk lunatic, his reason unhinged as a result of his festering desire for vengeance against the star-toter who had captured him on the Rio Grande half a decade ago.

“All right, Buck!” Hatfield ripped out. “Shoot me and get it over with. Yuh talk big when you’ve got yore gang behind yuh. Yuh cut a wide splash in the brasada—when yuh can shoot from ambush. I reckon I’ll prove I can stand up and eat yore lead without beggin’ for mercy.”

Jarbo made no move to unholster a gun. He shook his head slowly, savering his triumph.

“Hatfield,” he said slowly, “yuh’ll die by no bullet. That’s too quick and easy. It won’t be yore dead carcass that Senor Oso will sink his fangs and claws into. Savvy what I’m drivin’ at?”

In spite of himself, the Texas Ranger felt the color recede in his taut facial muscles.

“Yuh—yuh don’t intend to—”

Jarbo laughed harshly, irrationally. “I’m tossin’ yuh alive into that pit, Ranger!” snarled the Flying J boss. “Yuh’ve seen bear and bulls fight it out down in Mexico? Well, the boys are goin’ to see how long a salty hombre named Jim Hatfield can last ag’in a live bear that’s starved for fresh meat, savvy?”
Hatfield understood, now, why the Flying J crew had begun to station themselves around the top rail of the fence, like Roman spectators of old, come to see gladiators fight to the death. As Christian martyrs of another era had been hurled into dens of ravenous lions, Jarbo was about to reenact that diabolical rite here in this remote corner of Texas.

They were watching him closely, now. A full moon had risen above the brasaeda country during the last few minutes, and its spectral witch-glow bathed the Teaxes Ranger’s taunt face with an unearthly brilliance.

But Jarbo and his henchmen detected no sign of cringing, no faltering in the Ranger’s inborn courage. They were staring at Hatfield with a grudging admiration for a brand of valor which far transcended anything they had ever seen before.

Cornered, his holsters empty, his wrists pinioned, Hatfield was facing the most grueling ordeal possible for Jarbo to mete out, and he was facing it with his head high, his eyes resolute.

“Give the hombre a chance, Jarbo!” spoke up a red-whiskered owlhoot from the rail fence. “Even if he is a Johnny Law, give him a fightin’ chance ag’in that b’ar. Yuh can at least loosen his hands.”

Jarbo shrugged. Stooping, he took a long-bladed skinning knife from its sheath under his left boot leg. The razor-honed steel blade glinted in the argentine moonlight as the Flying J boss sidled around behind Hatfield.

The Ranger braced himself. If he could lunge a shoulder against Jarbo, it was possible that he might hurl the fiendish gun-boss of the Flying J into senor Oso’s bear pit. The half-starved beast would make short work of a human being down there.

But Jarbo, reading Hatfield’s intent, backed off. He nodded to Highpockets, who stepped forward and fist Hatfield’s shirt into a tight bunch with both hands. Hauling backwards, Highpockets pulled the Ranger forward, off balance.

Hatfield was aware of Jarbo stepping in quickly behind him. His whiskey-fouled breath was fetid against the Ranger’s neck. Jarbo’s knife slashed quickly at the pigging strings which bound his wrists, and Hatfield felt his arms come free.

Ignoring Highpockets’ rifle, Hatfield spun around, clubbing his fists. He knew that Jarbo had not released his bonds for any humane motive. He had done so to add to the macabre sporting value of the forthcoming struggle between man and wild beast.

Jarbo was sidling toward the fence, between Hatfield and the edge of the cistern in which the black bear was making the night hideous with its growling. But even as Hatfield charged the Flying J boss, Highpockets stretched out a long leg and caught one of the Ranger’s spur rowels, tripping him.

Hatfield sprawled, his jaw hitting the loose gravel at the edge of the bear pit. Ten feet below, Senor Oso was back on all fours, pacing the floor of the pit, fangs slaverling.

The Ranger came up on all fours, aware that Jarbo and Highpockets were coming up behind him. His body rocked under the impact of a kick which caught him between his shoulder blades, with all of Jarbo’s weight behind it.

Before he could recover from the paralyzing jolt on his spine, Highpockets reached down to seize Hatfield by either ankle and, with a prodigious effort, upended the Ranger. Hatfield caught a blurred impression of the battery of fiendish faces circling the bear pit fence as he cartwheeled up and over the rim of the cistern.

He somersaulted in mid-air and miraculously landed on his feet, his knees springing to absorb the impact of the fall. In an apelike crouch, both hands pressed flat on the loose hay which carpeted the floor of the pit, Jim Hatfield found himself staring across the pothole toward Senor Oso.

The bear, startled by the human form hurrying down into its rock-walled prison, had retreated instinctively to the opposite wall and reared up on its hind legs. Chops peeled back to expose dripping, lethal fangs, the bear regarded his human prey through eyes which reminded Hatfield of burning embers. He had a fleeting impression of the long curved claws protruding from the padded feet, each claw as deadly as a sickle blade.

The bear outweighed him. The animal
was ravenously hungry. Even out in the brasada, bears had been known to attack Indians. In this confined area, no man could expect to live more than a few minutes without knife or club or gun to defend himself.

A matter of seconds, and Senor Oso could rend the trapped Ranger into hash-meat with tearing fangs and ripping claws. Jim Hatfield knew he faced the most desperate and hopeless deathtrap he had ever—seen in all the years of his peril-frought career as a Ranger—a trap from which there could be no escape.

With that grim thought riding his brain, the Ranger reared up to meet the bear’s first snarling lunge.

CHAPTER VIII

Bear versus Man!

FOR Donna Weston, the trek to the Flying J Ranch was a race against moonrise. She had been repeatedly warned never to venture across Buck Jarbo’s boundary line, even in broad daylight, but tonight a despairing sense of urgency forced her to drive the pinto at top speed along the brasada rim.

The moon was as bright as a silver dollar behind the girl’s right shoulder when the winded pinto brought her to the outskirts of Jarbo’s ranch. She had reached this spot by blind reckoning, knowing only in a general way that the headquarters of Jarbo’s domain was slightly north of due west from Fremont’s spread.

Reining down to a walk, Donna Weston swung wide to the south to avoid the fanwise pattern of yellow lamplight streaming through the windows of Jarbo’s cookshack. At this hour, the Flying J crew should be at supper. Instead, she glimpsed the empty tables of the mess-hall as she rode past.

Then to her ears came the strident voices of shouting men, reminding her of the way crowds shouted at athletic meets back at Alamo University. For some reason, Jarbo’s entire crew was congregated somewhere beyond the main ranchhouse.

She dismounted and tied the pinto to a postoak. Then, belatedly remembering that she had left the Rafter Q without bringing along any kind of firearm, she circled the Jarbo ranchhouse and caught sight of the Flying J crew massed in a tight circle around a fenced-in enclosure.

“Slim-Jim must be the reason they’re shouting so! They must be torturing him!”

Donna Weston whispered the words as she crept closer to the howling, roaring circle of men. Something inside that circle was whipping these men to an inhuman frenzy of excitement. Donna Weston knew she had to find out the cause of that pandemonium. If Slim-Jim were at the core of it—

A few yards from the fenced-in area was an open-sided crib, roofed over with maguey fibers, its interior bursting with wild hay. A ladder leaned against the near end of the hay crib, offering access to the roof. From the ridgepole, Donna believed she could see over the heads of Jarbo’s wildly shouting crew.

So absorbed were the Flying J riders in whatever spectacle they were witnessing inside the fence that no head was turned and no eye watched the slim girl in sombrero and levis as Professor Weston’s daughter climbed the ladder and pulled herself up on the peak of the hay crib roof. What she saw brought a low scream of terror from her throat.

Here was incarnate savagery too ghastly to comprehend. Vivid in the moonlight, down in the bottom of a shallow well-like hole, she saw the crouched figure of the man she knew as Slim-Jim. Circling the bayed Rafter Q cowboy was a full-grown black bear.

Jarbo’s outlaws were watching a battle such as Texas, for all its wild history, had never staged before. Bear versus man! There could be only one possible outcome of such a mismatched struggle!

Limp with horror, Donna Weston flattened her body on the sloping roof of the corn crib, unable to tear her eyes away from the inhuman spectacle being enacted before her hypnotized gaze. Without a gun, there was no way for her to destroy the wild animal, to rescue Slim-Jim from grisly doom. She could only watch—and pray that Slim-Jim’s end would be mercifully swift.

Down in the pit of doom, Jim Hatfield kept turning, turning to face the circling bear. He had no illusions as to the outcome
of this inhuman duel of strength. One swipe of Senor Oso’s knife-sharp claws could rake open his body from throat to crotch. Once the bear’s deadly fang-studded jaws locked over a wrist or ankle, he was doomed.

But the primal instinct of self-preservation burned through every nerve and sinew of the Ranger’s being now. It seemed an eternity, but in reality he had been down in this death pit less than a minute by the clock.

†

THE bear’s first charge had resulted in a momentary triumph for Jim Hatfield. He had met Senor Oso with a double handful of dirt and rubble, scooped off the floor of the cistern. Blinded and choked by this unexpected resistance by its relatively puny foe, the bear had crashed its skull into the cistern wall at the spot where Hatfield had been crouched.

Now they were sparring for an opening, as it were. From what he knew of the nature of the species, Hatfield believed that Senor Oso might attempt wrestling tactics, try to crush his torso in a bear hug while disemboweling him with his hind claws.

As the moon lifted, throwing a greater area of the circular area under its light, Jim Hatfield caught sight of a cow’s thigh bone amid the débris of the bear’s past meals. Even as Senor Oso charged him, howling beastially, the Ranger danced out of the bear’s path and snatched up the bone. With all his strength behind the blow, Hatfield drove the heavy thigh bone at Senor Oso’s skull.

The club would have killed a man. But if the bear felt the impact, it gave no sign, bouncing off the far wall and whirling like a boxer leaving the ropes.

Overhead, Jarbo and his hellions were making an uproar which dimmed the bear’s snarlings, drowned out the hissing sound of Hatfield’s exhausted breathing. The spectators of this grisly duel were already astounded that Hatfield had managed to avoid the bear’s rushes for even as long as this single minute. They had expected to see the Ranger torn to bits within seconds after being hurled into the pit. Apparently the Lone Wolf was going to give them a real show.

Hatfield leaped back, the bone club poised as Senor Oso waddled forward man-fashion on his hind legs.

“This is finish,” came to the Ranger as he felt the rock wall of the cistern strike his back, halting any retreat.

Coming forward, ducked low, Hatfield drove the knobby end of the thigh bone into the bear’s slavering jaws. Senor Oso, half strangled, clawed at the bone to dislodge it, giving Hatfield his opportunity to escape to the far side of the arena.

His feet ankle-deep in reasty straw in which the animal bedded down, Hatfield got an idea. With frantic haste the Ranger plunged his levis pockets, brought out a handful of matches. Thrusting all but one match into his shirt pocket, he squatted and scraped together all the dry straw his left hand could hold.

His fingers were rock-steady as he ignited the match against his belt buckle, touched the tiny flame to the bundle of straw in his left hand.

Senor Oso, recoiling before the sudden burst of red flame, gave vent to a snarling bark of primeval terror. Wild animals had a healthy fear of fire, the one element they could not combat. Jim Hatfield, in this moment of desperate extremity, had gambled on that fear of fire.

For the moment at least, the blazing hay in Hatfield’s fist gave him respite from the wild animal across the pit. But it was a pitiful effort to postpone the inevitable. Even now, the blazing straw was burning Hatfield’s hand.

He dropped his makeshift torch into the loose straw under foot, the guttering flare of the blaze accentuating the deep ruts of strain which were eroding his face. Smoke vollied up to obscure the leering, sadistic faces of Buck Jarbo and the other men rimming the fence overhead.

The bear was temporarily cowed by the circle of shuttering crimson flames which walled off the Ranger. But Hatfield knew that the beast’s next attack would be the last. It would lose its fear of smoke and flame when the scanty fuel was exhausted.

But Hatfield’s striking of that match had accomplished something tangible in his favor, in a totally unknown quarter. Up on Jarbo’s hay crib roof, Donna Weston was mentally applauding Slim-Jim’s counter-offensive measure, when an idea came to her. She carried matches in
the pocket of her riding trousers. If she could use fire to distract the attention of Jarbo’s bloodthirsty crew from the bear pit spectacle—

SLIDING down the hay crib’s magnesium-shingled roof, Donna skidded over the eaves and landed on a pile of hay ten feet below. Clawing a match from her pocket, she snapped it into flame with a thumb nail and then, poking a hole in the haypile, ignited the tinder-dry hay.

Within seconds the fire had leaped up to envelop the rear of the open-walled shed. A great sheet of flame shed its satanic red glow over the surrounding landscape, as the girl leaped to the shelter of the west wall of the hay crib.

The unexpected crackle of flames and a roll of billowing smoke from the roof of the hay crib at their backs caused instant pandemonium among the Flying J cowboys who were lining the bear pit fence. Fire in the brazada country could be a devastating thing, if it got out of control.

There was a medium-strong wind blowing across the Texas flats tonight, and already sparks were plunging skyward, to be borne out in the direction of the Flying J house and barns and other highly inflammable outbuildings. Jim Hatfield and Senor Oso’s duel was wiped out of Jarbo’s mind, as he saw his hay crib being gutted by flames of unknown origin. The entire ranch might go up in flames, if this fire spread!

“Get goin’, all of yuh!” bellowed the Flying J boss, racing away from the bear pit. “Bring buckets—barrels. We can’t save that hay but we got to wet down these other buildin’s before the whole thing goes up!”

Donna Weston, her heart pounding her ribs, moved away from the furnacelike heat of the doomed hay crib as she saw Jarbo’s men sprinting toward horse troughs and windmill tanks, leaving the bear-pit fence empty.

Running out into the open firelight, Donna vaulted the low rail fence and flung herself on hands and knees over the rim of the bear pit.

“Slim-Jim! Oh, Slim-Jim!”

Jim Hatfield, kneeling behind his flimsy barrier of blazing straw, was unbuckling his sharp-roweled spurs to use as weapons when he closed in final combat with Senor Oso.

Hardly able to believe his ears, the Lone Wolf glanced up to see Donna etched against a blood-red background of dancing firelight. The fence rails were empty of Jarbo’s men, by some miracle Hatfield could not explain.

Hatfield came to his feet, watching Senor Oso out of the corner of his eye. The bear, still bayed by the blazing straw which was eating across the floor of the pit toward him, was slavering like a rabid dog, red-shot eyes watching his human quarry as if waiting for the blaze to die out.

“A fence rail, Donna!” Hatfield yelled, as he saw her come to her feet. “I can climb out of here then!”

Donna whirléd around. She was dimly aware of men racing toward the hay crib with buckets of water and wet gunny-sacks. The Jarbo crew, absorbed with its job of fire-fighting, had not yet spotted her presence in their midst.

Fear added impetus to the effort she put into tearing a cottonwood rail off the bear pit fence. In a moment she was slanting the rail pole down into the cistern. Without it, Hatfield would have been helpless to have scaled the overhanging rock walls of the pit.

Senor Oso’s howl of animal fury dinned the girl’s ears as she saw Hatfield shiny up the slanting pole. She saw the bear make a last frantic lunge, ripping a heel off Hatfield’s kicking boot as the Ranger scrambled to safety on the rim of the pit.

Behind him, Jarbo’s bear was trying to scramble up the pole to freedom, but the fence rail split under Senor Oso’s weight. That danger was behind Hatfield now. But there was still Buck Jarbo’s cordon of fast-shooting outlaws to run, and the Ranger and Donna both afoot and without weapons!

CHAPTER IX
The Ghost Rides

REACTION seized Donna Weston, and for a moment Hatfield thought he had a fainting female on his hands, as he
leaped to grab the tottering girl in his arms. But Donna was made of sterner stuff. She shook him off and together they scaled the fence. Hatfield led her in the direction of the corral where Jarbo kept his horses.

Somewhere behind the roar of the flames which had collapsed the roof of the hay crib, a gunshot blasted the night. A bullet tracked its sightless path between Hatfield's temple and the girl's head, followed by a raucous bellow of shouts from the men who were dumping buckets of water on the nearest outbuilding.

"They've spotted us, Donna!" the Ranger shouted, gripping her hand. "If we can make it to the horse corral—"

In spite of the fact that he had lost one of his boot heels in the bear pit, Jim Hatfield was covering ground at a clip that would have been the envy of a college athlete.

"I was—women's sprint champion—at Alamo U!" Donna Weston shouted. "Lead the way, Slim-Jim!"

Bullets were shrieking past them from several angles now. Hatfield broke his stride as a slug scraped his thigh, and he plunged headlong in a roll of dust.

He was on his feet before Donna could stop her headlong flight. Behind them, Buck Jarbo and his Flying J crew were racing in pursuit, their firefighting forgotten.

They put the ranchhouse between them and the oncoming gunhawks, sprinting down the covered dog-walk toward the cookshack. The burning hay crib added to the brilliance of the full moon, turning night into day.

From the corner of the Flying J mess hall, Highpockets was pumping the lever of his Winchester, driving steel-jacketed slugs at the escaping couple. Hatfield had reached the gate of the cavy corral and was sliding back the hickory bar.

"No time to saddle up!" panted the Ranger. "Wait here!"

Jarbo's men were close, dangerously close. They were holding their fire now, not wanting to wound any of their saddle stock with stray slugs.

Hatfield shot a frantic glance at the row of saddles on the top of the stone fence. If he could locate his own, there was a .44-40 carbine in the boot. But there was no time for that. He had Donna's safety as well as his own to think about. Escaping from the Flying J range was his primary purpose tonight.

A whistle brought Goldy trotting over from the group of Flying J cavy ponies in the far end of the corral.

Hatfield saw Jarbo's bulky shape vault the stone fence twenty yards away. The Flying J boss was doing that to cut him off from getting a horse for Donna's use.

Jarbo's six-gun spat flame as he laid a shot in close, aiming to cripple or kill the Ranger's golden sorrel. Then Hatfield had gained the corral gate where Donna was waiting.

He boosted the girl astride Goldy, vaulted over the sorrel's rump and raked his mount with unaccustomed steel. He was thankful now that he hadn't had time to remove his spurs in Senor Oso's death-pit.

The magnificent sorrel exploded into a run from a standing start, bringing oaths of dismay from the Flying J punchers who were racing toward the corral. Sporadic gunfire followed them, bullets whining overhead as Goldy lined out toward the rimming bráscada.

Hatfield could hear Jarbo bawling orders, dividing his crew into two sections. Half of the outfit would remain at the ranch to fight the fire. The other half would saddle up to give chase to the escaping Ranger and a girl who, somehow, had been instrumental in rescuing Hatfield from the bear pit.

"We're safe now, Donna," Hatfield panted, with the girl's blond tresses whipping back against his face. "The boss wasn't fooled who could outrun Goldy. If we only had a gun between us!"

Reaching the solid wall of the bráscada, Goldy hesitated. The thorny jungle was crisscrossed with trails, trails which Jarbo's crew knew from memory. To a stranger, the bráscada presented a seemingly unbroken barrier of mesquites and Spanish dagger and tawny chaparl prieto scrub.
the ears of the bayed fugitives the drum-roll of hoofbeats as Buck Jarbo and a dozen of his heavily-armed riders har-mered in pursuit. The ghostly shapes of four riders were cutting across the open mesa toward the sink where Hatfield had been captured that afternoon. The Ranger realized that Jarbo had detailed riders to cut them off.

The mouth of a trail opened up between heavy mogotes of mesquite chaparral and coma trees. Goldy plunged into the opening without hesitation, and the enfolding brasada closed in about them,obliterating the moonlight.

Here in the brush, a man could not see his hand before his face. But Goldy, slowing to a gallop, threaded through the unseen path which cimarrone steers had blazed through the thickets, covering two miles before Hatfield halted the winded sorrel for a rest.

Sliding off the horse's back, the man and the girl stood listening in the night for sounds of pursuit. They could hear the remote sound of shouts, coming from the firefights back at the Flying J. The dull red glow against the sky was diminishing now. Jarbo's punchers had the fire under control.

"This—this sounds a mite foolish, mebbe," Hatfield panted, "but I got to thank yuh, Donna, for gettin' me out of the tightest scrape of my life. That took plenty courage."

She reached up impulsively and pulled his head down, crushing her lips against his. Hatfield knew an electric thrill as she released him, was reminded of the fact that for him, a woman's love was a luxury he could not afford.

Yet he knew that this girl was betrothed to another man, knew that this kiss was basically impersonal and platonic, a tribute from a woman to a man whose courage was a thing nothing but a kiss could truly express. There had been no hint of disloyalty to Quentin Fremont in the girl's emotional outburst.

"Slim-Jim," she said, "that bear fight will haunt my dreams for years to come. What kind of beast is this Buck Jarbo?"

It was on the tip of Hatfield's tongue to reveal the fact that he was a Texas Ranger, that Jarbo had tried to even old scores between them tonight. Instead, he kept this secret. Not until the Ghost of Golden Armor had been finally brought to bay could he reveal his true mission in the Nueces country.

"Let's forget Jarbo for the time bein', Donna," he said gently. "And thanks—for what yuh just did. Quent Fremont is a lucky man, gettin' you."

A shaft of moonlight filtering down through the bower of yellow-flowering agarita brush over them touched Hatfield's face. Donna thought she saw a brooding sense of loss limned in his penetrating green eyes.

"Slim-Jim, isn't there a woman in your life, somewhere? Waiting for you at the end of this—this drifter's trail you're rid-
ing?"

Hatfield grinned bleakly. He could not tell her that a Texas Ranger, exposed to constant danger which made each new day a separate tenure of life, could not think of love.

"No woman, Donna. I reckon I was cut out to be a lone wolf."

She clutched his arm then, as a rataplan of hoofbeats passed them by way of a concealed trail some distance away. A Jarbo rider—perhaps Jarbo himself—was questing the brasada in search of the vanished pair.

"Donna," Hatfield whispered, "when we get back to the Rafter Q, suppose yuh don't say anything to Fremont about my scrape with Buck Jarbo. I have reasons of my own for askin' that."

Donna shrugged in the darkness. "Pablo Escobedo knew that Jarbo had captured you, over in the Basin today. That Mexican is liable to talk."

Hatfield lifted her back on the sorrel. Then they were giving Goldy his head, pushing through the dense thicket trail.

"I think I located the Ghost's white stallion over in Cortez Basin today, Donna," he told her. "Jarbo owns a blanco Arabian. I have a hunch Jarbo is the spook who parades around in golden armor."

Donna twisted around to stare at him, her golden hair making a dull sheen in the mottled moonlight.

"But why? Why should Jarbo do such a fantastic thing? What does he hope to accomplish by that masquerade?"

Hatfield shrugged. "He's out to ruin the Rafter Q," he reminded her. "If he
can terrorize Quent’s ignorant Mexican vaqueros, Quent can’t stay in business. Yuh forget that Jarbo wants to water his Flyin’ J beef at Haunted Lake. It’s the only shore source of water in the Suicide Strip.”

The moon was two hours higher in the Texas sky when they emerged from the brasada jungle, to find themselves on the open mesa south of Cortez Basin. Ahead of them was Rafter Q range and safety. In the remote distance they could see the lights winking in Freemont’s ranchhouse.

It was Donna who spotted the blur of movement, out across the open mesa. Her sudden stiffening inside the curve of his arm caused the Ranger to glance past her.

A rider was spurring a snow-white horse across the flats, a quarter of a mile away. The moonlight caught winking highlights on the rider’s metallic costume, revealed the bannering crimson plume atop the rider’s gilded helmet.

“The Ghost!” Donna Weston cried.

“This is the second time I’ve actually seen the Ghost in Golden Armor!”

Hatfield halted Goldy with a word, his eyes following the brasada phantom as the white Arabian saddler sped southwestward in the direction of the Navajada range.

“Jarbo could have ridden over to the Basin tonight,” Hatfield muttered. A sense of futility flooded through him as he realized that, without rifle or six-guns, there was little use in following the spectral horseman. “Jarbo could have had his golden armor suit cached somewhere over there, could have saddled up his white Arabian and hit the trail tonight.”

They watched in silence as the Ghost in Golden Armor vanished over a hogback ridge in the distance. It was a bitter moment for Hatfield, knowing he dared not risk setting Donna Weston afoot here on Jarbo’s range so far from Freemont’s ranch and safety. Her presence prevented the Ranger from trailing the brasada phantom.

“I’m scared, Slim-Jim!” she whispered.

“I’m worried about Doctor Trevor’s surveyor, Charlie Cameron. Charlie’s camped over in those foothills, surveying the Spanish Trail toward the Rio Grande. And that’s where the Ghost seems to be heading.”

A frown carved a notch between Hatfield’s brows. He put Goldy into a lope, heading for the remote lights of the Rafter Q.

“The Ghost massacred Dr. Rudolph Gosche and his party over in those same mountains,” Donna reminded Hatfield. “If anything should happen to Charlie Cameron, I couldn’t stand it. He—he was in love with me before I met Quent, you know.”

They arrived at Freemont’s ranchhouse an hour later. No one was home except the Mexican cook, who was keeping a hot meal in readiness for the return of Quent Freemont from Sollazzo.

“Your father is spending the night over at Haunted Lake with El Doctor Trevor,” the cocinero answered the girl’s anxious query, speaking in Spanish. “Their work will soon be finished, si.”

Donna and Hatfield, eagerly accepting the cook’s invitation to eat a belated supper, exchanged relieved glances. It would not have been easy for them to have explained to Prof. Luke Weston why Donna had come riding in at midnight with Slim-Jim, the saddle bum with whom Weston had forbidden his daughter to associate.

The meal finished, Hatfield bade Donna good night and headed for the bunkhouse. The fact that Prof. Weston had not come home tonight, as was his invariable custom, put a nagging doubt in the back of the Ranger’s head.

“It seems incredible,” Hatfield mused, “but what if—”

His train of thought was interrupted by the arrival of Quent Freemont, driving in from Sollazzo with his wagonload of wire. Helping the boss stable his team, Hatfield put a question to the young Rafter Q owner:

“I notice yore prospective father-in-law, Professor Weston, walks with a kind of limp, Quent. Any idea why?”

Fremont, his face still swollen and mottled from his ordeal on the ant-hill, saw nothing but a casual curiosity back of his new cowboy’s question.

“Donna says he fell and hurt his left knee-cap the other day, Slim-Jim,” Freemont said. “He never limped before.”

The Ranger mulled this over in his mind as he headed for the bunkhouse and a much needed rest after the day’s strenuous events.
Luke Weston walked with a limp which he claimed was a result of a minor mishap over on the job at Lago Espantosa. But Hatfield recalled that the shot he had fired at the Ghost in Golden Armor had ricocheted off the phantom’s armor-clad left thigh. The impact of a .44 slug grazing the Ghost’s armor could very well bruise the leg underneath, enough to make a man limp.

CHAPTER X
A Dying Man Speaks

Jim Hatfield reported for work the next morning with his holsters filled with a duplicate pair of cedar-butted Colt .44 Peacemakers, which he carried in the war sack he had put in the bunkhouse. They replaced the guns which Buck Jarbo had appropriated over in Cortez Basin.

Fremont’s work for the day was to begin building a barbed-wire fence to block off Haunted Lake. He put Hatfield in charge of Pablo Escobedo and a group of Mexican vaqueros, who grumbled peevishly at having to do such menial labor.

At breakfast that morning, Pablo had said nothing concerning Hatfield’s return from the Flying J. The Ranger had bribed the startled peon to secrecy with a few pesos.

With his fence-stringing crew following him with a wagon loaded with posts and spools of new barbed wire which Fremont had purchased in Sollazzo, Hatfield put Goldy into a gallop, eager to reach Haunted Lake in time for a little investigating before going to work. This morning, Goldy carried a centerfire kak to replace the saddle Hatfield had left on the Flying J corral fence.

Reaching Dr. Trevor’s field headquarters at Haunted Lake, the Lone Wolf Ranger found the scientist’s Mexican labor gangs busy putting the finishing touches to the drainage ditch. That completed, it would be revealed whether or not the body of water hid the secret of long-lost Spanish loot.

The ditch was within ten feet of the rim of the lake now. That barrier of dirt would be blasted free to send the brackish waters of Espantosa surging downgrade toward the mesa rim. Eventually it would trickle into the Nueces River ten miles away.

Standing on the earthen dam which held the lake’s placid waters in check, Donna Weston’s father was superintending the scraper and shovel gangs in their last day’s labor. Even from a distance, Hatfield saw that Professor Weston’s face seemed unusually gaunt. If Weston had spent a night in the saddle instead of sleeping in Trevor’s army tent, he would be tired out.

“You, Mr. Slim-Jim! I want to see you!”

The voice, hailing the Lone Wolf from the interior of the canvas tent which Goldy was passing, brought Hatfield twisting in saddle.

Dr. Trevor stood at the open fly of the tent, a long Bavarian meerschaum pipe resting against his ginger whiskers, his white pith helmet shoved back from his bald head. The eminent German archaeologist spoke English without a trace of Teutonic accent.

“Shore enough,” Hatfield drawled, reining up and stepping down from stirrups. “What can I do for yuh, Doctor?”

Trevor waved Hatfield toward a folding camp stool. The scientist seated himself on a box behind his field desk, on which were spread various maps of the region which the young surveyor, Charlie Cameron, had prepared.

“You say your name is Slim-Jim, young man,” Jonas Trevor said, smoke purling from his thin nostrils. His bottle-green eyes surveyed the young Ranger steadily from behind his owlish spectacles.

Hatfield’s fingers were busy shaping up a brown-paper cigarette as he nodded.

“What’s Trevor leading up to now?” he wondered.

“You doubtless have reasons of your own for riding the Nueces country under a pseudonym,” the Prussian scientist said, stoking the meerschaum with fine-cut Havana leaf. “I have reason to believe you are James Hatfield, the most celebrated Ranger in the State of Texas.”

Hatfield’s eyes narrowed as he wiped his tongue along his cigarette, cementing the paper.

“What makes yuh think that, Doc?”

Trevor ran a finger around the collar
of his butternut shirt.

"I had occasion to ride over to Sollazzo yesterday to send a telegraphic report of my expedition's work to the regents of the University in Austin," Jonas Trevor said levelly. "It so happens that Lieutenant Otis Jennings, of the Sollazzo Ranger office, is a friend of mine."

"So?" Hatfield's voice was noncommittal.

Dr. Trevor stared off across the shimmering gunmetal waters of Haunted Lake.

"As you know, Slim-Jim," Trevor went on, "I have a good many ignorant Mexicans on my pay-roll. It is vital that they remain on the job until I finish draining this lake. If the Ghost in Golden Armor should put in an appearance, my crews would desert en masse. For that reason, I have frequently appealed to Lieutenant Jennings to send Rangers over here to protect the University's interests."

Hatfield cursed mentally. Lieutenant Jennings, it would appear, had talked out of turn.

"This Ranger yuh speak of—he told yuh I was Jim Hatfield?"

Trevor's thin lips bent in a smile above his spade beard.

"Not exactly. Jennings reassured me that Captain McDowell had assigned his famous Lone Wolf to the scene of the Ghost's activities. Jim Hatfield rides a golden sorrel, Goldy, which is as famous as the Lone Wolf. You appear to answer the descriptions I have heard of Hatfield. Husky, handsome, intelligent."

Receiving no reply, Trevor leaned his elbows on the desk and scanned the Ranger quizzically.

"If you are a Texas Ranger, there is no reason for keeping that fact a secret in my presence, Slim-Jim. As leader of this expedition, I have a lot at stake. It would ease my mind to know that you are more than what you claim to be—a saddle tramp."

Hatfield drew in a long breath. He had many questions to ask of this scientist, the first man who had actually seen the Ghost in Golden Armor. Knowing that Trevor already had guessed his secret—thanks to the loose tongue of Lieutenant Jennings over at Sollazzo—Hatfield decided to come into the open.

Unfastening the secret compartment in his belt, the Lone Wolf gave Dr. Trevor a brief glimpse of a silver star whose points touched a silver ring—the time-honored badge of the Texas Rangers.

"I would appreciate yore keepin' my secret, Doctor Trevor," Hatfield said, replacing the law badge. "The Ghost could be anybody—one of yore Mexican workmen, yore assistant, Professor Weston, yore host, Quentin Fremont. I'm shore yuh understand—"

Trevor made a reassuring gesture with his pipe.

"My lips are sealed, Ranger Hatfield," he said gravely. "Now then. Can I help you in your detective investigation in any way? Might I ask if you have uncovered any clues so far that might point to the identity of this fiend?"

Hatfield shook his head, preferring to keep Trevor in ignorance of the fact that the Ghost had made an attempt on the lives of Fremont and Donna Weston, that..."
the Ghost’s white horse belonged to Buck Jarbo’s Flying J remuda.

“I’d like to hear from yore own lips, Doctor, the story of yore first meetin’ with the Ghost, six years ago.”

Trevor wagged his head to and fro somberly.

“That was when Doctor Rudolphe Gosche and myself brought the first expedition over here to investigate Haunted Lake,” he said. “At the same time we were engaged in surveying the traces of the old Spanish trails over which Coronado and his men entered what is now the United States.”

Stepping inside his tent, Trevor unlocked a field trunk and returned with a framed photograph which he handed to Jim Hatfield. It was a picture of four men, dressed in cotton shorts, knee boots and sun helmets, a photograph taken against a background of the Navajada Mountain range.

The only men in the picture whom Hatfield recognized was Dr. Trevor and himself.

“The big man wearing the monocle,” Trevor explained, “is the famous Doctor Gosche, perhaps the most outstanding European archaeologist of all time. It was Doctor Gosche who translated the ancient parchments in Madrid which led him to believe that this Haunted Lake is the body of water where the conquistadores dumped ten muleloads of Montezuma’s Aztec treasure, four hundred-odd years ago. That same parchment gave the first mention on record of the phantom who appears on moonlight nights in golden armor, riding a white horse—the Ghost in Golden Armor.”

Hatfield handed the picture back to the scientist.

“This photograph,” Trevor said, “was taken the day before our party was attacked from ambush by the Ghost in Golden Armor. I personally saw Doctor Gosche fall with a bullet in his skull. The other two men were surveyors. What happened to them, I do not know. Their bodies were never found.”

Hatfield eyed Jonas Trevor quizically.

“Why,” he asked, “didn’t the Ghost include you in his massacre plans?”

Trevor stroked the carved bowl of his meerschaum, a misty off-focus look softening his gaze.

“I assure you, Hatfield, I was an intended victim of the Ghost’s attack. His first bullet grazed my cranium.”

Trevor removed his tropical helmet to reveal a livid scar along the left side of his skull.

“It would have been far better for the world of science if Doctor Gosche, instead of myself, had lived to report that massacre,” Trevor went on modestly. “As it was, I happened to be astride a fast, powerful horse at the time the Ghost opened fire on our survey camp out in the Navajada foot slopes. The shot knocked me out. I was in the outskirts of Sollazzo town when I came to. I told my story to the local sheriff, who organized a posse and returned with me to the scene of the ambush. No traces of Doctor Gosche or my two surveyors were ever found.”

Hatfield pursed his lips thoughtfully. All that Trevor had told him was not news.

Hatfield had seen a transcript of Trevor’s testimony in the files of Roaring Bill McDowell’s Ranger office in Austin.

“Yuh believe that this Ghost attacked yuh because he knew yore expedition aimed to solve the secret of Haunted Lake?” the Ranger asked.

Jonas Trevor laughed shortly.

“What other motive could the Ghost have had? The Ghost did not make another appearance until the University established a trust fund to continue its explorations in the Haunted Lake area. As you know, three Texas Rangers went into the brasadada to track down the Ghost. None returned alive.”
Hatfield smiled skeptically.
"Do I understand that you, a man of science, have come to believe that this killer is actually the spirit of a Spaniard who has been dead four hundred years, Doctor?"

Before Trevor could answer, a drumroll of hoofbeats came running downwind and a lone rider rounded the scientist's tent. His lather-flecked line-back dun mare halted a few yards from where Hatfield and Trevor were seated.

"Why, it's Charlie Cameron, our civil engineer!" exclaimed Jonas Trevor, rising quickly to his feet. "He's back a week earlier than I expected. His survey of the Old Spanish Trail was—"

Even as Jim Hatfield turned around to stare at the surveyor, he saw young Cameron sway in the saddle and pitch to the ground, landing as limply as a sack of oats.

"Charlie! He's hurt!"

Hatfield kicked back his stool and raced over to where the young engineer had fallen. Then it was that he caught sight of an antique Spanish dagger that was jutting from Cameron's back, its Toledo blade driven to the haft in the engineer's ribs.

"Doc—bring water!" rasped the Texas Ranger, as Trevor started to kneel beside the wounded surveyor. "We'll have to rush Cameron over to the medico in Sollazzo. He's dying!"

A PAROXYSM of agony wracked the engineer's body, causing him to roll over on his side. Crimson froth bubbled from the corners of his mouth and his eyes rolled wildly, stark terror in their glazed depths.

"Ghost—Golden Armor!" choked the man, gargling the blood which welled in his throat. "Last night—jumped me at my camp—after I found... Well of Bones. Terrible! Well of Bones. I—"

A long shudder ran through Charlie Cameron then. Trevor snapped out of his dazed trance and got to his feet, mumbling brokenly:

"I'll—hitch my buckboard—get Charlie to a doctor."

Hatfield, feeling for a pulse in the engineer's wrist, shook his head grimly.

"Yuh'll be takin' Cameron to the coroner, Doctor. He's dead."

CHAPTER XI

Navajada Disaster

STARTING to tug the Spanish dagger from Cameron's back, Hatfield decided against it. Removal of that instrument of death was the official duty of the Sollazzo coroner.

Thoughts churned through the Ranger's head as he stared at Cameron's horror-twisted face. He was remembering Donna Weston's words following their wild ride out of the Flying J brasada last midnight. Donna had spoken more truly than she knew when she had believed that the Ghost in Golden Armor had been heading for this young surveyor's camp over in the Navajada foothills.

"History is repeating itself," Jonas Trevor's shocked monotone broke through Hatfield's revery. "Luke Weston and I will be the next victims marked for the Ghost's vengeance. Any one connected with draining Lago Espantosa is marked for doom."

Hatfield stopped to pick up the dead man, and carried his limp burden over behind the tent where Trevor parked the buckboard wagon he used for hauling supplies from Sollazzo. He found a tarp in the wagon box and reverently covered Charlie Cameron's body.

Professor Weston, mounted on a leggy pelicano saddle horse, rode up to Trevor's camp. He was learning the news of Cameron's death from his fellow scientist when Hatfield returned from the wagon.

"This settles it, Doctor Trevor!" snapped the harsh-tempered archaeologist, piling his hands on the saddle horn. "The treasure we may or may not find in this lake isn't important enough for me to risk my life and my daughter's life. I intend to return to Austin immediately."

Trevor shrugged, meeting his associate's fear-stricken gaze.

"I plan to dynamite the dam this week and empty the lake, Professor," he pointed out gently. "Surely you will remain here long enough to see whether the lake bottom reveals Montezuma's lost treasure."

Weston started to snap back an an-
swer, then broke off as he saw Jim Hatfield tightening his saddle girth and mounting Goldy. The Ranger roved over to where Trevor was standing beside Weston's stirrup.

"I intend to follow Cameron's trail back to wherever the Ghost stabbed him, Doctor," the Ranger said grimly. "You will see that the body is taken to Sollazzo?"

Trevor nodded, his face harsh-etched with grief. It was obvious that Cameron, who had been Trevor's protégé, was a partner and friend of the scientist's, one whose loss was irreplaceable.

"Luck to you, Slim-Jim," Trevor said. "If it will help any, I will post a thousand-dollar reward for the capture of Charlie's slayer—preferably dead."

Hatfield heard Luke Weston's lamenting voice as he spurred over to pick up the tracks of Cameron's horse:

"Charlie's life is on my conscience, Doctor. It was I who insisted on finishing that survey of the Spanish Trail, not you."

Half a mile away from Haunted Lake, Hatfield encountered the Rafter Q Mexicans driving their wagonload of posts and fence wire out from the ranch. Giving the pelados orders to carry on their work in his absence, Hatfield set off toward the southwest, following the clear trail of Charlie Cameron's mount. Frequent splashes of bright red blood on the trail made tracking the line-back dun simple enough.

The trail led to the brasada thickets and Hatfield soon found himself lost in the oppressive, constricting jungle of mesquites and whitebrush, golden huisache with its cloying smell of honey, thorny junco and wiry charapo prieto scrub. The path he was following was a maze of forked trails, forcing Hatfield to dismount frequently to make sure of his route.

In a general way, he knew where Charlie Cameron had been camped—on the upper reaches of Buck Jarbo's Flying J range, against the barranca-gashed foot slopes of the Navajadas. It was in this same general area that the Ghost in Golden Armor had ambushed Hube Overmile, lashing his corpse to saddle and sending him back to Sollazzo. In this peril-packed terrain, too, Texas Ranger Curtis Bjorquest and Ben Danefield had vanished without trace, during the past winter.

All three of those Rangers had been personal friends of Jim Hatfield’s. Avenging their deaths gave him a keen incentive for bringing the Ghost to justice.

It was mid-afternoon when the Lone Wolf discovered that he was not alone in the brasada. A rider was following him, somewhere back in the jungles.

Every nerve taut as wire, Hatfield reined Goldy off the trail which Charlie Cameron had followed that morning and dismounted in the dense shade of a retama bush. Holding a hand over the sorrel's nostrils to make sure Goldy did not give a betraying whicker, Hatfield palmed a Colt .44 and knelt in the shadows, listening to the noisy passage of a rider overtaking him.

His veins pounded as he contemplated the identity of the horseman who was obviously trailing him.

The Ghost in Golden Armor! That seemed unlikely. The phantom of the brasada traveled with secretive silence.

He did not have long to wait. Earing back the knurled hammer of his six-gun, Jim Hatfield stepped out into the trail as Professor Luke Weston came abreast of his ambush, mounted on his lathe-flecked pelicano saddler.

"Hold it, Prof!" rasped the Lone Wolf, tipping up his Colt to cover the scientist. "Going somewhere?"

Weston jerked nervously in saddle, staring down at the lawman's Colt muzzle. Something akin to panic gleamed in the archaeologist's eyes as he raised them to meet Hatfield's stare.

"I was trying to overtake you, Slim-Jim," panted Weston. "I know where Cameron had his camp. I thought I might be of assistance."

Hatfield, observing that Weston was unarmed, pouched his .44 Peacemaker and led Goldy out from behind the retama motte.

"All right, Professor. It just makes me boogery, havin' somebody on my back trail. You lead the way."

Weston rode forward. Hatfield mounted and sent Goldy after the Professor. He had a lively distrust for Donna's crusty-tempered father, as well as a personal dislike which he knew was mutual. As yet, he was not sure of Weston's motives in following him into the Navajada brakes.

Half a mile further on, they reached the
brush-choked mouth of a small canyon, where a pup tent was pitched alongside a burbling spring. While the horses quenched their thirst, Luke Weston pointed out Charlie Cameron’s theodolite, mounted on its tripod near the tent.

“The old Coronado trail went up this gorge,” Weston explained. “This was where Charlie made his last camp. It was my fault that Charlie was killed. I shouldn’t have sent a lone engineer out here.”

Hatfield dismounted and made a brief circuit of the camp, locating the ashes of a dead campfire where Cameron had cooked his meals. Then, going inside the pup-tent, he saw a puddle of sticky blood staining the surveyor’s bedroll.

He went back to where Weston was hitching his pelicano to a juniper snag beyond the spring.

“Cameron was stabbed while he slept last night,” Hatfield reported. “The Ghost must have left him for dead, but Cameron must have found the strength to saddle his horse and ride back to Haunted Lake.”

Weston surveyed the surrounding cliffs and brushy slopes with ill-concealed alarm.

“What do we do now?” he quavered. “Now that we’re here, this trip seems a trifle unnecessary.”

Hatfield shook his head. “With his dyin’ words, Charlie Cameron said somethin’ about discoverin’ a ‘Well of Bones.’ Does that mean anything to you, Professor Weston?”

Weston looked puzzled. He shook his head.

“Well of Bones?” he repeated. “Cameron must have been delirious, babbling nonsense, gibberish.”

For some reason, Hatfield got the idea that Weston knew more about the cryptic Well of Bones than he was admitting.

“Cameron had his full senses before he died, Professor. Whatever the Well of Bones was, it put the devil’s own terror into Cameron’s mind. I believe the Ghost killed Cameron because he discovered that Well of Bones.”

The sun had already dipped below the jagged crest of the Navajadas, filling the roundabout landscape with deep shadows. Hunting for clues as to where the Ghost in Golden Armor had hitched his white horse before approaching Cameron’s tent would be impossible until morning.

“I’m campin’ here for the night, Weston,” Hatfield spoke up. “You can go back to Haunted Lake if yuh want to. Donna may be worried about yuh.”

Weston shuddered. “I—I will stay with you, Slim-Jim. I wouldn’t dare ride back through that brasada alone, I don’t mind admitting. Courage to face the unknown isn’t the character trait of a college teacher, much as I am ashamed to admit it.”

In his haste to follow Cameron’s trail, Hatfield had not brought along provisions for an overnight camp, not even so much as a canteen. Weston, however, had had the forethought to slip a bottle of coffee into his saddle-bags before leaving Trevor’s camp. He produced the coffee, along with a pair of tin cups and a pot for warming the beverage.

Hatfield scraped together enough dry leaves and mesquite faggots to get a fire going. While the coffee was warming, the Ranger rummaged inside Charlie Cameron’s tent and brought out a side of bacon, a tin of peaches, and part of a loaf of bread.

Night gathered while they were eating. When the coffee came to a boil, Weston filled a cup with the steaming liquid and handed it to Jim Hatfield.

The Ranger was putting the cup to his lips when something he saw in Weston’s gaze started a warning tocsin to ringing somewhere in the recesses of his mind.

He waited until Weston had poured himself a cup of coffee, then reached out to take the cup from the man’s hand.

“We’ll swap coffee cups, just for luck, Professor!” the Lone Wolf said edgily. “Any objections?”

By the shuddering glare of the campfire, Weston raised a startled face to stare at the Ranger.

“Of course not,” he grumbled. “You’re as nervous and jumpy as I am, Slim-Jim. What’s eating you?”

Hatfield grinned and said nothing. He thought, “If you should be the Ghost in Golden Armor, yuh wouldn’t be above trying to poison me, Weston.”

But Weston swigged deeply from the beverage he had offered Hatfield, draining the cup to its dregs. Suddenly embar-
rassed by his own unfounded suspicions, Hatfield finished off his own cup of the bitter, unsweetened drink.

"The Ghost paid this camp a visit last night," Hatfield said, when they had finished their meal. "He might come back. For that reason, I aim to stay on guard all night."

Weston eyed the roundabout blackness and drew closer to the reassuring warmth of the campfire.

"I have a headache, Slim-Jim," he said. "I think I'll turn in. If you hear anything suspicious, be sure to wake me. I have no desire to be knifed in my sleep as poor Cameron was."

Weston hauled a blanket out of Cameron's tent, inspected it to make sure it was free of the surveyor's life-blood blots, rolled himself up alongside the campfire and was soon snoring.

Hatfield checked Goldy's picket pin and withdrew to the opposite wall of the canyon mouth, settling himself down for an all-night vigil. He became aware of a throbbing ache in his head, and was reminded of the complaint which Weston had made a few minutes before. Unaccountably, he felt a drowsy ennui flooding through his being.

Without knowing it, the Texas Ranger dozed off, his body going slack as complete unconsciousness claimed him. His last conscious sensation was the bitter taste of Weston's coffee lingering on his tongue...
THE GHOST IN GOLDEN ARMOR

It took Hatfield a full minute to comprehend the fact that somehow he had become a captive of the brasada phantom. For some inexplicable reason, he had drifted off to sleep last night, back at Charlie Cameron's ill-fated camp. The Ghost must have tied him and the Professor up while they slept, loaded them on their own horses, and set out through the Navajadas.

But why hadn't all this activity awakened him? Hatfield's head ached, but it was not due to a clubbed skull. The ache was a sluggish throb, deep-seated.

Then Hatfield believed he had the answer. That coffee which Professor Weston had served him, which he had instinctively felt was poisoned! That coffee must have been drugged with chloral hydrate crystals, accounting for its bitter taste. Knock-out drops.

The Ghost in Golden Armor suddenly reined the blanco stallion to a halt and swung out of stirrups, his metal suit chiming musically with each movement of his body. The scarlet plume fluttered in the chill breeze as the Ghost loosened the dally of the trail rope fastened to Goldy's bridle ring.

As Weston's pelicano halted alongside Hatfield's stirrup, the Ghost in Golden Armor led the Arab stud to one side, then turned to face his prisoners. Drawing his flintlock pistols, the phantom rider motioned Hatfield and the Professor to dismount.

Clumsily, due to the fact that their arms were lashed behind their backs, the two prisoners slid out of saddles. For the first time they realized that the Ghost in Golden Armor had led them to a glacial pothole which made a deep pit in the mountain ledge, a natural cistern some ten feet across and approximately twelve feet deep.

"All right, Jarbo!" snarled Hatfield, finding his voice at last. "What is this—another bear pit deal?"

The helmeted head turned in their direction, unseen eyes peering at them through the slits in the closed visor.

Without speaking, the Ghost in Golden Armor motioned with his horse pistols, gesturing first at his prisoners, then at the yawning pit beside him.

"He wants us to jump into that hole, Slim-Jim!" moaned Professor Weston.

"He means to leave us here to die!"

FORCED by an impelling curiosity, the Lone Wolf stepped three paces forward and started down into the glacial pothole. What he saw brought a fine line of sweat-beads pelting his upper lip. The pothole was floored with the accumulated dust and leaves and twings of a millennium of time, deposited there by vagrant winds and erosion. But there was something else in the bottom of this pit.

Bones—human bones!

No less than six human skulls leered up at them with grinning batteries of teeth from the bottom of that hole, regarding them with ghostly eye-sockets. Hatfield saw the disintegrated remains of human ribs latticeing the debris, disconnected vertebrae, splintered leg and arm bones.

"This—this is the Well of Bones that Charlie Cameron discovered!" burst out Luke Weston. "The Well of Bones he mentioned with his dying breath!"

The Ghost in Golden Armor sidled around behind the two prisoners as they stood staring at the grisly relics below. Too late, the Ghost's intentions penetrated Hatfield's still drugged brain. He spun about in time to see the phantom lunging at him, his armor-clad shoulder catching Hatfield in the midriff.

Off-balance, unable to use his arms to defend himself, the Texas Ranger felt himself driven off his feet by the Ghost's headlong rush. Then he was plummeting through empty space, to land with a jarring impact on a scatter of human skeletons twelve feet below the overhanging rim of the pothole.

Shaking his head dazedly to clear it, Hatfield rolled himself to one side as Luke Weston's trussed form hurtled down, to land beside him. A shriek of pure anguish escaped the Professor's lips as a leg buckled under him. One glance at the twisted shin told Hatfield that Weston had suffered a broken tibia.

Pulling himself to a sitting position, Hatfield tried to blot out the sound of Weston's agonized moans. Staring straight up at the disk of blue sky, he saw the Ghost in Golden Armor peering down at them, eyes glittering venomously behind the slitted visor of his helmet.

Then their mysterious captor vanished.
and the sound of steel-shod hoofs on the rocky ledge told Hatfield that the Ghost was leaving the scene of death.

Hatfield got shakily to his feet and stared down at the quivering figure of Luke Weston.

"Reckon I owe yuh an apology, Professor," muttered the Ranger. "I thought there was a chance mebbe you were the Ghost. I reckon this proves—"

His voice trailed off as he realized that Weston had lost consciousness due to the pain of his broken shin.

Hatfield stared around, surveying the litter of shattered human bones. Zopilote buzzards had long since picked the flesh from the skeletal remains of these six human beings who, like themselves, had been hurled into what Charlie Cameron had called the Well of Bones. Whether they had starved to death in this gruesome cavity in the Navajada mountains, or whether they had been dead before being hurled into this charnal pit, Hatfield had no way of knowing.

Then he caught sight of a peculiar object amid the pile of bleached skulls and battered pelvic bones. A star inside a circle of tarnished silver.

A Texas Ranger badge!

A moment later, Hatfield located another Ranger star lying amid a litter of human ribs. The sight of those two emblems of the law told their own grisly story to the Lone Wolf.

"So this is what became of Curt Bjorquest and Ben Danefield," he murmured. "Pitched into the Well of Bones by the Ghost they came into the brasada to arrest."

There could be no doubting that two of these skeletons belonged to the Rangers whom Lieutenant Otie Jennings had dispatched from Sollazzo to solve the mystery of the brasada phantom. One of the skulls still had the scalp intact, reddish hair mixed with silver, which Hatfield identified as Ben Danefield's. Another skull, with patches of blond Nordic hair sprouting from it, he knew had been Curt Bjorquest's.

Who, then, were the other men who had died here?

S

TALKING around the floor of the glacial pothole, Hatfield made another surprising discovery.

He found a skeleton of unusual length—well over six feet—lying apart from the rest. The skull had not been molested by the rending talons and beaks of predatory buzzards, and the hot, dry air of the Texas uplands had mummified the face.

Still set in position over one of the hollow eye sockets was a monocle, its furbished glass glittering in the morning sunrays. And the skull was smiling ghostly at Hatfield, the set of false teeth capped with platinum.

"This'll be Doctor Rudolphe Gosche, then!" whispered the Texas Ranger, a horrified shudder shaking his body. "The famous German scientist who was the Ghost's first victim—complete with platinum dentures and eye-glass."

Having identified the long-missing Berlin archaeologist, it was easy enough to come to the conclusion that the other skeletons here in the Well of Bones belonged to members of the ill-fated scientific expedition sent here by Alamo University six years previously.

Their fate had been a mystery until the young surveyor, Charlie Cameron, had stumbled across this grave pit while making his survey of the old Spanish route of conquest across the Suicide Strip. And Cameron had paid with his life for finding the Ghost's Boot Hill of victims.

Hatfield turned away from the tumbled bones, to which his and Weston's might well be added before many days. When the sun rose to the zenith, the smooth granite walls of this pit would become unbearably hot, radiating heat like the boiler of a steam engine. Death from thirst and starvation could not be long delayed.

Getting out of the Well of Bones was an impossibility, Hatfield decided at first glance. The walls of the glacial pothole had been scoured to a marblelike slickness by the elements which had created it. Even if they had the use of their hands, Hatfield knew the rim of the pit was too high to reach without a ladder. So far as that was concerned, the rimrock might as well be a hundred feet overhead instead of a mere twelve.

A shadow fell across the floor of the pit and Hatfield tensed, looking up with the expectation of seeing the Ghost in Golden Armor standing there, taunting his latest victims. But it was Goldy, his sorrell, standing on the brink of the Well
of Bones peering down at him in faithful vigil over his helpless rider.

"Good old Goldy! If only yuh’d head back to the Rafter Q and bring help!"

But Hatfield, knowing Goldy, realized that such a thing was hopeless. The sorrel would remain here long after Hatfield was dead. Such were the qualities of loyalty which his equine partner had always displayed in the past.

Weston was beginning to stir, moaning piteously. The Professor was obviously in intense pain, might become a berserk, raving maniac before this terrible day was over.

Peering up at the brassy Texas sky, the Ranger’s mouth hardened as he caught sight of wheeling black specks circling against the zenith. Buzzards, harbingers of death, waiting to swoop down on human carrion here in the Well of Bones. Those winged scavengers of the desert knew that escape was impossible for these trapped men. The time was not far off when they would swoop into the glacial pit for a macabre feast.

Worst of all, Jim Hatfield knew that the Professor’s sanity and his own probably would snap long before death assuaged their sufferings here.

Last night, upon learning that her father had left to join Slim-Jim out in the badlands, she had saddled a horse with the intention of following him, even with darkness coming on. But Quent Fremont had blocked that plan by detaining her forcibly.

"I love yuh, Donna," he had told her gravely. "I know well enough how worried yuh are, with yore dad trying to help scout down Charlie’s killer. But if yuh think I’m goin’ to let yuh out of my sight as long as the Ghost in Golden Armor is on the prowl, yuh don’t know yore future husband very well."

She had wound up by giving Fremont her word of honor not to leave the ranch. Fremont had left two of his trusted cowhands on the ranch throughout the day, ostensibly to mend harness and shoe a span of mules, but in reality to make certain that Donna came to no harm.

Hearing hoofbeats approaching the Rafter Q, Donna rushed to the window, hoping to see her father riding in on his pelicano saddler. Instead it was young Fremont, back from supervising the building of his fence around Haunted Lake.

Donna hurried out to greet him. One look at his strained, bleak face told him that he had no news of her father or of Slim-Jim.

"Doctor Trevor took Charlie’s body over to Sollazzo," Fremont told her gravely. "He brought back a wagonload of dynamite. He plans to blast the bank and open the drainage ditch as soon as he can plant his explosive charges. I wish yore father was back, to share Doc’s glory if they do bring back that Aztec treasure to light. It would be the greatest moment in Luke’s life."

Donna brushed a trembling hand across her eyes.

"I’m going frantic, not knowing what may have happened to Dad," she said tremulously. "Couldn’t you and I ride over to the Navajadas and find Charlie’s survey camp?"

Fremont regarded her thoughtfully, wondering if he knew the true motive back of her worry.

"Is it Slim-Jim yuh’re afraid of, Donna?" he asked gently. "Yuh hate to have yore father ridin’ the back country with a man who may be a killer—an outlaw on the dodge?"
She met his eyes squarely. She had not told him of her ride to the Flying J, where she had rescued Slim-Jim from Jarbo’s bear pit. The news would have added another burden of worry to Fremont’s already hectic life.

“It’s the Ghost in Golden Armor I’m afraid of—not Slim-Jim,” she said earnestly. “I don’t believe Slim-Jim is an outlaw.”

Fremont shrugged. “When a man don’t tell his name . . . Yore father believes Slim-Jim is hidin’ somethin’.”

Before she could answer, a roar of sound funneled down across the Rafter Q grounds and a body of fast-riding horsemen burst out of the brasada jungle beyond the barns. Recognizing the rider who led the cavalcade straight toward his ranchhouse, Quent Fremont seized Donna by the arm.

“That’s Buck Jarbo!” he rasped, dropping hand to Colt stock. “Get back in the house, Donna! I think my neighbor is ridin’ in lookin’ for trouble.”

Donna reached up to plant a kiss on Fremont’s mouth.

“I’ll go in the house, darling,” she said grimly, “and I’ll be covering you with a shotgun in case Jarbo tries to bait you into a gun fight.”

She had barely made the front door of the house when Buck Jarbo came hammering up, mounted on a deep-brisketed blue roan gelding. He had a dozen Flying J riders with him, including his foreman, Highpockets.

FREMONT stood with hands on gun holsters as he sized up the hostile faces glaring down at him. Buck Jarbo was more than a little drunk and the knife scar stood out lividly against the blue stubble of his cheek.

“I got a couple things to palaver with you, Fremont!” snarled the ex-convict, hooking a booted leg over his pommel. “First off, what’s this I hear about yuh stringin’ bobwire fence around Haunted Lake?”

Knots of muscle stood out on Fremont’s jaws. He knew that his life might be in the balance, during these next few moments. Jarbo was making a cigarette, his hands well away from his own Colts, but a nod of the head from the Flying J rustler could sense his men to open fire at point-blank range.

“I fenced off the lake, yeah!” retorted Fremont, flashing a quick glance over his shoulder at the house. Donna Weston stood in the shadows of the open doorway, holding a sawed-off shotgun cocked. “I threw up that fence just in case yuh got the idea of hazin’ Flyin’ J beef across my range, Jarbo.”

The Flying J boss fired his quirly and blew twin jets of smoke through this bulbous nose.

“We’ll forget the fence for the time bein’, neighbor,” he sneered. “What I’m worried about is that Doc Trevor and his gang o’ Mexicanos, diggin’ that ditch to empty the lake. That’s a lot of water to waste, Fremont—water our cattle need bad, with a summer drought shapin’ up.”

Fremont’s slitted eyes shuttled over the men behind Jarbo, alert for the first hostile move of a gun that would telegraph their intentions of cutting him down. This was the first time Jarbo and his crew had ever invaded the Rafter Q’s home headquarters this way. Some sort of a showdown must have motivated this show of force on Jarbo’s part.

The waters of Lago Espantosa had long been the crux of the feud between the Flying J and the Rafter Q. Fremont’s father had died defending the water.

“As yuh well know, Jarbo,” Quent Fremont said levelly, “Alamo University and the State of Texas are finacin’ Doc Trevor’s job of drainin’ that lake. If they find what they’re lookin’ for, or if they don’t, they’ll dam up that drainage ditch and the lake will refill in a few weeks’ time. Even so, Flyin’ J wouldn’t be concerned. Yuh’re not bamboozlin’ me into sharin’ that water with yuh, Jarbo.”

Jarbo puffed savagely at his cigarette, holding his temper under a tight curb.

“Yuh’re finished on the Rafter Q, Fremont,” he said grimly. “That’s one reason I come over here today—to tell yuh that. If yuh won’t stop Trevor from drainin’ that water supply, huntin’ for Aztec gold that prob’ly ain’t, then the Flyin’ J will step in and see that Trevor and his Mexicanos move out pronto.”

Fremont squared his shoulders resolutely. He was wishing that Donna was nowhere around. In case of a showdown, her shotgun would be of little use. Jarbo’s crew could lay siege to the Rafter Q house.
and burn it down over her head.

"Yuh said yuh had a couple of things to make habla about, Jarbo," Fremont said, playing for time. "My fence was Number One. What's Number Two?"

Jarbo's attitude changed. He raked the surrounding ranch yard with his beady eyes, his gaze coming to rest on Fremont's cavyr corral, sizing up the saddle horses there.

"Yeah," Jarbo rumbled. "So I did have something else on my mind. Where yuh hidin' Jim Hatfield?"

Fremont looked puzzled.

"Jim Hatfield? What yuh drivin' at?"

Jarbo flipped his cigarette butt aside with an angry jerk.

"The Lone Wolf Texas Ranger. He's on yore payroll as a bronc-stomper. Friday night he was over on Flyin' J—until yore girl come over and brought him back here."

Fremont cuffed back his John B and scratched his head.

"First I knew about it," he muttered. "Yuh must be talkin' about Slim-Jim, the new hand I hired."

Jarbo nodded. "Slim-Jim, eh? Yuh didn't know yuh'd hired the lass'-rope of the most famous Ranger in Texas, then? Yuh didn't bring Jim Hatfield out here to help fight this range war?"

ONE look at Quent Fremont's puzzled face convinced Jarbo that the Rafter Q man had had no idea of Slim-Jim's true identity.

"Hatfield ain't hidin' on my spread, Jarbo," Fremont said. "Matter of fact, he's out scoutin' for the Ghost in Golden Armor."

Jarbo's hooded orbs flickered with mingled amusement and wonder. Twisting around in saddle, he barked an order to his segundo, Highpockets:

"You boys know what to do. Make a thorough job of it. We're wipin' the Rafter Q off the map, here and now!"

Fremont had a gun half-drawn from leather when he found himself staring into the leveled bores of Buck Jarbo's Colt. Behind the Flying J boss, Highpockets and the other owlbear riders were spreading out fanwise, heading toward the various outbuildings of the Rafter Q spread.

"Hold that draw, son!" chuckled Jarbo, clicking his six-guns to full cock. "I'm burnin' yuh out. Don't make me shoot yuh."

Jarbo turned his head in the direction of the ranchhouse, in time to see Donna drop down on one knee, leveling her double-barreled shotgun at Jarbo.

"Don't yank them triggers, gal!" warned the Flying J boss. "First place, that buckshot would cut down yore sweetheart as quick as it would me. Second place, I could blow Fremont's brains out before yuh could use that greener."

Donna was chalk-white. She knew that the sawed-off weapon in her hands was unreliable at such long range. As Jarbo had said, a shot from this distance might riddle Quent with buckshot.

"We're licked, Donna," Fremont called softly across the distance. "Nothin' we can do but stand by and watch Jarbo burn us out. Don't risk anything."

Despair jell Fremont's veins as he saw Jarbo's crew go to work with diabolical thoroughness. Highpockets had taken a bottle of kerosene from his saddle-bags and smashed it against a clapboard gable of the Rafter Q hay barn. A lighted match flipped up into the open haymow started an instant conflagration.

Other Flying J riders had fired the blacksmith shop, the granary, the bunkhouse where the Rafter Q Mexicans lived. Within moments, eight separate fires were roaring, sending their columns of smoke mushrooming into the Texas sky.

Donna laid her shotgun aside, knowing the futility of making a stand. All that Fremont and his father before him had worked for was going up in smoke today. Buck Jarbo had carried the long-standing range feud to an unexpected climax, striking without warning.

"Toss yore guns over into that hoss trough, Fremont!" Jarbo ordered. "Yuh're lucky I didn't blast yuh down."

Numbly Quent Fremont removed his six-guns from holster and hurled them into a nearby tank, under the windmill derrick. A lone man against Jarbo's crew, he knew that resistance would be foolhardy. If he goaded Jarbo into killing him, it would be tantamount to signing Donna's death warrant as well.

Grinning fiendishly, the one-eared outlaw holstered his own guns and loped
off across the smoke-fouled barnyard. His men, their job of arson completed, had ridden away from the fired buildings to watch the doom of Rafter Q.

Donna fled to Fremont’s side as the raiders headed off in the direction of Haunted Lake. Jarbo’s next objective, both knew, was to drive Dr. Jonas Trevor and his Mexican gang of workmen out of the country. This time tomorrow, Jarbo’s Flying J cattle would be watering at Lago Espantosa.

Moving like a man whose world had literally fallen in ruins about his shoulders, Quent Fremont headed for the corrals to free the panic-stricken animals penned there. The barn roof collapsed with a roar, sending a geyser of sparks leaping toward the sky.

When they had turned the stock loose to stampede away from the flaming buildings, Fremont and Donna Weston moved out on the mesa out of range of the fierce heat. The windmill tower burst into flames, collapsed before their anguished gaze. Only the ranchhouse had been spared the torch. Jarbo’s reason for not razing Fremont’s home was obvious. Jarbo intended to use the ranchhouse himself, when he took over the Rafter Q range.

“Well, at least we’ve solved the mystery about Slim-Jim,” muttered Fremont bitterly. “Yuh care to tell me what Jarbo was talkin’ about—you goin’ over to the Flyin’ J while I was away the other night, and rescin’ that Texas Ranger?”

Falteringly, the girl told her story of Jarbo’s hurling the Lone Wolf into Señor Oso’s bear-pit, and her own part in saving the Ranger’s life. . . .

LATER—much later, when sundown found Rafter Q a smoldering mass of ashes—a lone rider dismounted in front of Fremont’s house. It was Dr. Trevor, weighted down with a despair to match the young ranchers. So absorbed was the archaeologist in his own worries that he did not appear to have noticed the destruction of the Rafter Q’s barns and outbuildings.

Donna Weston came out to meet Trevor. “Jarbo drove off your Mexicans, Doctor?” she asked sympathetically, laying a hand on the scientist’s sleeve. “Was there any bloodshed over at the lake this afternoon?”

Jonas Trevor stared at her unseeing. “Jarbo?” he echoed blankly. “Jarbo had nothing to do with driving off my crew, Donna. The Ghost in Golden Armor paid a visit to my drainage ditch, while I was setting my dynamite charges there. Those ignorant peons took one look at that spook on the phantom white horse and fled as if the devil were after them. They won’t stop this side of Mexico.”

Donna could only stare. The Ghost, then, had accomplished what Buck Jarbo had intended to do—drive Trevor’s labor gang away from Haunted Lake by playing on the ignorant Mexicans’ superstitious natures. Perhaps it was just as well. Jarbo would have used gunsmoke.

A wild, irrational look came into Jonas Trevor’s eyes, owlish behind their thick-lensed spectacles. His ginger-colored beard trembled with the intensity of his emotions as he seized Donna’s shoulders.

“The Ghost warned me to leave the treasure of Haunted Lake alone, or he would destroy me!” he shouted in a frenzied outburst. “But I don’t believe in ghosts, Donna! I’m going to open that drainage ditch if it’s the last thing I do! I’ve got to know if Montezuma’s treasure is there. It will be the climax of my professional career!”

CHAPTER XIV

Living Dead Men

EARLY dawn found Jim Hatfield pacing the skeleton-littered floor of the Well of Bones like a caged tiger.

His arms were still pinioned behind his back. At dusk last evening, Professor Weston had recovered consciousness and had made a valiant attempt to loosen Hatfield’s bonds with his teeth. He had failed, even as Hatfield had failed to untie the Ghost’s knots from Weston’s wrists.

The professor had spent the night in agony, but daylight found Hatfield physically refreshed. His stomach was knotted with pain, due to hunger. Weston was feverish, but so far as the Ranger could tell, infection had not set in.
With the coming of daylight, Weston dozed off into a restive slumber, lying on his side. Hatfield knew that neither of them could survive much longer. Yesterday’s heat had been intolerable. There was a limit to what human strength could endure, and both of them were dangerously near that limit.

As the Texas sun lifted on its orbit across the cloudless sky, the shadow of the pit rim became less and less. Already the heat was beginning to enervate the Ranger.

Suddenly a blinding flash of sunlight on some polished object made Hatfield blink. He wheeled around, to see that it was the monocle reflecting the sun’s rays from the hollow eye socket of the skull of Dr. Rudolph Gosche, the martyred German scientist.

Staring at that glass lens, an idea came to Jim Hatfield’s fertile brain. A faint glimmer of hope set his pulses to racing savagely.

Crossing the floor of the pit, Hatfield knelt beside Gosche’s grinning skull. His arms were tied at elbow and wrist, but his hands were free.

After a moment’s jockeying for position, the Lone Wolf managed to get hold of the German’s monocle, already hot to the touch. Gripping the glass disk between thumb and forefinger, Hatfield got to his feet and stepped over to where Weston lay sleeping.

Straddling the professor’s body, Hatfield moved around until the sun’s rays were streaming through the skull’s monocle, converging in a white-hot cone of light. By bending his knees, Hatfield was able to put the focal point of the lens’ rays on one of the ropes which bound Professor Weston’s arms behind his back.

Within seconds, the burning glass had ignited a strand of the rope and a tiny wisp of smoke spiraled upward.

It was clumsy business, holding the monocle in such a position that it would train the converging rays on Weston’s rope. Minutes passed by, during which strand after strand of the hemp charred and parted under the intense heat.

It was the blistering heat of the burning lens touching the flesh of his wrist that brought Luke Weston awake, groaning with agony. But as he reared to a sitting position, his bonds parted and the professor’s arms came loose at his sides.

Hatfield stepped back, relief and triumph washing through him in resurgent waves. His parched, blistering lips were spread in a grin as he saw Weston numbly flex his arms, then pull them out of the loose ropes and stare dumbly at his hands.

“I’m free!” croaked the scientist, bewildered. “How—”

“You can thank Doctor Gosche for wearin’ a monocle, Weston!” panted Hatfield, getting down on his knees beside the professor. “Now yuh can untie my ropes. We’ve got a fightin’ chance to get out of this purgatory, amigo!”

It took Weston fifteen minutes to free Hatfield’s trussed arms, so violently were the injured man’s hands trembling. When he had finished and Hatfield was uncoiling his loose ropes, Weston lay back against the cushioning bones and groaned pitiously.

“First thing I’ve got to do is splint that broken shin of yores,” Hatfield said. “It’s going to hurt, Weston, but it’s got to be done.”

Weston fainted twice before the Ranger had set the fractured tibia, using human bones for splints. When he had finished, Weston lay spent and gasping, his face rinsed with sweat.

“Thanks—Slim-Jim,” whispered the professor. “But it’s too late. I’m dying.”

HATFIELD, standing so that his shadow shielded Weston’s face, shook his head desperately. His greatest fear was that the older man might lose his grip on sanity and turn into a babbling, dangerous maniac.

“Yuh’re not dyin’, Weston. Men don’t die of broken legs. But starvation and heat will get us both if we don’t get out of this pit today. Neither of us are much better off than livin’ dead men as it is. But now we’ve got a chance.”

Weston made a feeble gesture, unable to share Hatfield’s enthusiasm. He was resigned to die, here in the gruesome pit where two Texas Rangers and members of Gosche’s expedition had died before them. Even though their arms were free, Weston saw no slightest vestige of hope.

“How can I help?” he asked faintly.

Hatfield gestured toward the rimrock overhead.
“It’s twelve feet up there,” he said. “I’m six-foot-four. If yuh could clamber up on my shoulders, yuh could grab the rim and hoist yoreself out. Then yuh could lower a rope from yore saddle so that I could climb out.”

A wild hope dawned in Weston’s anguish’d eyes.

“I’ll try!” he said. “I don’t want to die. I want to see my daughter again. I want to beg Donna’s forgiveness for all I did, tryin’ to break up her engagement to Quent Fremont. I was a selfish ingrate, not worthy to be her father.”

But Hatfield’s desperate plan was doomed to failure. He got Weston’s scrawny bulk atop his shoulders, but the professor was unable to bear his weight on his broken leg, let alone summon the strength to haul himself over the edge of the Well of Bones.

With his hands clutching grassroots outside the pit, that close to safety, Weston fainted dead away and Hatfield was lucky to cushion his fall.

Blocked in what seemed the simplest and surest way to extricate themselves from this bake-oven tomb, Hatfield lost no time in turning to other alternatives. Picking up the lariat which the Ghost had used to tie him with, Hatfield busied himself with unraveling the triple strands of hemp and tying them together. When he had finished, the Ranger had a sturdy rope some eighteen feet long.

Putting fingers between his teeth, the Lone Wolf gave vent to a loud whistle which echoed eerily from the granite walls of the pit. Answering that signal Goldy appeared overhead, snorting nervously.

“Hold steady, old boy!” Hatfield called up to his faithful mount. “Edge around sideways—that’s right, Goldy hoss—”

Working with feverish haste, Hatfield fashioned a loop from his makeshift rope.

The objective of his cast was the horn of Goldy’s saddle. Three times he made a throw, three times he missed. The fourth try sent the noose over the swellfork pommel and he was pulling the rope taut, testing its knots.

Luke Weston came out of his faint and sat up in time to see Jim Hatfield scaling the rope hand over hand while Goldy stood by, feet braced to support his master’s weight.

A frantic cry came from Weston’s lips as he saw the saddle cinch slip, dropping Hatfield back.

“Don’t leave me here, Slim-Jim—Don’t leave me!”

Hatfield grinned reassuringly, got another grip on the rope and started climbing. The saddle was under Goldy’s belly now, but the loose girth held.

A moment more, and Hatfield’s elbows were resting on the rim of the Well of Bones. Recovering his breath, he seized Goldy’s foreleg and pulled himself up and over the rim of the pit.

Weston was babbling hysterically down in the pothole as Hatfield got to his feet and put both arms around Goldy’s neck, panting endearments to the faithful sorrel who had been instrumental in saving his life.

“Stop yore caterwaulin’, Professor!” the Ranger called back to his companion. “I’m not desertin’ yuh.”

Unfastening the noose from the saddle-horn under Goldy’s barrel, Hatfield made a wide loop and tossed the rope down to where Weston was dragging himself across the litter of bones, his brain on the dizzy edge of total insanity.

“Fix that noose under yore armpits, Weston!” Hatfield ordered. “I’ll have yuh out of that grave in a jiffy.”

Weston obeyed orders with the alacrity of desperation. After tightening the saddle in place on the sorrel’s back, Hatfield dallied the end of the rope around the horn and slapped Goldy on the rump.

The horse dragged Weston’s limp form up the wall of the pit. Hatfield was on hand to assist the Professor over the edge with a minimum of pain from his splinted leg.

“You’re in bad shape, Weston,” Hatfield said, carrying the limp scientist over to the trail. “A drink will help yuh. Then we’ve got to get yuh to a doctor in Sollazzo.”

Weston’s pelicano mount was grazing nearby. A half-filled canteen was buckled to the cantle. Hatfield gave the injured man a drink, then downed a few swallows himself.

It was necessary to tie Weston to the saddle to prevent the scientist from toppling out of stirrups in a faint. But within ten minutes after their escape from the gruesome Well of Bones, Jim Hatfield
was astride Goldy, trailing the pelicano at backamore's end.

Orienting himself by nearby landmarks, from which elevation he could see Jarbo's ranch and the glistening waters of Haunted Lake in the distance, Hatfield set his course toward the southeast, making for Sollazzo.

It was late in the day when the Ranger arrived at the Texas cowtown. The medico there confirmed Hatfield's belief that Luke Weston was in no shape to ride the ten miles to the Rafter Q Ranch.

Leaving Weston with the promise that he would send Donna to Sollazzo as soon as possible, Hatfield made his way to a restaurant to wolf down a much needed meal. He was riding out of Sollazzo when he caught sight of Lieutenant Otie Jennings seated in a rocking chair on the porch of the district headquarters of the Texas Rangers. Jennings stared at the passing rider without recognizing him as Roaring Bill McDowell's top Ranger.

Hatfield decided to forego a visit with Jennings. He intended to chastise him for revealing to Dr. Jonas Trevor the fact that Jim Hatfield was working in-cognito in the Nueces country. But that could come later. There was a showdown looming over in the Haunted Lake country, a showdown of Hatfield's making.

Night had fallen before Hatfield arrived at Quent Fremont's Rafter Q spread. The heady, pungent odors of burned wood cloyed the atmosphere as Hatfield reined up in front of the lighted windows. The moon had not yet risen, so that it was not until he confronted Fremont and Donna Weston inside the house that Hatfield learned of Buck Jarbo's raid on the Rafter Q.

"Yes, Donna, yore father is alive and safe," Hatfield answered the girl's tearful query. Without mentioning their ordeal at the Well of Bones, he told her that Weston had suffered a broken leg and was hospitalized over in Sollazzo. "First thing in the mornin', yuh'd better take a posear over there and see yore dad." Hatfield grinned. "I think he wants to give you and Quent his blessin'. Professor Weston has had a lot of time to think over things since yuh saw him last."

Donna flung herself on a divan in front of the fireplace and gave way to feminine tears of relief and thanks giving at the news of her father's safety.

Hatfield turned his attention to Quent Fremont, hearing from the young rancher's lips the story of Jarbo's raid and the Ghost in Golden Armor's ultimatum to Jonas Trevor over at Haunted Lake.

"You bein' a Texas Ranger," Fremont said with a crooked grin, "I don't mind tellin' yuh something, Hatfield. Has it ever occurred to yuh that Buck Jarbo could be the Ghost in Golden Armor? Tryin' to scare me into leaving Rafter Q?"

HATFIELD rubbed his stubbed jaw thoughtfully.

"I've thought for several days now that Jarbo was the Ghost," he said. "Especially after I saw the Flyin' J brand on the Ghost's white Arabian. But I don't believe the Ghost could have been dumpin' Weston and me into the Well of Bones and burnin' out yore ranch at the same time. No, Fremont, I don't think Buck Jarbo is the Ghost."

Fremont blinked comprehendingly.

"Well of Bones?" he echoed. "Yuh mean yuh saw the place Charlie Cameron talked about before he died?"

Hatfield fingered the chinstrap of his Stets on and grinned mysteriously.

"The Well of Bones is another story," he said. "One I'll tell yuh about when I have the time. Right now, I'd like to borrow a pair of six-guns, Fremont. I've got an arrest to make tonight."

Fremont went over to a table, slid open a drawer and returned with a pair of well-oiled .44 Frontier Colts.

"Yuh aim to arrest the Ghost in Golden Armor, mebbe?" he asked curiously.

Checking the loads in the Colt cylinders, Hatfield thrust the borrowed guns into his holsters and shook his head.

"Not necessarily," he said, starting for the door. "I'm going over to the Flyin' J tonight and dab my loop on Buck Jarbo. He'll stand trial for burnin' out the Rafter Q, Quent."
MOVING westward through the purple night, guided only by the light of the Texas stars, Jim Hatfield came abreast of Cortez Basin shortly before midnight.

Only the fact that Quent Fremont planned to escort Donna Weston over to Sollazzo to see her father, come daylight, had prevented the young rancher from joining the Ranger on this ride into hostile territory. Fremont had argued eloquently, begging Hatfield to postpone his arrest of Buck Jarbo so that he, Fremont, could be in on the kill.

The Lone Wolf had pointed out that his primary purpose in being at the Rafter Q at all was to solve the Ghost mystery. Arresting Jarbo was secondary, but nonetheless important.

Events were fast shaping up toward a climax here in the Nueces country, Hatfield knew. If Jarbo were allowed one more day, he would probably invade the Rafter Q range with a sizeable herd of cattle, intending to bed them down on the mesa around Haunted Lake.

By arresting Jarbo tonight, Hatfield would be nipping the rustler's plans in the bud, helping Fremont for the loss he had suffered by fire. With Jarbo back behind prison bars—perhaps hanged, when a Texas jury learned how Jarbo had thrown a Texas Ranger into a bear pit—the odds were that Jarbo's gun-hung crew would desert the Flying J, knowing it was no longer safe as an owlbhoot hideout.

Such an eventuality would mean that Fremont and Donna, starting out their married life together on the Rafter Q, would be able to rebuild their ruined ranch without the constant oppressive fear of attack from Flying J.

Tracking down the Ghost in Golden Armor was a matter of time, now. Jim Hatfield believed he knew the identity of the brasada phantom, as a result of the timetable of the Ghost's activities during the past two days. But the Ranger had given Fremont and Donna no hint as to his suspicions. He wanted to have them witness the unmasking of the diabolical phantom.

A tardy moon had lifted over the Nueces country by the time Goldy had threaded the tortuous miles of the thickets between Cortez Basin and Jarbo's ranch. Riding out of the brush, less than a mile from Jarbo's home ranch, Hatfield saw that the Flying J crew had been busy during the past day, for a big herd of ladino steers were bunched in the open mesa between the home ranch and the sink.

Through the darkness, the Texas Ranger could hear Jarbo's nighthawks crooning to the restless steers, bunched here on the sage flats in preparation for a trail drive on the morrow.

"Jarbo's not wastin' any time gettin' his beef to Haunted Lake—he thinks," muttered Hatfield, reining Goldy to the south so as to keep himself invisible against the background of the rimming brasada jungles. "I got my doubts if any Flyin' J critter sticks a muzzle in Lago Espantosa tomorrow, or ever."

A quarter of a mile from Jarbo's ranchhouse, Hatfield reined down to a walk, to prevent Goldy's steel-shod hoofs from telegraphing his approach ahead of him. He doubted if Buck Jarbo was camped out on the flats with his crew. Jarbo was the stripe to hire his hard work done, while he superintended operations from the comfort of his ranchhouse.

The fact that such a sizable herd had been driven out of the brush for the trail drive, however, was in Hatfield's favor tonight.

In all probability he would find Jarbo alone at the Flying J headquarters. That would make the job he had to do just that much easier.

Coming abreast of the ranch grounds, Hatfield ground-tied Goldy and headed on foot toward the dark bulk of Jarbo's adobe house.

It was two o'clock by his watch, which accounted for no lights burning in the Flying J house.

In the deep shade of a barn, the Ranger paused to jack open the Colt .44s he had borrowed from Quent Fremont. He slipped an extra cartridge from his belt loops into the empty chamber he habitually carried under the firing pins.
THEN, easing the big six-guns into leather, Hatfield came out into the open moonlight and headed past the windmill toward Jarbo’s house. Across the open compound he saw the pile of ashes marking the ruined crib which Donna Weston had fired. Beyond it was the square fenced-off enclosure surrounding Senor Oso’s bear pit. The sight of it put a ripple down Hatfield’s backbone, reminding him of the narrowest escape of his adventurous career behind the star.

Midway across the open ground leading to the house, Hatfield was startled to see a light flash on inside the building, in the wing opposite the kitchen. Swiftly, Hatfield raced for the covered dog-walk which linked Jarbo’s home with the bunkhouse and messhall.

Was it possible that he had been seen approaching the ranch? He put that out of his mind. If Jarbo knew his arch-enemy was on the Flying J territory, he would not light a lamp. He would more likely lie in wait behind a shuttered window with a rifle.

Hatfield saw twin shadows move across the lighted window. Jarbo and his foreman, Highpockets, must be up and about, then.

The Ranger paused at the corner of the cookshack, undecided as to his next move. At that moment he heard a horse whicker, and stamp the hard adobe earth, out at the rack in front of the Flying J gallery.

Moving on down the dog-walk toward the house, Hatfield came in sight of the front of the building. What he saw there arrested the lawman in his tracks. A snow-white Arabian stallion was hitched to the tie-rack, together which another saddle horse.

“Looks like the Ghost is gettin’ set for another night ride!” flashed the thought through Hatfield’s head. “Could it be possible I’m wrong—that Jarbo really is the Ghost?”

Hatfield had left the dog-walk and reached the edge of the Flying J porch when he heard Jarbo’s voice lifted in a vitriolic stream of profanity inside the main room of the house. The front door banged open and two men crossed the porch, went down the steps and headed toward the waiting horses.

Hatfield’s eyes bulged from their sockets, surprise holding him stockstill.

Buck Jarbo, his hands above his head, was being marched out of his own home by a figure dressed in golden armor, a phantom who held the Flying J boss under the menace of two flintlock horse pistols!

Confused thoughts milled under Hatfield’s scalp. He knew his hunch was right, now, Jarbo was not the Ghost in Golden Armor. Instead, the Ghost had come to the Flying J ranch ahead of Jim Hatfield tonight, bent on nailing the very outlaw Hatfield had come to arrest! And Hatfield believed he knew why.

Reaching the hitch-rack, Jarbo mounted the horse which was waiting alongside the Ghost’s leggy blanco Arab. The shining yellow armor glinted in the moonrays astride the white stallion.

That was the moment the Lone Wolf chose to step out of the shadows, six-guns jutting before him as he headed toward the two riders.

“Hoist ’em, both of yuh!” Hatfield lashed out. “I’ll drill the first man who—”

With a wild, inhuman shout issuing from beneath his visored helmet, the Ghost in Golden Armor wheeled the Arab about, driving the blanco hard against Jarbo’s mount.

Things happened fast in the next instant.

Hatfield’s guns blazed in unison but both shots missed as the two horses separated, bucking wildly. The Ghost triggered a horse pistol at Jim Hatfield, an instant before the gold-clad figure got behind Jarbo’s pitching buckskin.

Hatfield held his fire, knowing that Jarbo was unarmed and the least dangerous of the two. He raced forward, driving two more shots in the direction of the Ghost as the white Arab broke into a gallop, heading for the Flying J barns.

Buck Jarbo’s horse panicked by the roll of gunshots, completely out of control. With the Flying J boss rocking in saddle, the buckskin charged off past the corner of the ranchhouse in mad stampede.

RACING after them, Hatfield saw the Ghost in Golden Armor vanish beyond the black-angled silhouette of the Flying J barn. Off to the left, Hatfield heard a crash of splintering wood and he whirled around.

Jarbo’s buckskin, galloping in stampede,
had run bodily into the fence which made a barricade around the bear pit. Even as Hatfield watched, he saw the buckskin go down, hurling the Flying J outlaw through space.

A gasp of horror blew from the Texas Ranger’s lips as he saw Jarbo vanish under the black rim of Senor Oso’s cistern. Jarbo’s screams blended with the savage roar of the penned bear down in the cistern as the buckskin regained its feet and went galloping across the mesa with stirrup leathers flapping.

Drawn to the bear pit by some force too great to resist, Hatfield scrambled through the broken fence and skidded to a halt at the edge of the old cistern. Down there, dimly seen in the moonlight, Jarbo and the Flying J mascot were locked in a death grapple, man wrestling beast.

Buck Jarbo, lacerated from chest to knees by the bear’s long curved claws, sank to the stone floor of the pit as Jim Hatfield got his first glimpse of the horrific duel. Snarling hideously, Senor Oso’s fanged jaws closed over the outlaw’s throat, crunching bone, rending flesh.

Sick with revulsion, Hatfield lifted his six-guns, notched them on the bear’s eye. The Colt .44s bucked and roared in the Ranger’s fists, silencing the bear’s ravening growls, leaving only the expiring gargled death-rattle of Buck Jarbo.

When the smoke cleared under the gentle evening breeze, Hatfield saw that his bullets had drilled the black bear through the eye, dropping it in a shaggy heap, quivering but lifeless.

But the shots had come too late to save the Flying J boss. Jarbo’s corpse lay in the lethal embrace of the bear he had kept captive in such cruel fashion, in this abandoned cistern. Jarbo had suffered the very fate he had intended to mete out to Jim Hatfield three nights ago!

“Might as well leave yore carcass for the boys to find,” the Ranger muttered, sending his whistle signal out to bring Goldy to him. “At last I’ve got my chance to run down the Ghost in Golden Armor.”

His stomach knotted with nausea, Hatfield turned away from the gory scene as Goldy came trotting up in response to his whistle. Far off across the mesa, Hatfield saw the Ghost in Golden Armor hurtling eastward toward the Rafter Q, his white horse a blur in the spectral moonlight.

With a mile head-start, the Ghost would be difficult to catch, once he reached the brasada.

CHAPTER XVI

Dynamite Doom

QUENT Fremont, back in the Rafter Q’s ruined bunkhouse—a roofless shell of a building since Jarbo’s raid—rolled out of his bedroll in the gray light of the false dawn. He had moved out to the adobe enclosure in order to permit Donna to use her room in the main ranchhouse in spite of the absence of her father as chaperone.

She was already up when Fremont pumped a pan of water and washed up on the kitchen porch. He knew that Donna wanted to start the trip to Sallazzo as soon as it got daylight, so as to reach the side of her wounded father.

Fremont was in a morose mood as he surveyed his ruined ranch buildings in the half-light of early morning. His own crew, from Pablo Escobedo to his Mexican cook, had pulled stakes upon hearing that the mysterious Ghost in Golden Armor had driven their fellow countrymen away from the Haunted Lake project. To the Mexican vaqueros, the Ghost was a devil incarnate, putting a curse on the range around Lago Espantosa.

The young Rafter Q boss felt his spirits lift when he went into the kitchen. He found that Donna had prepared a breakfast of coffee and sowe belly strips, wheat cakes and sorghum mollasses, fried eggs and stewed peaches.

“I couldn’t sleep, darling,” she said. “Wondering how Dad’s leg is knitting, wondering about Slim-Jim—I mean Mr. Hatfield. I can’t get used to realizing that Slim-Jim is a Ranger. And such a famous Ranger as the Lone Wolf.”

Quent Fremont attacked his breakfast with relish. For a city girl, Donna West on knew how to cook for a rancher’s taste.

“I feel guilty, lettin’ Hatfield ride over to Flyin’ J by himself,” Fremont com-
mented, buttering his flapjacks. "He is noted for wantin’ to work by himself—that’s where he got his nickname of the Lone Wolf—But he should be back by now, if he didn’t run into trouble at Jarbo’s."

Donna poured herself a cup of coffee—she had already eaten breakfast—and stared out of the kitchen window at the broad expanse of the Rafter Q range, beginning to reveal itself in the ruddy light of the true sunrise.

"With Jarbo out of our way, we’ll make a real ranch out of the Rafter Q, dear," she said. "It’s what I’ve always wanted—to live out in this great free, wild country. We’re going to be mighty happy, Quent."

Fremont smiled ruefully. "According to what Hatfield told us, yore dad has undergone a change of heart toward me, anyway."

She laid a hand on his arm.

"Daddy never actually disapproved of you, Quent," she assured him. "I’m all he has. Dad is a frustrated man. He so much wanted to head the department of archaeology at the University, you know, and he saw two foreigners come to America and crowd him out of that chair. Dr. Gosche and now Dr. Trevor."

Fremont slid back his chair and stood up.

"That reminds me, today’s the day Trevor aims to blow up that dam and empty the lake. I wish he’d postpone that until yore father’s leg heels up. I hate to think of yore dad bein’ cheated of helpin’ discover that Aztec treasure, after all the work he’s put in diggin’ that drainage ditch."

Donna started stocking the dishes.

"You go out and rope our horses, Quent," she urged him. "We’ll be riding past Dr. Trevor’s camp over at the Lake on our way to Sollazzo. If he has an ounce of human understanding in him, he’ll ride over to visit Dad before he goes on with draining that Lake today."

Fremont took down a rawhide reata from a peg by the door and headed out into the cool morning to rope horses for their ride to Sollazzo. His cavvy had been free to stray over the mesa since Jarbo’s attack, but they returned every morning and evening to the water tanks as a matter of habit.

Since Donna’s favorite mount, the wiry little pinto, had been left over at Jarbo’s ranch the night she and Hatfield made their escape riding double on Goldy, Fremont dabbed his twine on a leggy strawberry roan and saddled it for the girl. He selected a white-stockinged black for his own use.

A few minutes later they were cantering away from the ash-heaps which marked the Rafter Q spread, sparing their horses for the round trip they must make today.

BOUNDING a spur of encroaching chaparral they came in sight of Haunted Lake. The Mexican laborers had fled without taking their tents with them, so great had been their haste in obeying the ultimatum of the Ghost in Golden Armor.

The line of the drainage ditch slanted off to the north in the direction of the mesa rim and the Nueces bottom. All that kept the waters of Lago Espantosa from surging into that V-shaped trough across the sagebrush flats was a shell of earthen bank. Dr. Trevor had spent all of yesterday afternoon setting dynamite charges inside that natural dam.

"I’m surprised Trevor hasn’t blown his explosives by now," Fremont commented, as they approached the army tent where the leader of the expedition was camping.

"It might take all day for the lake to drain and expose the bottom."

Donna Weston laughed. "Wouldn’t the Doc be flabbergasted if he doesn’t locate the skeletons of that conquistado mule train and all the Aztec treasure they were carrying? But I imagine it’s there. Dr. Trevor spent half a lifetime studying old records over in Barcelona and Cadiz and Madrid. That’s why he got his job with Alamo University, really—to explore Haunted Lake."

She sighed, a romantic thought striking her.

"Just think, Quent," she breathed, riding over close to his stirrup, "if Haunted Lake hadn’t been located on your ranch, I would never have met you. I would have gone through life an old maid."

Fremont guffawed. "A pretty girl like you?" he retorted. "Yuh’d have married Charlie Cameron, probably, and settled down to—"

Seeing the look which came into the
girl's eyes, Fremont regretted his facetious reference to the martyred surveyor, buried now over in the Sollazzo Boot Hill alongside Hube Overmile, the Texas Ranger who had also been a victim of the Ghost in Golden Armor.

They were within twenty yards of Dr. Trevor's tent, now The scientist's mules were grazing down by the lake shore, mules employed by the expedition for hauling supplies from Sollazzo.

And there was another animal grazing with those mules. A white Arabian stallion, its flanks dripping pads of foam, its ribs heaving from a long fast ride, just completed.

"Quent!" screamed Donna, sighting the blanco. "That—that's the Ghost's horse! I'd know it anywhere!"

Fremont clamped his jaws grimly, reached for the walnut stock of the rolling-block Remington he carried in his saddle boot.

"Then the Ghost must be around somewhere to make shore Trevor doesn't blast out that dam! Ride back to the ranch, Donna—before yuh've picked off from ambush!"

Even as she started to rein around, her face blanched with dread, a man's shout issued from the closed tent where Dr. Trevor slept.

It was the Doctor's voice, shrill with horror:

"No—no! Don't shoot! I'll leave the lake and its accursed gold behind forever, if you spare me!"

\textbf{Spang!} The morning silence was shattered by the ear-jolting roar of a horse pistol. Gunsmoke billowed from the fly of the tent. Inside there was a choked-off scream, followed by the thump of a body striking a canvas cot.

Donna cried out as she saw Quent whip his rifle stock to his shoulder and trigger a slug into the tent. Then he was dismounting, running toward the rear of Trevor's tent, discarding his smoke-spewing rifle for a six-gun.

Even as the young rancher reached the back end of the tent, the front flies flew open and the Ghost in Golden Armor stepped out, the sunlight flashing dazzlingly off his gilded metal suit, the wind whipping his scarlet plume at helmet's top. In his right hand he carried one of Dr. Rudolph Gosche's antique horse pistols. In his left swung a .25-3000 Winchester game rifle which Donna recognized as the one owned by Dr. Trevor.

Donna's scream was cut short by the explosion of the phantom's flintlock pistol. In the act of spurring the strawberry roan, she felt the game little peg pony lurch to the impact of a leaden ball striking its neck, shattering the spine. Even as the horse slumped groundward, Donna leaped out of stirrups to avoid being pinned by the dead roan.

\textbf{In} the rear of the scientist's tent, Quent Fremont spun about from his efforts to unlace the fly for a glimpse inside, horror going through him as he realized his quarry had fled outdoors. Donna was partially obscured by flying dust as she staggered away from the slain horse. Then she hurled her arms aloft as she saw the Ghost discard his empty horse-pistol and aim the .25-3000 rifle at her.

Quent Fremont caught sight of the Ghost in Golden Armor then, and realized that resistance now would mean sure death for the girl he loved. If he attempted to draw a bead on the brasada phantom, the armored killer could drop Donna!

Aware that she was unarmèd, the Ghost swung the .25-3000 barrel around to cover Fremont. Speaking in the musical accents of ancient Castillian Spanish, the Ghost in Golden Armor spoke for the first time:

"\textbf{Manos altas!} Raise the hands, senor! I have just slain El Doctor Trevor, who dared molest the secret of Lago Espantosa. You and the senorita will die if you do not surrender."

Fremont threw aside his six-gun, a wild hope surging through him. Although this ghost had just confessed to killing Trevor inside the tent, it was possible that he might spare the two of them, if they offered no resistance.

"The rope on yonder caballo, senor!" continued the Ghost. "Tie up the damosela, por favor."

Moving like a man in a nightmare, Fremont lurched over to the dead roan and unbuckled the lariat from the pommel. The Ghost in Golden Armor stalked forward, his rifle swinging between his two targets.

Stepping up behind Donna, Quent Fre-
mont slipped the noose over her head and pinioned her arms to her sides.

"Don't worry, honey!" he whispered, with an assurance he was far from feeling. "This Ghost is probably Buck Jarbo. Kill- ing Doctor Trevor takes care of saving the water in Haunted Lake. I have a hunch he'll spare us, if we promise to leave Rafter Q forever."

Obeying the Ghost's slurred orders, couched in pure Castillian Spanish, in great contrast to the coarser Mexican Border lingo, Fremont trussed the girl's legs at knee and ankle, using the remainder of the rope to tie her arms at her sides.

"I've got a derringer in my chaps pocket," Fremont whispered. "If Jarbo lowers that rifle one instant, we'll see if that fancy armor is bullet-proof or not."

Having completed his job of tying up the girl, Fremont stepped to one side. The Ghost in Golden Armor stalked forward, circling the young couple.

"Oh, Quent, he's going to shoot you in cold blood!" Donna moaned. "I love you, Quent!"

Stepping up behind Fremont, the Ghost raised the Winchester and, before the rancher knew the blow was coming, smashed the barrel over the cowboy's skull.

Fremont slumped in his tracks, knocked cold by the treacherous blow.

A hoarse laugh issued from behind the Ghost's helmet visor. Shouldering the smoke-fuming rifle, the phantom in golden armor strode off past the tent, down to the water's edge where his white stallion was grazing.

Leading the Arabian back to where Donna stood helplessly alongside the fallen rancher, the phantom halted.

Leaning his rifle against the end gate of Dr. Trevor's buckboard wagon, parked alongside the tent, the Ghost in Golden Armor unbuckled a horseshair reata from his pommel. Shaking out a wide loop, he fitted it over Quent Fremont's legs and drew it tight.

Then, driving his shoulder against Donna Weston's back, the Ghost knocked her off her feet.

In a moment the Ghost had knotted the same lariat around her legs.

That done, the golden-clad phantom returned to the white stallion and swung into stirrups. He recovered Dr. Trevor's repeating rifle and dallied the end of the horsehair rope to his saddle-horn.

T HE Ghost's purpose became clear, when he spurred the blanco stud off in the direction of Haunted Lake, dragging Donna Weston and the unconscious Fremont at rope's end. He did not urge the Arab into a gallop, so that neither of his prisoners were in danger as their bodies skidded side by side over the grassy flats.

Reaching the end of Haunted Lake, the Ghost reined the white horse in the direction of the drainage ditch. He sent the Arabian stallion down into the trough which Dr. Trevor's labor gangs had excavated, and up the far bank.

When Donna and Fremont had been dragged down into the pit of the V-shaped ditch, the Ghost loosened his dally's and tossed the rope in the drainage canal. Then he dismounted, unbuckled a saddle-bag and took out a box of sulfur matches.

Donna stared at the Ghost through a tasseled screen of blond hair, her body lying in the adobe bottom of the ditch alongside her unconscious fiancé's.

She saw the Ghost skid his way to the bottom of the canal and walk toward the shell of earth which dammed the waters of Lago Espantosa. Imbedded in the loose shale were the boxes of dynamite which Dr. Trevor had brought over from Sollazzo in weeks past.

Horror jell'd Donna's veins as she saw the Ghost squat alongside the explosive charges and pick up a fuse which led to percussion caps inside a case of dynamite. Dr. Trevor had prepared those charges only yesterday, intending to dynamite the dam today. Now, Dr. Trevor's killer was carrying out his plans—but for a different purpose.

Donna moaned, gnashing her teeth together. She was thankful, now, that Quent was unconscious, would never know the form in which death would strike. For the Ghost in Golden Armor was striking a match, touching it to the wormlike fuse, squatting there until he saw the fuse start sputtering sparks.

Donna knew the truth now. Their captor was going to blast open the shallow dam and release the raging waters of Haunted Lake into the drainage ditch. In so doing he would drown Donna and Quent Fremont, bury their corpses under
tons of silt somewhere between here and the Nueces bottomlands!

CHAPTER XVII

The Ghost Unmasked

LEAVING the brasada jungle which shut off the Rafter Q from Jarbo's range, Jim Hatfield picked up the trail of the Ghost in Golden Armor shortly after sunrise. He had lost valuable time back in the forest of chaparral, due to Goldy's becoming lost in the bewildering maze of crisscrossing trails which longhorn steers had blazed through the brush in search of prickley pear and mesquite beans for forage.

Now, with daybreak at hand, the Lone Wolf had a clear trail to follow, recognizing the white Arabian's stallion's trail by its distinctive horseshoe pattern.

After leaving the brasada, the Ghost in Golden Armor had headed straight for the Rafter Q Ranch. A mile out from the burned ruins of Fremont's place, Hatfield veered to the north as he saw where the Ghost had altered direction.

"Headin' for Haunted Lake," Hatfield panted, urging Goldy into a long lope. "That means he's either attacked the Rafter Q already or is bypassin' Donna and Fremont."

Goldy was beginning to break stride, exhausted by the hard gait which Hatfield had called for, when the Ranger rounded the last bulwark of brush and caught sight of Haunted Lake sparkling on the mesa floor ahead. Coming in view of Dr. Trevor's tent, he saw a slain horse lying in the shadow of Trevor's buckboard wagon. Sunlight glinted on a puddle of fresh blood from a bullet-hole in the strawberry's neck.

"That's one of Fremont's saddle horses—and it's fresh dead!"

Alarm constricted the muscles of Jim Hatfield's throat as he tried to figure out what lay back of that slain horse. Then, swinging his gaze to the end of the drainage ditch, the Ranger saw the Ghost's white horse standing on the lake shore.

Loosening six-guns in holsters, the Texas Ranger reined Goldy in that direction.

He could see no trace of the Ghost in Golden Armor. Possibly the phantom was resting in the shade of Dr. Trevor's ditch.

Hatfield sent Goldy galloping across the dew-wet grass at the lake's western edge. Something had been dragged along that grass, within the past few minutes. The path made a beeline toward the dam at the end of Trevor's drainage ditch.

At that instant, Hatfield caught sight of the Ghost in Golden Armor. The Phantom in the gilded metal suit was scrambling up over the crest of the dam, running toward the white horse as fast as he could manage in the heavy armor.

The Ghost seemed to be running from something, although Hatfield had his doubts that the Ghost had seen him approaching. If he had, the phantom would have remained out of sight in the ditch, ready to ambush him.

Clambering aboard the Arabian, the Ghost curveted the magnificent blanco about without casting a glance in Hatfield's direction. Then, spurring the Arab into a gallop, the Ghost headed due east along the lake bank.

Within the minute, Jim Hatfield had reached the dam, intending to cross it in pursuit of the fleeing Ghost. If this chase was to develop into a long-range duel on horseback, he could win.

It was Donna's piercing scream which caused Hatfield to draw rein on the far side of the dam. Jerking around in saddle he stared down into the drainage ditch. The girl, bound hand and foot, was lying in the bottom of the canal. Beside her was Quent Fremont, bleeding from a gash on the scalp.

"Slim-Jim — keep riding!" screamed Donna frantically. "The dynamite! The Ghost lit the fuses—you'll be blown to pieces!"

Hatfield cast a glance in the direction of the rising sun. A hundred yards away, the Ghost in Golden Armor was halting the white Arabian, well out of range of the coming explosion.

Hatfield made his gamble then. Spurring Goldy off the dam, the Ranger pulled his sorrel around hard and sent him skidding down the steep bank of the drainage ditch. He saw smoke fumes rising from the tiered boxes of dynamite which Dr. Jonas Trevor had buried inside the face of the dam. The fuse had already burned
out of sight into the buried portion spewing sparks from its insulated casing. To try and dig out the fuse and extinguish it might be only suicidal.

DRIVING Goldy down the ditch bottom, Hatfield swung low in stirrups to snatch up the loose end of the Ghost’s drag rope. He whipped a fast dally around his saddle-horn and swung Goldy toward the east bank.

Even as the sorrel started dragging Donna and Fremont after him, the dynamite exploded.

The dam was blotted out in a geyser of earth and débris, a roar of sound numbing Hatfield’s eardrums, the explosion seeming to split the earth to its core. On the heels of the terrific detonation came a following, ominous bass roar of sound. Through the smoke and dust and raining clods which had formed the earthen bulwark between lake and ditch there plunged a great, foaming crest of green water.

In an eye’s flash the canal was brimming with racing water, sluicing out through the ten-foot-wide break in Trevor’s dam. Even as Goldy reached solid ground at the lip of the drainage ditch, Hatfield felt the rush of waters overwhelm the bodies of Fremont and Donna Weston.

But the sturdy horsehair rope held, and Hatfield, looking behind him, shouted with triumph as he saw the muddy, drenched forms of Fremont and Donna come snaking over the edge of the ditch, safely out of reach of the flood.

The raging waters were plunging at racehorse speed down the mile-long, arrow-straight length of the drainage ditch. Spume geysered high in the air as the onrush of water smashed against boulders which had been too heavy for the Mexicans to dig out of the canal floor.

Haunted Lake was emptying its aged old waters through the ever-widening breach in the dam. The spot where Donna and Fremont had been left to die was now under ten feet of racing, silt-filled flood waters.

Hatfield leaped out of stirrups and drew his Bowie knife. Sunlight flashed off the keen-honed blade as he sundered Donna’s bonds, cut the noose from Fremont’s armpits.

The young Rafter Q rancher was blink-

W

ITH a scant dozen feet separating them, the Ghost twisted in saddle and whipped up a horse pistol. The flintlock weapon roared, but the Ghost could not take careful aim through the clumsy visor slits of his gilded helmet.

His pistol emptied, the Ghost bellowed in terror as he saw Hatfield spur Goldy for a last burst of speed. Then, standing tall in the stirrups, the Texas Ranger launched himself through space, his shoulders striking the Ghost in mid-section. Off-balance because of his unwieldy armor, the phantom of the brasada cart-wheeled out of saddle and hit the edge of
manner, the fact that he limped when he walked the day after I ricocheted a bullet off the Ghost's armored leg—"

Donna shook her head, puzzled.

"But why—why?" she demanded, still unable to believe that Dr. Trevor could be the man guilty for this six-year-long reign of terror in the Nueces country. "What was your purpose for this fiendish masquerade, Doctor?"

The Lone Wolf, wearing his Ranger badge in plain sight now that he had completed another assignment, studied the glowing tip of his cigarette for a moment. Then he answered Donna's question.

"I believe I'm right in believin' that the Aztec gold was the motive back of Dr. Trevor's career of crime," the Ranger said. "I don't believe Trevor ever aimed to make the Alamo University museum a gift of whatever treasure is in this lake. Am I right, Doctor? Yuh planned to take that gold back to Europe and spend the rest of yore life in comfort, didn't yuh—instead of turning that archaeological treasure over to the museum?"

Jonas Trevor swung around to face them. He was a completely crushed man, sitting there in his heavy Spanish armor, minus the plumed helmet. Behind his thick-rimmed glasses, his blue eyes glittered with hate and frustration.

"Ja," he admitted, betraying his Teutonic accent for the first time in Hatfield's hearing. "That gold would have made me a rich man. But to get it out of Texas, I had to make sure not one survivor of my scientific expedition remained alive, to betray me. I had planned to crate that treasure and ship it out of Texas by mule train, secretly. But not return to Germany—that would have been too dangerous. I had made plans to lose myself, forever, down in the Argentine. A man can do anything when he has enough gold."

Donna Weston picked up one of the jeweled Spanish horse pistols which the Ghost in Golden Armor had carried.

"These flintlock pistols belonged to Doctor Gosche, didn't they?" she said accusingly. "You killed Doctor Gosche, six years ago, didn't you?"

An arrogant smile twisted the lips above Trevor's square-cut ginger beard.

"Ja, so I did. Six years ago, Rudy Gosche established beyond doubt that this Haunted Lake was where the con-
quistadores had camped, that night when aboriginal Texas Indians massacred them. The gold of Montezuma which they carried, according to ancient documents which Gosche had discovered in Spanish archives, was dumped out in this lake. That was what I had been waiting for."

Flattered by the intense interest of his audience, Trevor warmed to his subject.

"When Doctor Gosche was positive of his facts," Trevor said, "I waited until we were out in the Navajadas, surveying the old routes of conquest. I killed Gosche and the others in our party, then reported their deaths to the law in Sollazzo. The Ghost in Golden Armor was an old Texas legend hereabouts, so I laid the blame for the disappearance of my colleagues on this phantom and his white horse."

Trevor chuckled as he sorted over his fiendish reminiscences.

"No one ever found the glacial pothole where I threw the bodies of my victims," he said, "until young Charlie Cameron ran across those skeletons in what he called the Well of Bones. I knew Charlie was getting close to that spot. That is why I visited his camp the other night and stabbed him to death—as I supposed. It was quite a shock, I tell you, when Cameron came riding into camp with that antique dagger in his back."

Fremont shook his head somberly. "But the white horse—the golden armor—"

Trevor glanced down at his metal suit, then out through the tent fly to where Buck Jarbo's Arabian stallion was grazing.

"This armor?" repeated the scientist. "It came from the University museum of which I am the curator, of course. I painted an ordinary iron suit with gilt paint. It was handy, finding a snow-white stallion over in Cortez Basin. If the stallion's Flying J brand was discovered, what of it? Buck Jarbo would be suspected immediately. That was all right with me. I knew Jarbo was an outlaw with a bad record, and it was easy to slip the stallion out of his corral when I needed him. Jarbo never used him as a saddle horse."

Donna glanced from Hatfield to Trevor. "You haven't explained why you committed all these crimes disguised as a ghost of a long-dead Spaniard," she complained.

Trevor shrugged. "Logical enough, my dear," taunted the archaeologist. "I knew the easiest way to get rid of my Mexican crew, when they had finished the drainage ditch project, was to prey on their superstition. That's why I took to riding around the Lake of moonlight nights—being careful to wait until I was through with my peons."

"Three Texas Rangers were sent to track me down. It was easy enough to get their confidence, lure them out into the Navajadas where I was supposed to be inspecting Cameron's survey, and dispose of them in the Well of Bones. The last Ranger, Hube Overmile, I tied to the saddle and sent back to Sollazzo. That was a mistake. It enraged the law to such an extent that they dispatched Jim Hatfield out here to solve the case. Which you have done commendably, Mr. Hatfield. I shall have reason to reflect on your skill and courage when I am waiting for the gallows trap to spring."

Trevor lapsed into silence, his attention once more on the draining bottom of the lake.

"Trevor decided to start gettin' rid of everyone connected with his treasure-hunt," Hatfield spoke up. "That was why he staked you out to that anthill, Quent, knowin' yuh would soon die, but also knowin' that search parties would find Donna before she starved to death. That would have scared Trevor's assistant, Professor Weston, out of the picture for good, and yore testimony, Donna, would have proved to the Mexicans that the Ghost in Golden Armor was around."

Fremont nodded slowly. "I can understand now why Trevor rode over to Jarbo's ranch last night to kill my Flyin' J neighbor," he said. "That was because Trevor knew that Jarbo would be showin' up with a herd of cattle today, and would keep Trevor from goin' through with his scheme to drain the lake. Trevor had to put Jarbo out of the way."

"Yes," went on Donna Weston, "and that is why the Doctor put on his golden armor and frightened off his own Mexican crew. The ditch was dug and the Mexicans had outlived their usefulness. From
first to last, Doctor Trevor used diabolical cunning.”

Hatfield crushed out his cigarette stub under heel.

“I didn’t get wise to Trevor being the Ghost,” he admitted, “until after I come back from my own ordeal with yore father, Donna, over at the Well of Bones. Jarbo turned out the Rafter Q at the same time that the Ghost was gettin’ rid of Professor Weston and me over in the Navajadas—which was proof that Jarbo wasn’t the Ghost. Trevor was the only suspect left who had a reason for wantin’ to kill off everybody connected with the drainin’ of Haunted Lake.”

Trevor turned around to face them once more.

“That dope I slipped in the bottle of coffee which I gave Luke Weston took care of you two very handily,” he chuckled. “After I heard that Weston and Hatfield had escaped, I was glad I hadn’t lifted my visor and let you see my face, over at the Well of Bones. Your escape from that pit, Hatfield, was the most brilliant piece of work you accomplished in bringing me to bay.”

Donna turned to Quent Fremont and smiled.

“Do you feel like riding over to Sollazzo, darling?” she asked. “I want to tell Dad the news. After all, he will now achieve his lifelong ambition. He will get the credit for bringing back the Aztec treasure to the University. With Dr. Trevor gone, he will become head of the archaeology department at Alamo U.”

Fremont got to his feet.

“We might as well get headed for Sollazzo, Hatfield,” he suggested. “As soon as Donna has seen her father, I’m going to rustle her over to a padre. I— I’d like to have you act as best man at our weddin’, Jim. If it hadn’t been for you, Donna and I wouldn’t even be alive today.”

Hatfield stepped out into the blinding sunshine and whistled for his sorrel.

“I’ll turn you over to the sheriff in Sollazzo, I reckon,” the Ranger told Dr. Jonas Trevor. “Just for luck, yuh can ride the white Arabian over to Otie Jennings’ Ranger Station. I want him to see that this Ghost in Golden Armor case is really finished—except for yore trial and conviction.”

Jonas Trevor stepped out of the tent, his eyes still fixed on the glistening naked gravel of the lake bed. Except for a few isolated puddles marking deeper spots in its bottom, the Haunted Lake was completely emptied.

“Montezuma’s treasure?” the erstwhile Ghost shouted suddenly, pointing off to the east. “It’s there—just as Doctor Gosche said it would be! Waiting there for over four hundred years!”

Hatfield stared in the direction Trevor was pointing. Fifty yards off shore he saw a series of moss-covered, muddy objects which the draining waters had brought into view.

Even at this distance, he recognized those shapes as the skeletons of Spanish mules, each with an old-fashioned hardwood X-shaped pack-saddle. And those pack-saddles were laden with slime-encrusted leather alfajro bags.

With an inhuman cry, Dr. Trevor set off down the grassy slope, his metal-clad feet splashing into the shallow puddles at the lake’s edge.

Quent Fremont reached for a rifle leaning against the scientist’s field desk, but Jim Hatfield shook his head.

“Trevor’s doomed to stretch hangrope in a few weeks,” said the Lone Wolf. “Let him have the sorry reward of seein’ the gold that cost him his life. His whole life has been pointed toward recovering that treasure. Apparently he didn’t realize that Montezuma and his Aztecs put a curse on the loot which Coronado took out of Mexico.”

Donna Weston stared after the Ghost in Golden Armor, as Trevor slogged his way across the muddy gravel bottom of Haunted Lake.

“I hope he won’t get away,” she said anxiously.

Hatfield shook his head.

“He couldn’t go far in that heavy armor. I’ll go out and check on that Aztec treasure, myself. It might turn out to be just another legend, in spite of Doctor Trevor’s years of research.”

Donna and Quent Fremont remained on the bank as Jim Hatfield set off across the muddy bottom of the lake, following Trevor.

Heading in a bee-line for the moldering remains of the Spanish mule train, screaming unintelligibly in German as he
stumbled and picked himself up to race on and on toward the goal of his frustrated ambitions, Jonas Trevor did not try to avoid what appeared to be a mud puddle between him and the Aztec loot.

Straight across the mud puddle the armor-clad scientist stumbled his way—suddenly to vanish from sight in a geysering splash of murky water.

A yell escaped Jim Hatfield’s lips as he broke into a run. Donna and Quent saw the Texas Ranger skid to a halt on the edge of the sheet of water.

It was no mud puddle into which Trevor’s berserk, blind sprint had carried him. It was a deep, rock-bottom pool which was below the surface of the lake, and therefore not emptied by the drain-age ditch.

Ten feet below the glittering surface of the pool, Jim Hatfield saw the wildly threshing body of Dr. Jonas Trevor, struggling helplessly on the bottom, weighted down by the gilded armor which prevented him from rising to the surface. Chains of bubbles broke from Trevor’s jerking mouth and tugged up through the disturbed water to explode on the surface.

As Hatfield stared, unable to help the drowning killer, he saw the last bit of air leave Trevor’s lungs and bubble upward. The armor-clad body went still, appearing to move only because of the aberrations of the intervening ten feet of gelid water.

Trevor was a victim of his own golden armor.

Hatfield stood there a moment, contemplating the vagaries of destiny, the grisly justice which the Fates had meted out to the Ghost in Golden Armor today, here not ten feet away from the goal of his lifelong dreams and strivings.

Casting a last look at the waterlogged corpse in the bottom of the pool, Hatfield circled the edge of the water.

He stood for a moment looking over the mule skeletons which told their mute story of Indian massacre, four centuries before.

He reached down to tug at the flap of a pack-bag. The rotten leather split like soggy cardboard under his grasp, and out of the pouch rolled a glittering treasure—turquoise-hilted Aztec daggers, golden objects of art untarnished by the years of immersion. Those priceless antiquities of an extinct civilization, Professor Luke Weston would be cataloguing in the museum laboratory of Alamo University in the weeks to come.

Selecting a golden image of the feathered sun-god which Montezuma had once worshipped in his Spanish-pilifed Aztec kingdom, Jim Hatfield started back across the lake bottom to where Goldy and Donna Weston and Quentin Fremont were waiting.

Surely the University could spare one golden bauble as a wedding present for the young couple who stood there on the threshold of their lives together on Rafter Q. It would make an interesting story to tell Roaring Bill McDowell when the Lone Wolf returned to Ranger headquarters for another assignment, too.
Fiddle-playin'
Prim Holston charms wolves
and desperadoes into the range
of his roaring six-guns!

A Ranger Breaks In

PRIM HOLSTON was the son of Cubley Holston who had developed a maverick calf into the Fishgrain Brand outfit and now ran more than 2000 cows on the Tangled Washes Hills. Fishgrain Cubley wasn't proud of his son.

Somehow, that boy just seemed to grow up missing fire. Prim learned to ride, hanging to the backs of big calves; he found a .22-caliber, single-shot pistol on the Cedar Brakes trail when he was seven years old but nobody knew he could shoot it from either hand and hit a jackrabbit running. One thing everybody did know—Prim could play all the tunes he ever heard on blow-harps. Also, he picked a banjo, sawed a fiddle; and no Mexican ever played a guitar with more feeling than Prim Holston. Moreover, he was a singer from away back yonder!
In all Texas, from the Llano River to the Rio Grande, native sons just naturally had to look anybody square in the eye and back down for nobody. And here was Fishgrain Holston knowing that his own son ran to music and was laughed at because he slicked out of standing up for his rights and his honor. The whisper ran the rounds that Prim Holston just lacked in the one essential of a he-man—nerve.

The notion started in school in Mirage City, so-called because all the structures seemed to be founded on a shimmering spread of lake. The Fishgrain Brand outfit was away over south of town right in the edge of the Tangled Washes. Prim boarded in town during the school terms, from the time he was eight years old on into fifteen years. He never once showed he was able to take care of himself against the town boys. All he did was keep out of the way of the bullies.

When Prim was no more than twelve years old, he was playing fiddle music for the Caprice Entertainments, Bull Timpkin’s dance hall, saloon and green room. Timpkin paid him good wages for Friday, Saturday and Sunday night music. When Prim was fifteen he was wearing a horsehide money belt that held more cash than he could reasonably spend. Of course, he never bragged about his thrift, industry and musician’s status back home on the ranch. He was paid twice as much for music as for riding.

During the school vacations Old Fishgrain Cubleay put the boy to work, riding. Prim didn’t take to being a cowboy, specially. Out in the Tangled Washes Cubleay had seven small cabins where his riders stopped over when it was too far to go to spend nights at the ranch. Prim sneaked a fiddle out to his favorite cabin at Noisy Springs, and when he was on hunting duties, he’d spend a lot of time making music instead of making wolves and cougars scarce. At the same time, using his short-barreled carbine .38-55, Prim brought in enough wolf hides and occasional big cat skins to show he was tending reasonably to business.

Cubleay approved of Prim’s industry, and one night when his curiosity had been aroused, he went out to the springs cabin, unexpectedly. Half a mile from the cabin, Cubley heard wolves wailing. He came closer and heard music, fiddling, the step-lively tune of “The Girl I Left Behind Me”!

Fishgrain Cubleay Holston wasn’t superstitious, but he knew there were places that people avoided at certain times and on occasions because of inexplicables. And the Tangled Washes country was talked about. The rancher would have turned around and gone somewhere else, but this was where his boy Prim was hanging out, and Cubley Holston was the last man in West Texas to leave his boy to the miseries of haunts. He tied his horse and sneaked along the trail to the cabin.

And there sat Prim Holston on a four-legged stool, with a fiddle under his chin and sawing away for further calls of dance figures—

Oh, swing that gal behind yo’!

Sitting in front of him, howling, were eight or ten red wolves. Cubley remembered that in his younger days when he’d gone to dances, wolves had come around and howled to the music. But here was the first Cubley Holston knew fiddlers played just to entertain the critters!

This fiddler was Prim Holston, his own son! Fishgrain Holston hadn’t even known his boy was a fiddler, and fit to be champion at that! He recalled Prim had had a spell of blow-harping, like lots of boys along in the early teens. Now and again he’d heared Prim was serenading a girl, but boys were like that, anyhow.

Of course, the rancher thought this charming of the wolf pack explained how come Prim brought in more wolf hides than any two cowboys on the outfit. He backed away silently, returned to his horse, and waited. Any minute the boy would open up with that .38-55 and pick off two or three wolves. But there was no shot, only the fiddling and the mourning yowling.

Cubleay rode back down the hills and arrived at the outfit just when the riders were emerging from breakfast, ready to go to work. He nodded, but said not a word, and from the looks of his face, all hands realized he wasn’t good-natured.

He took to riding with first one and then another cowboy, talk would spring up—then he’d ask about Prim. They all
knew things about the boy. He was the best fiddler and blow-harper and guitar player in all Texas. The cowboys were willing to bet even their short-guns on that! He never killed half as many wolves as he could have—only just enough to keep down suspicions that he had soft-spots in him. All the riders thought Prim was sentimental, and kind of soft, never having known a musical man who wasn't a bit off thataway. They said the girls liked him—which might or might not be a good sign.

Pride and hope surged in Prim’s favor. Fishgrain Cubley found it difficult to acknowledge that his son might be less than he should have been. Come to learn the facts, Prim had made more fiddling in town than lots of cowboys earned. The idea of his son being a paid musician was tough on Cubley Holston’s feelings. He'd paid Prim good—wages and allowance for his work on the ranch. Nevertheless, suppose the boy should take the notion to ride away and roam, vagabonding up and down the land, playing music? He might even go on the stage! . . .

Captain Dubois of the Llano Ranger camp was an old friend of Fishgrain Cubley. They had ridden together as boys, had hell-whooping in the cavalry of the Rebel Armies and been with N. B. Forest’s raiders. Naturally, Cubley Holston went to Captain Dubois with his problem of an unworthy, fiddling son.

Captain Dubois knew all about Prim, though he'd never mentioned that delicate matter to his friend. It just was one of those inexplicable happen-sos. By good rights, Prim ought to have been the toughest, wildest, most independent rough rider up and down all West Texas. Instead, he ran to harmony, melody and kindness.

"Cap’n, cain’t yo’ take that boy—make a man of him?" Holston asked, point-blank. "For old times' sake?"

Captain Dubois was set back at the idea of Prim Holston as a Texas Ranger! And then Cubley apologized.

"'Course, not as a Ranger!" Holston added. "I mean jus’ figure something out we can do for him."

YES, sir, Holston understood. He could see Prim couldn't actually be a Ranger; but he could be tried out. Sheriff Bud Rucker was a good man even if he was just around home folks and seldom crossed a county line, while a Ranger roamed from Indian Territory to Mexico, from Louisiana to New Mexico—1500 miles or so as the traces meandered.

"I tell yo’, Cubley," the Ranger captain said, "let’s me’n yo’ go see Bud Rucker—we know Bud—we rode with him! He never had no wild and woolly rampage- ous ideas. In fact, he’s content to play local, county politics. Let’s ask Bud fo’ a favor."

Sheriff Bud Rucker was leaning back in his swivel arm chair, his heels up on the desk in his county-court office when the Ranger and rancher horned in on him. His spur like to have thrown him, hooking in the wood when he rose to welcome his old soldier mates, and he came up with a two-quart flat brown bottle in one hand and a reasonable glass in another. So they sat down, and mellowed, discussed and finally got to the point.

"Yo’ see, Sher’f, Cubley, heah, wants his boy Prim to have serious viewpoints, as regards public duties!" the Ranger said. "Yo’ was the best danged trainin’ lieutenant Old N.B. ever had!"

The sheriff sighed. A man can’t get along without friends, but sometimes they are the most unreasonable, disconcerting, bothering scoundrels a man can know, worse’n actually gun-coming bad friends. "Prim Holston one of my deputies?" Rucker inquired. "Well, of course, I neveh in this world would have thought of him as such. But—um—’course, I’ll try him. Yas, suh, I wouldn’t be s’prised if’n he wouldn’t jus' naturally fiddle our Border outlaws into a circle sittin’ around him, howlin’ and charmed."

The Ranger and the rancher realized, then, that they hadn’t put anything over on their old friend, the politician and sheriff. They practically owed him an apology, wishing Prim Holston in as deputy sheriff. But it was true, Rucker had been N. B. Forest’s best trainer and disciplinarian.

Accordingly, Prim was fiddling a special night’s program in the Caprice Entertainments for Bull Timpkin, when he received a note painfully written on sheriff department note paper. It read:

Dear Prim Holston: I shore would take it kindly if you-un drapt in to my office come
before yo' leave town. True—fer—certain
Bud Rucker
Sheriff.

In all his borned days, Prim Holston never had received official attention be¬
fore. In fact, he had circled around any potential contacts with city marshals, de¬
puties, Rangers—all those kinds. Now he swallowed, wondering what for Sheriff
Rucker wanted him?

He got his horse from the livery barn
and swung his fiddle box over his shoul¬
der by a braided horsehair sling. He
walked into the sheriff’s office and stood
there, the door closed behind him. The
sheriff was sitting at his mahogany desk,
that had nothing on it but an inkwell, a
pen sticking up out of a bowl full of No.
6 lead shot, and a prancing horse revol¬
ver he’d taken apart for oiling and re¬
loading with bright new brass shells.

“Somebody handed me a sher’f office
note paper,” Prim said, uneasily. “It was
signed by somebody in yo’ name. Hyar
‘tis! Mebbe it’s just one of those dance
hall jokes, suh.”

“No, Prim,” the sheriff said, shaking his
head. “I wrote it myse’f. All there is to
it—We got kind of a bad proposition
down to’d the Rio Grande Rivie. Theh’s
mean fellers, a reg’lar gang, makin’ tro¬
uble. We don’t know ‘zactly who ‘tis—but
they’re runnin’ horses, cows, an’ raidin’
stores—livin’ on oth eh men’s properties.
Likely you noticed they killed Stephen
Ustow in the Bresh. Then they be’n
abusin’ fambilies of Mexicans. You play a
fiddle real good. I want you to go down
thee, playing music. You’ll be my dep’ty
sher’f, all legal, but ’tain’t a good idee
showin’ no badge, nor braggin’ the ap¬
pointment.”

“Why—why—Sher’f!” Prim Holston
gasp ed, “I nev’eh thought—nev’eh hoped
I’d be legalized—a dep’ty sher’f!”

“Well, yo’ be!” the sheriff remarked,
handing up badge and credential paper.

“Why—thank’ee, Sheriff Rucker!” Prim
Holston stood, shoulders squaring back.
“I’m honored! I nev’eh thought—thought
I’d get to be a dep’ty sher’f!”

“Thah’s genuine duties go with the job,
Prim,” the sheriff added. “I’ve noticed a
man playin’ a fiddle never needs to ex¬
plain his business. Three dep’ties and a
Texas Ranger neveh come back from the
Bresh. Nobody but me an’ yo’ know yo’re

a dep’ty. All yo’ got to do is jes’ find out.”

“Just find out? Ain’t I a whole-hog
deputy, Sher’f?” Prim asked, and in his
voice was a let-down of spirits.

“Boy, yo’ got all the powers of the sher’f
department!” the sheriff assured him. “Yo’
couldn’t ride a mile through that Bresh
land if they knew yo’ was a dep’ty—
bush whackers!”

“Well—why— All right, Sher’f!” Prim
said, and the sheriff watched him go to
the tie-rail along the court house square,
mount, pull around and head down the
old Bresh trail. The sheriff shook his
head. Old Fishgrain Holston never would
forgive him—not if Prim didn’t come
back.

C APTAIN DUBOIS was in town two
days later. He stopped in to “howdy” the sheriff. Rucker told about Prim
—how the boy had taken it—held his
badge and appointment as if he couldn’t
believe they were real. The Ranger nod¬
ded. He knew how those sentimentalists
were about serving the public. They could
be the most foolishest men that ever up-
held the Lone Star or even the honor of
a department.

After spending the night rehearsing old
times with Sheriff Rucker, Captain Dubo¬
fois headed south into the Bresh. In all
the land that great thicket was the most
problematical, jungle broken by cloudburst washes, here and there a little cabin
and little chaps herding goats. And then
there were ranches, cross-roads stores—
little dots of population in an enormous
wilderness.

The wind had blown away Prim Hol¬
ston’s tracks, and wherever Captain Dubo¬
fois stopped in for a snack and asked a
question, nobody admitted having seen a
man riding by with a fiddle over his back,
nor even of having heard music flowing
by, loud and pretty in the dry dark. Cap¬
tain Dubois knew if a Ranger was look¬
ing for a man, it would serve to protect
that man from suspicion of being honest
and respectable. If a fugitive minded his
own business, the Bresh was safety for
killer, thief or scoundrel. A fiddle was a
good disguise.

Then one night when Captain Dubois
was alone in an abandoned stone shack,
he heard music, fiddling, coming out of
the south through the Bresh. And he
heard a yip and a lifting howl in the gloom—red wolves mourning the shivery tunes in the sparkling dark! After a time a human voice raised in lonely song.

"Anyhow, he’s alive!" Captain Dubois told himself. "Figures he’d better get out of this country—and he’d better! I’ll just ride along with him!"

So he saddled his horse and cut over to the trace leading to the north. While he sat back in the tall shrubs the music grew louder, and then Dubois saw moving shadows. It was not a single horseman, but a regular train, six or eight horses, and the last of the animals was ridden by the fiddler. Captain Dubois wasn’t looking at him but at the animals leading along on a rope, seven on them. The man up at the head had his elbows tied back and his ankles lashed under the belly of his long-backed horse.

Between the tied man and the fiddler were five horses, two with ordinary packs, three with men hung cross-wise over the saddles by their belts tied to the horns. Just opposite Captain Dubois, the tune came to an end, and the fiddler tightened a key. As he started to chin his fiddle, Captain Dubois hailed him.

"Howdy, Prim!"

On the instant the fiddler drew a short gun, of which he had two on his belt and three or four hung to his saddle horn.

Captain Dubois added, "I’m a Ranger, Prim—Cap’n Dubois!"

"Just show yo’see’—plain!" Prim said, and the Ranger recognized the good sense in that. He rode out into the clear and his hands were up, out, in plain sight.

"Howdy, Cap’n!" Prim greeted.

Captain Dubois swung alongside. "Looks like yo’ be’n busy, Dep’ty?" he said.

"Sher’f Rucker told yo’? I’m sho’ proud, Cap’n."

"What happened?"

"I was playin’ to a dance," Deputy Sheriff Holston answered. "I fiddled some, an’ between times I picked a guitar. Made quite a hit. I serenaded one of the pretty gals, tall, blue-eyed. She took the compliment, an’ course, two fellers objected. We had a fuss. I’d heard who to plague. We finished the dance, an’ now I’m hurryin’ home to town. These fellers I got won’t keep, not even in cool weather like this."

"Why didn’t you plant ’em down theeh?"

Dubois asked.

"Well, I don’t reckon Rucker’d believe it, if’n I didn’t bring ’em in." Prim shook his head. "Fiddlers ain’t much account."

"But you took their guns, Prim."

"Tha’s so! I nevah thought," the deputy admitted. "They didn’t know I could shoot—bein’ a fiddler."

Captain Dubois figured what had happened. Desperadoes had mistaken a fiddler for somebody easy and soft. When he’d made up to one of those hidden cabin girls, they’d begun a fuss and Prim Holston had promptly finished it. There he was, taking to town those badly wanted desperadoes. Prim knew the only report anyone’d believe was the sight of the men he’d taken care of—three dead ones and the one who rode at the head of the pack-train.

THE Ranger captain was nonplussed. It takes a lot to flabbergast a Ranger who has lived his way up to being captain. Riding along that train through the Bresh country, looking at the proofs of Prim Holston’s law-officer prowess, it just didn’t seem likely, or even possible. Out of respect for the captain, Prim had loosened up his fiddle strings and swung the box over his shoulder, but there it was, and Dubois could hear it bump-bump-bump as the horse jogged along.

"I mout of knowed a son of old Fishgrain Holston’d be good, down under his music!" Captain Dubois sighed. "Well, live’n learn!"

So the three of them, the tied-up outlaw, the Ranger captain and the fiddling deputy sheriff, Prim Holston, rode into Mirage City out of that bad Bresh country. This was Monday afternoon, trading day, and people were in from all over—in wagons, buckboards, on horseback, leading packers—but this loaded train coming in was the most surprising ever. Captain Dubois hung back, giving Prim the full credit.

Fishgrain Holston had come in, riding a big Arabian, and the Fishgrain cook had driven in a five-horse team for supplies. He was standing on the cross-roads corner, whistling, talking with Sheriff Rucker. No word had come from Deputy Sheriff Prim Holston. And there came Captain Dubois, shacking in as if all by himself, and Rucker glared at him. The Ran-
ger winked, but the rancher didn't see that.

Then up out of the south came that pack train, with a shamed looking scoundrel tied up in the lead and those six other animals, the last one toting Prim Holston who looked embarrassed, modest and as if he didn't know how to act, officially. Three dead men, one live prisoner, two pack-loads of recovered loot and three of the horses wearing stolen brands!

The jaws of Sheriff Rucker parted; Fishgrain Cubley Holston plucked at his beard, staring in surprise at those dangling gun-holsters and that fiddle box.

"If'n yo' don't mind, Cubley, I'd like to have your boy riding Ranger for our Llano squad," Captain Dubois remarked, adding, "Now't he's broke in at law-enforcing!"

"You—you—" The old rancher turned on his Ranger friend. "What've yo' that danged Sher'f Rucker done to my boy?"

"We ain't done nothin'," Captain Dubois declared. "The kid just done the whole business hissef."

"What—shootin'?" the father demanded. "Shootin'," the Ranger answered flatly. "But—but all he done was blow, pick and fiddle!" the rancher exclaimed.

"An' bring in red wolves he'd enchanted," Ranger Captain Dubois reminded him. "Well, now he's qualified, he'll make a good Ranger."

"That's so—that's right," Fishgrain Holston nodded. "I never give'm credit for them. A Ranger—shu-u! My boy Prim!"

"Reckon we all of us overlooked ev'rything but yo' boy Prim's music," the Ranger confessed. "We never counted the wolves and snakes he practised on."

"I reckon—I reckon!" the rancher agreed with a sigh. "My boy—'Course, he fiddles—Well, darn kids! They all got some bad habit. Same as me, Cap'n! My pap worried his haid off about me an' my banjo picking. I was sure good at it. If'n it hadn't been for our Civil War ruckus I don't know but I'd be'n a musician myself. Anyhow, ridin' with Old N.B., an' a musket ball tearin' up my banjo, I kind-a got out the notion."

Roundup of Western Facts

When early settlers sank their first wells in Texas they frequently hit underwater streams and would occasionally haul up a fish in their bucket of water. Even one hundred years ago there were several wells around Brazoria and Galveston counties where the "young uns" would sink a fish line and fetch up something for dinner.

Everyone has heard of "Buffalo Bill" Cody, but not everyone realizes that the "buffalo" in his nickname is a misnomer. Buffalo Bill never shot a buffalo in his life. There are no such animals on the North American Continent. The animals that Cody shot as a meat hunter for the army and the railroads were North American bison. Buffalo occur in Africa and Asia.

Skis are seldom mentioned in stories about the West, but the fact is they were commonly used by cowboys. When the telegraph lines began to spread across the country, the incoming lumberjacks and linemen brought skis with them for the job of patrolling the lines. The skis were promptly adopted by the cowboy and thereafter became quite popular in the West.

The West has never rivalled Africa as a diamond producer, but there was a famous "diamond" which played one of the greatest roles in Frontier development. This was the diamond hitch—or, in other words, the system of knotting rope so as to tie a pack on a mule or horse's back. A continuous line of about thirty feet was laced about the load and about the animal that bore it to form a diamond-shaped pattern on top.

—Rex Sherrick.
Lawman Needed

By TEX MUMFORD

Young Brad Martin rides clear into a storm center of trouble!

The heat in the canyon was stifling, for the towering rock walls blocked off any breeze there might have been. Brad Martin, feeling that heat pressing in on him, halted his horse beneath an overhanging ledge and swung stiffly out of saddle. But he was not thinking of his own discomfort. He did not even hear the jingle of his spurs as he walked over to a still figure sprawled face downward beside a big boulder.

“Drygulch,” he muttered tightly. He saw the bullet-hole in the left side of the dead man’s back. “High-powered rifle, looks like.”

His gaze was grim and thoughtful as he looked around. He was a big young man who looked salty, and his range clothes had seen a lot of use. Not until then did he lean down and turn the corpse over. He frowned, looked grimmer. He recognized that dead man.

“Ed Vare,” he mumbled. “A stranger in these parts just as I am. Now why would anybody want to down him?” Then a thought struck him. “Unless—”

Abruptly the sound of a horse’s hoofs came to him and he looked up. The clatter on the hard surface of the canyon floor grew louder. Left hand on the gun in the holster on his left hip, Brad waited.

From around an outcropping a rider appeared. A big black bearded man on a powerful bay horse. He rode closer, his glowering gaze fixed on Brad Martin and the dead man. Martin watched warily. He had never seen this bearded man before in his life. And long ago Martin had found it good policy to be cautious with all strangers.

The man in the saddle reined the bay close to where Martin stood and finally spoke.

“I'm Lem Craddock,” he informed, and he said it as though the mere mention of his name ought to be enough for anyone. “What's happened here, stranger?”

“Looks like somebody drygulched this hombre.” Martin shrugged. “I was ridin' through the canyon, saw this jasper on the ground and stopped to see if there was anything I could do for him. There wasn't. My name's Brad Martin!”

“Know him?” Craddock demanded curtly, his gaze on the face of the dead man. “Stranger to me.”

“To me, too,” Martin lied deliberately. He had not missed the carbine in Craddock’s saddle-boot. “But I wouldn't be likely to. I don’t belong hereabouts. Just ridin’ through.”

“That's one way to be safe—just keep
on riding." If Craddock meant that for a threat his tone was casual enough. "Some folks around here don't like strangers."
"You one of 'em?" Martin asked quietly.

For a moment the gaze of the two men met and held. Martin believed he had never seen colder eyes than those of this Lem Craddock, but he did not allow the bearded man to stare him down. It was Craddock who finally shrugged and looked away.
"With me it depends on the stranger," was all he said.

He swung out of saddle, dropping the reins and ground-hitching the bay. Kneeling beside the dead man he made a swift examination.

He looked up and motioned Martin over to him.

"Rather have yuh where I can see yuh," he said coldly. "I don't aim to take a chance on gettin' shot in the back like this hombre has been."

"I couldn't do it like that," drawled Martin. He moved over to the man. "I'm not carryin' a rifle."

Craddock grunted and began going through the dead man's pockets. He drew out a roll of bills and some small change, put the find back.

In another pocket he found a badge, and gave a low whistle.

"U. S. Deputy Marshal," he said slowly.
"So that's what he was, huh?"

"It would seem so," agreed young Martin. "He might not have been killed if his drygulchers hadn't thought—or known—he was a lawman." He looked at Craddock intently. "Folks around here, you say don't care much for strangers. Does that go for the Law, too?"

"There's been some rustlin', and a couple of stage holdups in this region lately," acknowledged Craddock. He was still searching the dead man's pockets. He drew out a crumpled letter. "Seems this hombre had the name of Ed Vare, according to the address on this."

"Ed Vare," Martin said musingly. "Now where have I heard that name before?"

Craddock glanced over the few pencil scrawled lines, and passed the note over to the young rider.

"Take a look at that," he said, and Brad Martin read:

Dear Ed,
Here's the hundred—I'll pay you—the other four hundred when you finish the job—but get him, and no slip-up.

The bearded man looked up.
"It ain't signed. Funny kind of a letter for a U. S. Marshal to be carryin'."

"Mebbe not," Martin said thoughtfully. "I've heard some lawmen are nothin' but bounty hunters. Mebbe this Vare was one of 'em."

Lem Craddock stood up. He drew a clean white handkerchief out of a pocket of his levis and mopped his face.
"I'll report to the sheriff about findin' this jasper when I get to town," he said crisply.

But the words were no more than out of his mouth when, from some boulders at the south end of the canyon, came the whiplike sound of a rifle echoing and re-echoing against the cliffs. An invisible hand seemed to tug at the loose vest Brad Martin wore as a bullet came dangerously close. Instantly he dropped to the ground as his gun appeared in his hand. Craddock was still standing, scowling in the direction from which the shot had come.

"Get down, yuh idiot!" Martin shouted. "He ain't goin' to miss the next time!"

Craddock gave him just one look, then coolly walked over to his horse and drew his carbine out of the saddle-boot. Placing the short-barreled rifle to his shoulder he blasted away at the boulders where the drygulcher apparently was located. Calmly he lowered his gun.

"We won't be bothered by him again," he remarked casually. "He won't be stickin' around—now he knows I've got a rifle, too."

The drygulcher made no attempt to shoot back at Craddock, even though the big man had presented an excellent target. That, thought Martin, was interesting. Craddock's wild shooting at the boulders hadn't been anything to put fear into a hidden man, either.

"I hope yuh're right," said Martin. He seemed a little nervous as he got quickly to his feet. "All the same I'm gettin' out of here, pronto."

He leaped to his horse and swung into saddle. Wheeling the roan he rode swiftly away, heading for the entrance of the canyon. Once he glanced
back over his shoulder. The bearded man had raised the carbine, then lowered it. "It ain’t loaded, Craddock," Martin mumbled to himself. "I figgered it wouldn’t be after all that shootin’ yuh just did."

And one other little matter was clear in Brad Martin’s mind. That drygulcher had not fired at him until after Craddock had mopped his face with a white handkerchief—and the bearded man had been wearing a red bandanna around his neck that would have served that purpose just as well. That white handkerchief had been a signal to the drygulcher!

"Since I aim to live long enough to learn what’s goin’ on around here," Martin told himself wryly, "departure seems the better part of valor, as the feller says."

Two hours later he rode into a little cowtown called Eagle Rock, five miles west of the canyon where he had found the dead marshal. He left his roan to be taken care of at the livery stable, then drifted around town, doing some talking, but far more listening.

It did not take much probing to find out that a small and decidedly efficient band of outlaws had been busy for fifty miles around. Twice the Overland stage had been held up by five masked men, the passengers robbed, and the express box stolen. All four of the good-sized cattle ranches in Clearwater County had been losing stock.

Lem Craddock owned one of those ranches—the L Bar C outfit over east of town. His was the largest, and he had figured this a good reason for him to rule the roost to a great extent.

"Craddock has been losin’ cattle," the bartender in the Majestic Saloon informed Martin. He was fat, bald and garrulous, eager to talk to this stranger at the bar, since there were no other customers.

"Lem—he’s plumb disgusted with the way Sheriff Tilford has been handling things. Can’t say as I blame him much."

"Yuh mean the sheriff can’t catch the rustlers?" asked Martin. "That it, Flynn?"

"Shore." Flynn nodded. "Most folks think Matt Tilford couldn’t catch his pants if his belt broke. What we need is a real lawman around here."

"Uh-huh," agreed Martin. He was remembering the dead man in the canyon. "Mebbe a good U. S. deputy marshal to clean things up, huh?"

"That would shore be fine," commented Flynn. "Have another drink?"

Martin declined. He talked casually for a few minutes more and left the saloon. From there he went to the local bank and talked to the banker about buying a ranch.

"Might have something," said the banker. "We’re holding mortgages on a couple of ranches around here. How much do you think you could pay, Mr. Martin?"

"Let’s say up to ten thousand dollars," Martin said calmly, and wanted to chuckle as he fingered the three silver dollars in his pocket—all the money he had in the world. "What about that?"

"Why, for ten thousand I have an idea you might even be able to get the L Bar C," said the banker. "Provided Lem Craddock doesn’t come in next week to pay up the mortgage the bank holds."

"Sounds interesting," observed Martin. He rose to his feet. "I’ll see yuh again in a few days and we’ll talk it over."

As he left the bank four men rode into town and halted their horses in front of the Majestic Saloon. Martin recognized Lem Craddock and had an idea the other three were L Bar C cowboys. Craddock had already been to town to report the finding of Vare’s body to the sheriff, Brad Martin had learned. Now the rancher had returned with some of his men.

The four dismounted and tied their horses to the hitching rail. Martin sauntered across the street toward them.

"There he is!" yelled Craddock as he spied Martin. "I hoped that sidewinder would be in town!"

T HE bearded man reached for his gun. So did the four men with him, but they were a little late. Martin had them covered with his own Colt.

"Don’t try anything foolish, gents," he said tightly. "If yuh do somebody’s liable to die sudden-like." He grinned slowly as they drew their hands away from their holsters. "Mm—that’s better. Now, there’s somethin’ I’d admire to know. Why are yuh all so danged anxious to know?"

"Because yuh drygulched that deputy marshal, that’s why!" growled Craddock. "Sheriff Tilford and his deputy have gone out to bring in the body and we aimed to hold yuh till they got back."
“That’s not the reason,” Martin told him coldly. “Yuh could have only one reason for wantin’ to get me. Yuh finally noticed the initials ‘B M’ scratched on the back of that marshal’s badge yuh found in Ed Vare’s pocket. My initials!”

“Huh!” snorted Craddock. “I suppose yuh’ll be tryin’ to tell us next that yuh’re the real marshal, and that Vare was just a fake.”

“He was,” said Martin. “Just a cheap owlhoot who stole my badge and money I had in my saddle roll for safe keepin’. Yuh didn’t want a real lawman around here, Craddock, because you and yore outfit have been doin’ all the stage holdups and rustlin’.”

Curious townsmen, seeing Martin covering the cowboys and boss of the L Bar C and scenting excitement, were converging along the street to learn what the trouble was all about. Murmurs rose as they heard young Martin’s cold accusation.

“Yuh’re crazy!” shouted Craddock angrily. “Why would a man with a big spread like I’ve got go to rustlin’ and robbin’ stages?”

“I figger yuh must be broke,” Martin told him. “Anyhow yuh’ve got to get money quick to pay off that mortgage the bank holds on yore spread.”

“Plumb loco!” Craddock growled and walked away. He unfastened the reins of his bay and swung into saddle. “I’m goin’ to ride out and get the sheriff back to town right away. He’ll settle this.”

He motioned his men into the saloon and rode out of town. As the three cowboys silently entered the saloon, Martin dropped his gun into holster and hurried to the livery to saddle his roan. In minutes he was riding out of town, heading after Craddock.

Riding fast, he soon caught sight of the rancher on the road ahead. Craddock glanced back over his shoulder, saw Martin, drew, and instantly threw up his gun. He fired wildly, but close enough that bullets whistled all around Martin.

“Yuh shore can waste more bullets,” Martin muttered plaintively.

The roan was swiftly gaining on the bay. The two riders were close together when Craddock’s gun was empty. Furiously he flung the weapon at Martin’s head, but it whined over his shoulders.
SEÑOR EL COLT

The exciting true story of Ranger Sam Walker, the fightin' hombre who gave his name to a gun!

by HAROLD PREECE

THE first splatter of buckshot missed the Rangers, but nicked little pieces of bark from the century-old cypress trees. A splinter of bark lit in the corner of a Ranger's eye. He brushed it with a quick flip of the hand, as he'd been brushing away the swarms of mosquitoes settling on his gun barrel.

It was a blistering Texas morning. The Ranger jerked his thumb toward the nearby Perdennes River, and drawled to a comrade posted behind another tree: "You're runnin' this sociable, Cap'n Sam. But ain't it about time we give them hombres roostin' over there that surprise party? Keep company waitin' and they'll light out plumb disgusted for home!"

There was an easy, assured note in the voice of the red-headed young fellow with
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the red mustache who answered. And the voice was of a piece with his mud-stained buckskins.

"Yep, Tom, that bunch has been blasting gun-talk at us since sun-up and they must be gittin' plumb tuckered. Reckon they're needin' a little refreshment to brace 'em up." Then the drawl soared above the buzzing of mosquitoes and the whine of outlaw gun-talk:

"Come on, boys, and help Sam Walker do the serving."

In a minute, the Rangers had mounted their swift Texas mustangs. In yet another minute, the hoofs of the ponies were clipping across the watery cypress bog. "Here's where we wind up the devil's picnic with fried lead."

Sam Walker, riding up in front, shouted back to his dozen comrades. When they charged out of the bog, the Rangers saw the sombreros of the outlaws sticking above little embankments of dirt built on the other side of the Perdaines.

"Hold yore fire, boys!" Walker called, "till you're even on the bank with 'em. Then wade in like blazing and shoot the same way!"

A bullet sang by the Ranger captain's face. A trickle of blood trailed down his cheek and stained a deeper red his thick, droopy mustache. "Mighty ambitious hombres!" he shouted to his partner, Tom. "But wait'll they get a taste of our surprise."

And it was indeed surprised hombres who tasted quick doses of lead when the Rangers reached the river bank.

Ranger pistols rang out five shots for every one fired by the mixed gang of Mexican horse thieves, stray Comanches, and white renegades. Ranger pistols were reloaded after every fifth shot. Outlaw pistols had to be reloaded every time. Sam Walker's pistol blazed five times and five renegades died under the blazing Texas sun.

Every Ranger sat solid in his saddle throughout the fray. The mustangs neighed fiercely as they splashed across the river in a bee line for the outlaw camp, seeming to know they were in a battle.

Roaring hoofs began smashing the embankment when the mounts cleared the river and hit the dry ground. Sam Walk-
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er's cayuse, Diablo, pawed at a giant Comanche resplendent in Mexican sombrero and serape. The man raised a threatening war-club. Walker fired twice point-blank at the grimacing brave. The Ranger captain had administered the coup de grace.

Death Among the Cypress

Under the rapid fury of the Rangers' repeating five-shooters, other men were uttering their last in English, Spanish, and Comanche. Then one of the surviving outlaws recognized Sam Walker and began screaming:

"Senor El Colt. Dios mio! Dios mio!"
"Senor El Colt!—" Other bandits took up the cry. And those who had not run for life into the cypress bogs dropped their guns and threw up their hands in surrender.

When the last shot had been fired and the last outlaw had been hootied, Sam Walker slouched in his saddle and looked down through mild blue eyes at his catch.

But the eyes were steel blue when they singled out the bandit leader. This was a swarthy Mejicano who stared sullenly at the red-headed Ranger.

Walker's words cut like a knife:

"Seems to me, Senor, we've met before. Didn't you help guard our prisoners at Perote?"

"Si, muy Capitano Walker. And it was my pleasure to help bring you and the other Texan dogs back when they escaped."

Then Sam Walker remembered the nightmare of imprisonment in Mexico when an invading Texan force had been captured. He remembered the nightly floggings and vividly recalled having been hitched to a Mexican trash cart like a mule. But, most of all, he remembered Mexican Dictator Santa Anna's savage order to shoot every tenth Texan.

Walker and his comrades had been marched into a big room with a bowl of white and black beans in the center. Every tenth bean was black, and he who drew it had to die. The young Ranger had been lucky enough to draw one that was white. But he had not seen his comrades who drew black, lined up against 'dobe walls and shot by Mexican firing-squads.
And this man now standing before him had been partly responsible.

"Senor!" Sam Walker said, "tonight you have yore send-off feast—a pot of black beans. You will have all the beans you want to eat, and that’s more’n you ever did for us at Perote."

That night, the Rangers clustered grimly around the bandit chief as he scooped up the thick black beans out of a big pan. The prisoner ate slowly, looking up occasionally at the rising moon. Finally, he finished the last spoonful.

"Thank you for your hospitality, Capi- tano Walker," the bandit said, "I am ready. But one last request. Send my body back to Mexico. I wish not to be buried in the soil of your state of Texas."

Walker nodded to the Mexican. Then he waved his hand to the three Rangers already detailed as a firing squad. Calmly the bandit walked over to a huge pecan tree. He bared his chest and waited without twitching a muscle until he saw the pistols that his executioners trained on him. They were the terrible repeating guns that had wiped out his gang, eight hours before.

Fifteen shots from three five-shooters hit him fifteen times. He was still lying under the pecan tree next morning, when Walker ordered the body trussed across a mustang’s back. Then he beckoned to another brown-skinned prisoner, and began scribbling something on a piece of paper. The note read:

This live polecat is taking this dead polecat back to Mexico to bury him. Let them both pass.

The Wonderful New Gun

For the next month, tongues wagged in Texas. Nobody talked much about the forty bandits blasted like rattlesnakes on the Perdenales or the one executed by Walker’s firing squad under the pecan tree. Texas kept no account of either killed rattlesnakes or defunct outlaws. But everybody swapped excited gab about the new-fangled gun that had been used for the killings. That gun could down five men in the time that the old-fashioned cap-and-ball pistol took to put the quietus on one.
A new day had hit Texas and that day would stretch out for generations across the whole West. The day of the Colt had dawned. The five-shooter would shortly give way to the six-shooter as the frontier carbines would give way to the repeating rifle. These would be inspired of course, by the repeating revolver.

But Sam Colt from New Jersey would leave forever his brand on the West because Sam Walker from Maryland had made his gun famous in that big chunk of the West which was Texas.

Far away from Texas in that year of 1844, Sam Colt realized that he was a made man because of Sam Walker. The news of the battle on the Perdizales had hit the United States. Now, Sam Colt was happily writing checks to pay off his debts as men, who'd laughed at his repeating pistol, rushed in to give him orders. But Sam Colt, remembering his meeting with the drawling young frontiersman, knew he could never pay the debt he owed Sam Walker.

They'd met in Washington when Sam Walker had come to buy arms for the Texas Republic. And they'd liked each other from the start.

"You've got a good idea, Colt," the Texan had drawled. "But yore gun's too puny and too clumsy for Texas fightin'. You have to take the whole barrel off to swap a full cylinder for an empty one. Which means that a man in a runnin' battle has to hold on to all three parts to reload and keep from gettin' scalped or shot at the same time. Look at that trigger too. What's the use of hidin' it? And why don't yuh rig up a gun that'll fit snug into a man's hand?"

"Suppose you come back with me to my factory in Paterson and show me how to do it, Captain Walker," answered Sam Colt. When the young Ranger started back to Texas, two weeks later, he carried with him the first of the new and improved Colts named in gratitude "the Walker model."

But something bigger was shaping up in Texas and the United States than skirmishes with bandits. That something was the Mexican War. It started when Texas joined the Union. Before it started, Sam Walker was back to see Sam Colt for guns that had to shoot six times without reloading.
“Captain,” said Sam Colt, “when this war is over, you’ve got a lifetime job with me selling my guns.

“Mister,” chuckled Sam Walker. “I wouldn’t be shore my lifetime’s gonna last out this war. And I’d rather pack guns than peddle ‘em.”

General Zach Taylor in Danger

Not long after, Walker’s Rangers were on the Rio Grande blazing a trail with their thundering guns for the American forces marching toward Mexico.

“We take mighty few prisoners, boys,” Walker told his men as they camped on hostile territory, claimed but still not conquered by Texas. “And them we do have to carry a piece we feed on black beans.”

Through spies, Walker learned that Mexican troopers were advancing across the Rio Grande with the intention of splitting the American lines and thereby cutting off General Zachary Taylor camped at Point Isabel, Texas. “We’ve got to warn Taylor,” he said. “Saddle up, men, and let’s get going.”

They were twelve miles from Point Isabel when they saw 1500 Mexican cavalrymen rounding a bend in the road. From the distance of a hundred yards, the handful of Rangers opened fire on the Mexican horde. Thirty Mexican cavalrymen dropped; but so did thirty Texans in the first, fierce volleys. The Mexicans charged on their sleek, big horses. Ten more Rangers fell from their rangy cayuses.

Sam Walker knew he had to make a decision.

These Texas fighters were mainly raw recruits who but a few weeks before had been plowing corn in the East Texas Piney Woods.

To continue battling against such odds would mean the massacre of the last Texan by Dictator Santa Anna’s crack cavalrymen.

“Dig into yore spurs, boys,” Walker yelled. “We’ll have another day to square up with this shebang.”

The Rangers rode hard, the Mexicans pressing closely on their tracks. Only when they were near Port Isabel and American headquarters, did the cavalrymen give up the chase. The Texans
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stopped in a little draw to reckon up their numbers. Fifteen of the original seventy-five answered the roll call. Among the sixty dead or unaccounted for was their commander, Sam Walker.

The boys from the Piney Woods were tired and demoralized. They rested an hour and were spurring their horses toward Point Isabel when one of them let out a yell that could be heard a long way.

"Whoopee, fellers," he yelled. "Here comes the Cap'n. Now let's finish up this job of whupping blazes and tar grease out of Mexico."

Sam Walker rode into camp with Diablo lathering in a thick sweat from the hot sun. "All right, boys," he called. "But the first part of the job is to tell General Taylor what the Mexicans are up to."

A few days later, General Taylor, having moved out of the threatened position, marched to Palo Alto and engaged in the first large-scale battle of the Mexican War. Like Sam Colt, he wondered how he could ever repay his debt to Sam Walker. For it had been the shrewdness and courage of Sam Walker which had saved the American army from being wiped out before it had ever fired a shot.

"I can put 'em in decent clothes, anyhow," General Taylor was heard to remark. So he sent for Walker.

The two men gazed long at each other; the general in his fine-cut uniform, the Ranger captain in his shabby buckskin. Zachary Taylor thought that Sam Walker looked worse than any newly-mustered buck private without a change of rags. But he didn't say so.

"Captain Walker," he said, "I'm swearing in you and your Rangers as the Texas Mounted Rifles of the United States Army. Report to the quartermaster for your new uniforms."

"Yes, sir," answered Sam Walker. But, somehow, his uniform always bagged at the knees. And, somehow, the stiff military tie was never on straight.

The Feast of Black Beans

The Mexicans however, were not worried about Sam Walker's pants and his tie. They were too worried about his blazing Colts that sent so many a proud don to join his forefathers. In six months after the war had started, the nickname of
"Senor El Colt" had traveled across Mexico. That name and the Fiesta del Muerte — the Feast of Death — meaning the black beans served his condemned prisoners before Texas firing squads. They were to remind many of the black coffins to be planted underneat white crosses.

Walker and his men were in on the battle of Monterrey, helping to capture strategic Independence Hill with the help of General Blanchard's French-speaking Louisianans. The petite widow of a Louisiana officer cast longing eyes on the Texas captain, baggy breeches and all.

"Git on back to New Orleans, lady," he told her. "War ain't for women. And I'd have blistered yore hide before letting you get mixed up in this one."

The lady cursed him in French and in English. Then she packed up and returned to Louisiana.

Walker and his brave men finally struck out toward Southern Mexico and toward Perote. Their mission was to wipe out the guerilla bands harassing the forces of General Winfield Scott as he moved northward from Vera Cruz toward the final kill — Mexico City.

The Texans whipped the guerillas at Las Vegas on June 20, 1847, and twenty-five prisoners ate the Feast of the Black Beans. Next day, the Rangers defeated another guerilla band at La Hoya Pass. The booty included the guerilla flag — a banner embroidered with the skull and crossbones and the words; "No quarter."

"Your flag tells what you asked for," Walker told the prisoners of that battle. "And now, gentlemen, there's a fine feed of black beans waitin' for you. Eat hearty — because it's the last time you'll eat this side of Gehenna."

A few days later, Walker and his Texans were blasting their way with Colts and carbines into Perote. There, he rounded up all of those who had mistreated the Texas prisoners. Those who had tortured were served black beans for the entree and lead from Ranger Colts for dessert.

Afterward, Sam Walker personally directed the lowering of the Mexican flag from the castle where he had been imprisoned with his comrades. And he even remembered to hitch up his breeches when he saw the American flag being raised in its place.
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He took out his long bowie knife, and scratched around under the flagpole for a few minutes. He came up with a soiled American dime which he showed to his men.

"I planted it there when I was a prisoner," he said. "I promised that I would come back when the American flag waved over Perote and pick up that dime."

Then for some unaccountable reason, his face blanched. Those nearest him heard him say, "I got away from death the first time in this country. I don't think I'll miss it this time."

Death came a few months later on October 20 at the storming of Huamantla. Walker and his Rangers rode first into the town to attack the Mexicans commanded by Santa Anna himself. Then followed General Lane and the American regulars.

Sam Walker had accounted for ten Mexicans with his roaring Colts when he was caught in a veritable crossfire of lead. He fell from his horse, the smoke from his Colts still trailing little wisps in the air.

They buried him with a military funeral and tears rolled down the tanned, leathery faces of his Texans who looked on. But this time it was seen that his pants were neatly creased and his cravat was neatly tied.
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LAWMAN NEEDED
(Concluded from page 81)

Then the horses were racing side by side. Martin reached out and dragged Craddock from the saddle, but the weight of the bearded man pulled Martin himself out of the kakk. They landed in the road and had no time to be glad it was a soft spot. For the next instant they were fighting like infuriated wildcats. It was Martin who finally won—with a right to Craddock’s jaw. It knocked the bearded man cold. When he regained consciousness his arms were tied behind his back—and Martin was standing near by with both horses ground-hitched.

“The man in yore outfit who knows about yore bushwhackin’ will talk all right when he finds he is charged with killin’,” Martin said coldly. “He’s the one, I reckon, who found out a deputy marshal was comin’ here—and offered Ed Vare five hundred dollars to get me. Only yuh didn’t want to wait. Yuh didn’t know what I looked like so yuh thought Vare was me and killed him. Yuh shot straight that time, Craddock.”

Craddock had not a word to say. He was staring along the road at the sheriff and the deputies who were approaching, with a wagon carrying the dead man following them.

“Been talkin’ about needin’ a real lawman around here,” Craddock did say then, bitterly. “Trouble is we got one.”

Martin smiled grimly.

“Me,” he said, “now I just can’t stand flattery.”
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cow or any other animal. It's just that a cat hasn't any sense of time.

A cow savvies time. It knows when it's milking time, and you often see a dairy herd stringing for the barn then. A dog knows to the minute when his master is due home from work, and any horse gets restless when stood too long at a hitchrail.

But a cat never worries about anything. It just doesn't give two whoops what time it is, night or day. A cat sleeps when it's tired, eats when it's hungry and you can go and leave pet cat for days, but when you get back, what does it do? It yawns at you, plumb calm and unconcerned, as though you hadn't been away at all. But the dog leaps, barks and acts mighty delighted to see you home, at last.

Pet Rattlesnake

Speaking of pets, the oddest I've heard about lately is from C. Luguet of San Francisco, a man who's poked around plenty in the desert country. He tells me that he used to have a pet rattlesnake.

"Nobody dared touch my pack sacks," says friend Luguet.

He didn't explain the proper method for getting on friendly terms with a rattler. But me, I'm not hankering to know how, although I could get along with a nice, amiable skunk. I'm told that if you have a skunk around the place you never have to worry about rattlesnakes. Skunks don't bother the snakes but they clean out the rodents, which snakes prey on. No rodents, no snakes.

Pet deer are right common, from Texas west. I know a rancher who fed and tamed a fine young buck, and when hunting season came around he put a red ribbon around its neck with a bell tied on it.

But along came a city hunter, who shot the pet deer and lugged it off, red ribbon, bell and all. Whereupon my rancher friend swore a mighty, solemn oath.

"Never again will I make a pet of a wild critter, and teach it to trust man. It just makes it easy meat for some mean cuss."

Hunting Accidents

At the rate hunting accidents increase, there's excitement in deer hunting that never used to be. In Oregon, in the past season,
somebody figured out that hunters were shot in about the same proportion, per number engaged, as soldiers in battle. Besides which, there are no figures to show how many were shot at, but missed. Nearly every deer hunter I know can tell about some narrow escape.

A few years back, in the wild lava country of northeastern California, a hunter "accidentally" shot and killed his companion, his so-called best friend. An investigation followed, with the surprise wind-up that the killer was charged with deliberate, planned murder.

It's hard to explain why a man is mistaken so often for a deer. Me, I enjoy myself more hunting ducks. Some wild-eyed yahoo isn't so likely to take me for a greenhead mallard.

The Town of Azusa

Let's get back onto the subject of skunks—the four-legged, black-and-white variety. So's I can tell you a pretty good yarn about a town in southern California called "Azusa."

Newcomers, when they asked how that odd name originated, were told by local boosters that it was because they could grow anything there, "from A to Z in U. S. A."

Their veracity suffered when an old bronze bell was dug up, a year or so ago, bearing the inscription, "Azusa, 1845." Proving that the name existed long before the first California booster arrived. The bell was used on Rancho Azusa to call the help to meals.

Boosters thereupon invented a romantic legend, claiming that the ranch, and later the town, were named after a beautiful Indian maiden named Azusa.

But alas! Some pioneer historian produced the fact that the early Shoshone Indians called that locality "Asuksumvit," from which the name, Azusa, was actually derived.

Sad to relate, "Asuksumvit" meant "skunk place." In Shoshone dialect, "asuka" (azusa) was the word for skunk.
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Mighty nice and prosperous little town, just the same, and being a citrus-growing center, it smells more of orange blossoms than anything else. And now it's somebody else's turn to palaver for awhile. So adios, gals and galluses, until our next get-together.

—CAPTAIN STARR.

OUR NEXT ISSUE

DDLY enough, the man destined to lead the muster on the roll of heroes who wore, and are still wearing the fabulous silver star of Texas inset like a jewel in a circle of glittering plata, was not a Texan born and raised. Rather, John Coffee Hays was hatched in Tennessee, moved soon after to the land of the Father of Waters, Mississippi, and did not arrive upon the Texas scene until his fifteenth year. From 1836 through the next four years the young Southerner made a big name for himself in the new republic as an Indian fighter.

So it was the logical thing for the youthful government, when in 1840 it decided to form the Rangers, to cast around for the best available man to command the outfit, and perforce choose Jack Hays, who was then a mere stripling of twenty-three.

There were those who scoffed and said that no boy of slightly more than a score of years could captain and direct the operations of what remains to this day a police organization of unbelievably wide-flung operations. But the doubters were soon to learn otherwise. Hays took over the reins of the new outfit and set it on the path to glory, a path from which the Rangers have never deviated.

When the United States and Mexico went to war in 1846, Jack Hays was commissioned a Colonel in the American Army, and for the ensuing two years he commanded The First Texas Volunteers, a regiment comprised, with few exceptions, of men who at one time or another had seen service with the Rangers. The First Texas Volunteers made a magnificent record for themselves in that unfortunate conflict, and all Texas turned out to welcome them triumphantly home.

Jack Hays, after a long and successful career as a law enforcement officer during the most turbulent periods in our history passed on, in the Lone Star spring of 1883, across the Great Divide. But down in Hays County, Texas, they'll remember John Coffee Hays as long as the land remains under the sky.

But other men came to fill the ranks of the
old soldiers, men equally as formidable as Jack Hays. Men of magnificent physique, sharp and probing intellect, and when the occasion a rose, of lightning gun hand.

One of these was Jim Hatfield, the intrepid Texas Ranger who rode to stirring adventure aboard a fine golden sorrel, and dedicated his life to fighting for justice!

We meet him once again in Jackson Cole's exciting novel, SECRET OF THE CENTRAL HILLS, slated for the top spot in the next great issue of TEXAS RANGERS. And we'll tell you right now that it's one of the most significant and vital Hatfield novels we've ever published!

If you are familiar with Texas history you'll remember that the Central Hills country was at one time noted for the vast numbers of cattle which grazed the area. These days, of course, the Central Hills can also boast of enormous metal tonnage. But when Jim Hatfield rode into the section one hot day a long time ago, sinister forces had already begun their nefarious work of killing and rustling to drive out the cattlemen and dis-
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honestly take over the land that was rich in a newly discovered mineral—a commodity more valuable, so the owls thought, than mere herds of beef.

An urgent call for help to Captain Bill McDowell’s desk in Austin from Claude Pirie, owner of the huge Pie outfit in the Central Hills. Forty rustlers, all members of one outlaw band, were raiding and plundering Pie range. Already a Pie puncher had been savagely slaughtered by the brutal back-shooting riders. McDowell naturally called on his ace Ranger, the one officer in the Lone Star organization who could swiftly and surely handle the trouble. That man was Jim Hatfield—tall, intrepid and steel-eyed!

In company with fiery young Buck Robertson, Jim rode Goldy into the Central Hills. And if he expected trouble it was nothing to what he encountered there—they very moment he reached Pie range!

Here, in author Jackson Cole’s own vivid words, is the warm welcome that awaited the silver-starred lawman and his saddle pard:

Night fell over them but Hatfield had taken his bearings. Pirie’s ranch was back a mile or so from Granite Creek and he was sure he would see the house lights and be able to locate it easily.

Half an hour later Buck sang out, “Look at that!”

Hatfield was already staring at the increasing red glow ahead. At first he had thought it a bonfire but it grew too large for this. “Maybe a barn or haystack,” he muttered uneasily. The brisk night breeze was at their backs. It would fan the flames.

They urged the horses to greater speed. Coming over a rise they saw the Pie buildings before them. The surrounding area showed plainly in the ruby illumination and closer in they heard the roaring guns.

Buck gasped in excited dismay. “Why, the main house is burnin’,” he cried.

The roof and upper walls of the large building were swept by dancing flames. Men on horses or afoot were in sight but they were not fighting the fire. They were throwing lead at another faction behind the long bunkhouse. Guns flamed, the heavy volleys and shouts of angry fighting men ringing in the night.

Hatfield heard a roar of warning! “Pirie! Here they come this way!”

Some one shouted a reply from behind the bunkhouse. “Keep back. Bunton, they’ll sieve yuh!”

“We’ll have to jump into this pronto, Bunk,” warned Hatfield. Through drifting smoke he sighted a second line of rustlers headed for the farther end of the bunkhouse making a determined effort to encircle the defenders and wipe them out.

“I hope they ain’t taken the women prisoners,”
Hatfield shouted, pulling his Colts. "Open up, Buck," he said, nudging his youthful comrade. Buck had a carbine with him. He was an excellent marksman, a pupil of the Ranger's. Flat on the earth, hidden by a brush patch, and partially protected by granite rocks outcropping from the soil, Hatfield and Buck pulled trigger.

And that's just a sample of the slam-bang, rawhide action that makes *The Secret of the Central Hills* one of the most exciting and baffling Hatfield yarns we have ever published, in *TEXAS RANGERS!* Look forward to a great yarn!

Also in the corral for our next issue will be a stunning array of fast-moving stories and features by some of the country's finest western writers. Among these will be the true story of one of the most fearless Rangers of them all, MALBY, The AVENGER, written by that noted western traveler and chronicler, Harold Preece.

All in all, your next issue of *TEXAS RANGERS* will be one of the best ever! A feast of good reading for everyone!

---
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I have just finished the September issue of TEXAS RANGERS and sure do like it. It's the first time I've read it but believe me I'll never be without TEXAS RANGERS again.—Doris Williams, Whitney, South Carolina.

I have been an ardent reader of TEXAS RANGERS ever since I picked up my first copy back in 1940. I especially like Doc Swap. Hatfield gets scratched and seared with hot lead a couple of times in every story. I bet that man is a mass of scar tissue. Why not send Jim Hatfield after Long Lam Littlejohn, since Joe Fry can't catch him.—Eugene Allison, Peoria, Ill.

I have enjoyed reading TEXAS RANGERS for a good many years, and am taking this opportunity of saying so. Some people consider western books and stories as "trash"—the same narrow-minded people probably consider books about sinners and juvenile delinquency also "trash." Just as the latter two topics are real serious topics of day wants to deal with real facts and places of the old wild West. I never skip a story in TEXAS RANGERS, I enjoy them all.—Mrs. John Neuber, Springfield, III.

What has happened to Jim Hatfield, the Lone Wolf? Trouble on the Trinity was the poorest story I've ever read in TEXAS RANGERS. I can't believe that if Jim Hatfield were a real person, he would take young Buck Robertson with him on a dangerous mission like he did in this story. TEXAS RANGERS has been my favorite magazine for over four years. I've never missed a single issue. Please keep Jim Hatfield single and let him ride alone. Then I will remain your faithful reader. More fist fights!—Alton Futrell, Colfax, La.

What's the idea of everyone not wanting Jim Hatfield to have a girl friend or to fall in love? I think it would add human interest to the story. The women in Hatfield's days weren't a bunch of lame brains like they are today. They fought and rode and did whatever was to be done alongside of the men. So I forgive him a girl friend. It's only natural for any man to be in love—isn't it?—Mrs. Lee Reich, Fresno, Calif.

Well, ladies and gents, that concludes the events and now we must fold our tent, wind our twine and hit saddle for another part of the forest. Thanks for your wonderful communications and please, everybody, keep them streaming in. And if you agree or disagree with any of the above correspondents, let's hear about it. Kindly address all letters and postcards to the Editor, TEXAS RANGERS, 10 East 40th Street, New York 16, N. Y. So long for now—and happy reading!

—THE EDITOR.
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